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Throughout its history, the Western rhetorical tradition has promised an 

alternative to violence or, as I.A. Richards puts it, a way to reduce “misunderstanding.” 

The presumption is that understanding, listening, and analyzing lead to conflict 

mediation, resolution, and thus less violence. My dissertation questions how well 

rhetorical theory delivers on these promises. Employing primary archival documents 

(letters, memos, proposals) housed at the Schomburg Center in New York and interviews 

with Hebrew Israelites in Dimona, Israel, my project demonstrates how a variety of 

rhetorical theories help to explain, but not resolve, conflicting claims to Jewish identity in 

New York and Israel in the late 1960s and early 1970s. These misunderstandings involve 

a number of inexorable conditions: those of race, identity, and the desire for multiple 

groups of people to claim the same status—“authentic” Jewishness and citizenship in 

Israel. Though several Black Jewish communities had been in close contact with white 

Jewish communities in New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia throughout the early part of 

the twentieth century, Hatzaad Harishon (H.H.)—a non-profit organization founded by 
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white, liberal Jews to promote unity among Jews of all races in Manhattan–was the first 

organization formed specifically to foster interaction and unity among the black and 

white Jewish communities. Hatzaad Harishon emphasized  “klal Yisrael” and 

identification with the modern nation-state of Israel to facilitate improved relations 

between the races. Focusing on Black Jews, their interactions with other Jews, and the 

resulting conflicts over legitimate identity, I show how theories lauded as contemporary 

rhetoric’s most promising—those of Kenneth Burke, Wayne Booth, and Chaim Perelman 

and Lucie Olbrects-Tyteca—do not help us mediate competing claims when no clear 

means for authentication or legitimization exists, and when identity is precisely the issue 

at stake. My close, rhetorical analysis of primary materials challenges traditional 

assumptions about black-Jewish relations; Burke’s theories of identification and the 

dialectic of constitutions; Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory of antinomy, and 

Booth’s “listening rhetoric.” Each chapter explicates letters, memos, proposals, and other 

documents; analyzes an episode of conflict in Hatzaad Harishon’s short-lived history, 

1964-1972; and illustrates the troubling questions such misunderstandings present for 

contemporary rhetorical theories. 
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Prologue 
 

It was nearly six years ago in Israel that I began to think seriously about the 

practical implications of rhetoric, and, more specifically, about the possibility for 

discursive invention and arbitration where identity is concerned. Of course, I could not 

yet articulate what I was thinking about in rhetorical terms. Living in the Rechavia 

neighborhood of West Jerusalem,1 amidst the chaos of the Al-Aqsa Intifada, I was 

amazed how the reality of daily life—including my own—differed by place. In the 

“Promised Land” even the mundane experience of waiting for the morning bus was 

shaped by hundreds of years of history. Outside my bedroom window every night, I heard 

the distant ricochet of shellings in Gilo.  Daily, I saw the tragic consequences of the 

Israelis’ and Palestinians’ failure to communicate in terms other than body counts and 

spilled blood.  

I began thinking hard about the implications of identity and the human 

imaginative capacity to include and exclude others from their vision of self. Each day I 

lived in Israel, my appreciation for the complexity of the situation deepened. Israeli 

society was divided in terms of how to approach the “other” outside—the Palestinians—

as well as the many “others” within—the Palestinian-Israeli citizens, Druze, Bedouins, 

Christians and Ethiopian, Russian, Yemenite, Iraqi, Kurdish, religious and non-religious 

Jews. I did not dare presume to propose an “easy” solution.  

As a scholar of rhetoric and as a person who believes deeply in the power of 

words and narrative, however, I remained convinced that there must be a way to facilitate 

understanding that could mitigate and potentially even put an end to the continuing 
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violence. Afterall, wasn’t this rhetoric’s great promise to provide such an alternative? 

From this place –geographic, imaginative, and intellectual—this desire to facilitate 

greater understanding and peace among humans, this project began to grow. Naïve? 

Perhaps. What would it mean to imagine a sense of collectivity that could incorporate so 

many divergent voices? What would such a collective identity comprise? How would it 

be represented in day-to-day human relations, in law, in literature? How would it be 

enacted? How could it preserve multiple histories yet foster a more inclusive, positive 

vision of the future? How could it bring together without erasing? How could it 

accomplish all these goals and gain consensus among so many disparate groups? 

I listened and argued with nearly everyone:  the immigrant cab drivers from 

Ethiopia, Iraq, Iran, and Morocco who drove me from place-to-place; the Palestinian 

monks in my ulpan class; the soldiers who guarded our hikes through the desert and the 

Hebrew Israelites who had taken up residence there;2 the settler, orthodox Jews who 

taught my Talmud classes; and the Muslim shop-keepers in the Arab quarter of the Old 

City. One of the few consistent threads their narratives shared was the belief that the 

“other side,” whoever that other side was, failed to recognize the legitimacy of the 

histories and stories other groups understood to be true. Throughout my stay, I continued 

to solicit and listen to stories. I became fascinated by the dream of creating an operative 

national identity expansive enough to include the many different voices and malleable 

enough to accept diverging, often mutually exclusive interpretations of history and 

“facts.” 
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My fascination increased after I spent time interviewing the Hebrew Israelites in 

Dimona in Spring 2001. This group of African Americans has been trying to achieve 

Israeli citizenship ever since they first emigrated from Chicago in 1969.  They claim to be 

Hebrews or Israelites, and they perform rituals in accordance with Old Testament Jewish 

understandings. Yet they refuse to be classified as Jews, and they deny that they follow a 

religion because they argue that religion divides humankind.  At the same time, they have 

tried to earn citizenship status under Israel’s Law of Return, a law that explicitly states 

one must be Jewish to be granted citizenship. At this civic level they wish to be 

recognized as full Israelis, and Jews by default, but they employ a definition of Israelite 

very different from the common use of the term “Israeli”-- a word which generally 

designates nationality and political citizenship in the state of Israel. Their existence and 

their desire for recognized, citizen status has caused much controversy in Israel and the 

United States. Their story captured my intellectual fascination. I found myself 

wondering:  Where did their beliefs develop from?  Were there other groups of African 

Americans who also saw themselves as Israelites, Hebrews, or even Jews?  How might 

such groups interact with Black Jews who were recognized as Jewish by Jewish law? 

Why would these groups want to take on this new Israelite or Jewish identity?  What was 

there to gain and what kinds of additional persecution might it invite?  I was completely 

perplexed by the shifting terms—what did “Israelite” or “Jewish” mean for them, and 

what did it mean in other contexts? Were the definitions commensurate or mutually 

exclusive?  How did these groups further complicate the question of what it means to be a 

legitimate Jew?  
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Over the past six years, I have read a significant amount about the history and 

origins of the Hebrew Israelites and other Black Judaic groups in the U.S. and abroad. At 

the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, I uncovered archival materials 

from Hatzaad Harishon, a non-profit organization that worked to improve relations 

among Jews of all colors in New York in the late 1960s and early 1970s. This 

organization attempted to lessen conflict between disputing groups through its discourse 

and actions. It tried to promote understanding and cooperation among disparate groups of 

white, black and other Jews. Consequently, Hatzaad Harishon provides an apt case study 

for this project.  Although they were formed in 1964, their work became more 

challenging once the Hebrew Israelites emigrated to Israel in 1969. The Hebrew 

Israelites’ emigration brought widespread media attention to the issues raised by Black 

Jewish identity claims—claims that now had political as well as religious and social 

consequences.  I analyze specific episodes of conflict in Hatzaad’s Harishon’s history to 

investigate how well rhetorical theory translates into practice and also how rhetorical 

theory can be used as an interpretative tool to help us better understand this epoch of 

history.  

What I continue to find most intriguing is how Black Jewish groups negotiated 

the shared space of group identity with other Jewish groups claiming similar (and in some 

cases more well-recognized Jewish identities) but who maintained different beliefs and 

practices.  What are the effects—material, spiritual, social, political—of their words, or 

put slightly differently, what are the practical consequences of their rhetoric?  Is it 

possible for the broadened “scope” of Jewish identity that they were introducing to gain 
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acceptance and adherence from the recognized Jewish community? This project is an 

attempt to respond to that question and raise others. Specifically, how might rhetorical 

theory allow for invention to take place at the same time as identification? Are there ways 

for our theories to be applied practically to allow symbolic transcendence to take place, 

so that violence can be avoided and conflict resolved?  
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Introduction 
Jewishness, the conscious affirmation of the qualities that make Jews 

Jews, presumes a contrast between Us and Them. The Jews constitute an 

Us; all the rest of humanity, or, in Jewish language, the nations of the 

world, the gentiles, constitute a Them.  Between Us and Them is a line, a 

boundary, drawn not in sand or stone but in the mind. The line is no less 

real for being imaginary, since both Us and Them agree that it exists. 

Although there is a boundary that separates the two, it is crossable and not 

always distinct. 

—Shaye J.D.Cohen  

Although Cohen pens these remarks in the epilogue of The Beginnings of 

Jewishness:  Boundaries, Varieties, and Uncertainties (341), they are an apt beginning 

for this study which examines how boundaries between Jews and non-Jews are drawn in 

a contemporary context. Where that boundary is, and who has the authority to draw it are 

two of the main questions guiding this inquiry. How can rhetorical theory help scholars 

better understand how that boundary functions is a third. Is there a way for an “Us” 

(whether it is a Jewish Us or not) to be expanded, for its boundaries to become more 

permeable and inclusive, without losing the recognition of those who are already part of 

it, is a fourth. Cohen recognizes that  “[t]he uncertainty of Jewishness in antiquity 

curiously prefigures the uncertainty of Jewishness in modern times” (346), and the 

Hebrew Israelites and other Black Judaic groups exemplify how uncertain the boundaries 
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of that Jewishness are. Specifically, I investigate what happens when multiple groups use 

the same term “Jew” but define it and who gets included in the “us” it demarcates, very 

differently.  

In order to understand the multiple concentric circles drawn around Jewishness by 

varying groups, it is useful to look carefully at a group, the Hebrew Israelites, whose 

identity claims epitomize the many issues— religious, political, and ancestral—with 

which claims to Jewish identity are enmeshed.  In December of 1969 the Hebrew 

Israelites, a group of African Americans originally from Chicago, entered Israel and 

attempted to claim citizenship under the Law of Return. The Law of Return specifically 

stipulates one must be a Jew to be granted such automatic citizenship. In Israel, Jewish 

status is typically determined by orthodox law, which insists that one is either born to a 

Jewish mother or has converted halachically, according to Jewish law. In questionable 

cases, the rabbinic courts and the Minister of the Interior make the final decision about 

Jewish status.  For new immigrants wishing to enter under the Law of Return, usually 

documentation that certifies Jewish birth and membership in a congregation in one’s 

home country must be provided. If one was not born to a Jewish mother, it gets more 

complicated. If one converted to Judaism outside of the state of Israel, it is up to the 

Israeli rabbinic courts to recognize the conversion procedure. If one converted under 

Conservative, Reform, or Orthodox law in one’s home country, usually any of these 

conversions are accepted. If one converted inside the state of Israel, however, only 

orthodox conversions are permissible. These differences are tremendously important 
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because the requirements for conversion in the varying streams differ significantly, and 

one’s citizenship status is determined by this procedure and where it was performed.  

The case of the Hebrew Israelites is a casuistic instance to which this study will 

return again and again. Their desire to become part of the Israeli, and by default, Jewish 

“Us,” raises interesting questions for the boundaries between “Us” and “Them” that 

Cohen draws to our attention. Moreover, the Hebrew Israelites in Israel raise perplexing 

questions for how rhetorical theory can help scholars and disputants navigate conflict 

when identity is precisely the issue at stake. In the case of Hebrew Israelites and Black 

Jews more generally, the mere assertion of their hybrid identity invites suspicion from the 

recognized Jewish community. More often their claims and other Black Judaic claims to 

Jewish identity spark heated confrontation and bitter debate. These hybrid identities raise 

equally complicated questions about how not only Black Jewish identity, but American 

and Jewish identities are imagined and authenticated. Before I tease out these 

complexities and explain my methodology, it is important to pause here for a moment to 

discuss my choices in terminology.  

 

Note on Terminology 

 

The Hebrew Israelites’ plight typifies the broad spectrum of definitional questions 

that claims to Black Jewishness ignite.  Although deceptively simple in its articulation, 

the question “Who are Black Jews?” necessitates an investigation of what it means to be 

American as well as what it means to be Jewish or black.  The problem of nomenclature 
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plagues the field, but because terms are fundamental to any discussion of Black Jews and 

Black Jewishness, I now touch upon the problematic nature of “naming.” 

Generally, I use the term “recognized Jews” or “recognized Jewish community” 

to refer to the mostly white, mainstream Jewish community in America.  Occasionally, 

when the term “recognized” would make for too many repetitions in a given sentence, I 

will use the term “mainstream Jewish community” in its stead. The term “recognized 

Jewish community” makes me uncomfortable because it does not reflect the ways in 

which this community is complexly divided into Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, 

Reconstructionist, and many other approaches to belief, ritual, law, and practice. 

Moreover, it does not reflect the divisions among these denominations and the ways in 

which some groups of white, “recognized Jews” often do not recognize one another as 

legitimately Jewish, i.e., Orthodox Jews often do not recognize anyone else as 

legitimately Jewish and will not accept Reform or Conservative conversions as legally 

binding. These limitations notwithstanding, this term does distinguish the largely white, 

and mostly Ashkenazic Jewish communities generally associated with the term “Jewish” 

in American contexts from the Black Jewish communities that I will discuss in this study.  

In defining the “recognized” Jewish community as largely white, I use the term 

“white” loosely to include all Jews who are not black but who may be much “darker” 

than the term “white” conjures. Although most Jewish Americans have roots in Eastern 

European countries, I am not implying that Sephardim or Mizrachim are less recognized 

or legitimate as Jews. I simply mean to call attention to the assumptions associated with 

Jewishness on American soil.   
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In addition, I sometimes will use the term “established” Jewish community to 

refer to philanthropic groups and non-profit organizations, which have little to do with 

Jewish religious practice per se.  These organizations are considered part of the 

“American Jewish establishment” because they provide financial support, and often 

legitimacy, to the organizations they fund; i.e., Federations would be an example of such 

organizations. These additional parts of the “American Jewish Establishment” will 

become important in later discussions of non-profit organizations and their relationship to 

Black Jewish and Black Judaic groups.  

Although other scholars may employ the term “normative” for these “recognized” 

communities, I eschew it because it carries with it negative connotations for those who 

are not part of the “normative community;” i.e., that they are somehow “abnormal” or 

deviant in a negative way. The term “recognized” keeps attention on the interaction—

social, political, or otherwise—that is necessary for “recognition” to be granted. The 

word “recognition” implies there is someone who needs to be recognized and someone 

doing the recognizing—at least two implied audiences or participants. The term thus 

keeps the reader’s attention focused on the material effects of rhetorical discourse and the 

agents who enact and respond to it.  

Since many scholars use the same terms to identify different groups, beliefs, and 

practices, it is difficult to find steady footing among the classification systems employed 

by earlier scholarship.  In James Landing’s Black Judaism: Story of an American 

Movement, a comprehensive history of Black Judaism widely conceived, Landing 

distinguishes between black Judaism—“that Judaic expression found among black 
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persons that would be acceptable to the world’s Jewish population, such as conversion or 

birth to a recognized Jewish mother” —and Black Judaism 

a form of institutionalized (congregational) religious expression in which 

black persons identify themselves as Jews, Israelites, or Hebrews 

(sometimes as Hebrew-Israelites) in a manner that seems unacceptable to 

the ‘whites’ of the world’s Jewish community, primarily because Jews 

take issue with the various justifications set forth by Black Jews in 

establishing this identity. (10) 

He calls the former an “isolated social phenomenon” and refers to the latter as a “social 

movement” that is “more emphatically a black expression than a Jewish one” (Landing 

10). Within this larger social movement, Landing differentiates between what he terms 

“Judaic Christianity” where Black Jews maintain Christian beliefs but add elements of 

Jewish practice or Old Testament identification and what he terms “orthodox” Black 

Judaism, “a form based on Old Testament Jewish life with a veneer of poorly understand 

[sic] contemporary Judaic symbols, traditions, and ceremonies” (95). Landing’s 

terminology seems to correspond roughly with other scholars’ categorization schemas in 

that his “Judaic Christianity” seems to encompass what other scholars call “Christo-

Jews.” The main difference, however, is that Landing traces the historical origins of the 

movement of the whole and sees all groups as varying expressions of one larger 

movement which he terms “Black Judaism.” 

In 1973, J. Tinney was one of the first people to actually separate Black Jews into 

categories: Black Jews, Black Hebrews, and Black Israelites. Tinney maintained that 
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Black Jews are simply Jews who happened to be black, that Black Hebrews are groups 

“who adopt Jewish practices and traditions while maintaining a Christological 

perspective” who tend to be “more Orthodox in their orientation to Judaism,” and that 

Black Israelites identify as Israelite but may or may not consider themselves religiously 

affiliated with Jews or Judaism (Tinney 52). Landing critiques this schema as “confused 

and of little use” because Tinney puts “unlike groups into similar categories” (Landing 

82).   

Yet neither taxonomy is perfect. Landing’s term “Black Judaism” usefully 

recognizes a continuum of practices and beliefs as part of one social movement, 

organized by disparate confederate parts, but it wrongly implies that this social 

movement has been sanctioned by recognized Jews themselves. His distinction between 

lower and upper case "b" to distinguish between Black Jews who are or are not 

recognized by the mainstream, Jewish community is arbitrary, and to me counter-

intuitive. A more useful distinction would identify Black Jews as any Jews who happened 

to be black and who are recognized as Jews in the way that recognized, mainstream Jews 

articulate Jewish practice. Landing calls these Black Jews  “orthodox” Black Jews and 

points out that they represented only a small percentage of the larger Black Judaic 

movement. Despite their small number, they have received the most scholarly attention 

(Landes, Brotz, Shapiro, Chireau). Chapter two will offer a more thorough discussion of 

the definitional difficulties that Landing’s heuristic presents. A more useful term for what 

Landing terms capital “B” Black Jews would be Black Judaizers. 
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Explaining this point requires a digression on the history of conversion practices. 

The term “judaize” comes from the ancient Greek word  “ioudaizein” and it described 

those individuals who observed “the ancestral laws of the Jews” (Cohen 59). Like other 

classical Greek “izein” verbs, such as to “Hellenize,” initially to “ioudaize” meant “not 

‘to be’ or ‘to become’ but ‘to be like” (Cohen 186). According to Cohen,  

“To judaize” in antiquity does not mean to dance in a peculiar manner, or 

to dress in a peculiar manner, or to speak quickly, or to gesticulate with 

the hands while speaking; nor does it mean to lend money at interest, a 

meaning it will have in the Middle Ages; rather it means to abstain from 

pork, to refrain from work on the Sabbath, or to attend synagogue. (59) 

In fact, these are the kinds of practices many self-identified Black Jews began to observe. 

Many Black Judaic and Israelite communities, including the Hebrew Israelites in 

Dimona, observe strict dietary laws and many go even further than simply abstaining 

from pork to become vegetarian. For example, the Israelites in Dimona are completely 

vegan. However, as Cohen points out, not everyone who performed Jewish rituals or who 

observed Jewish laws was regarded as a Jew by the Jewish community, nor did these 

individuals necessarily recognize themselves as Jews (62). And while many 

contemporary Black Judaic communities use terms such as “Israelite, Hebrew” to identify 

themselves, few identified explicitly as Jews and many who did also still adhered to some 

vestiges of Christian practice.  Since the term “Judaize” historically describes a set of 

behaviors, but does not necessarily imply religious identification, categorization, or 

recognition, it is an apt term for the groups that Landing identifies as part of the Black 
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Judaic movement. It also does not invite the confusion that the use of the word “Jew” 

often incurs. I will use the term Black Judaizers to refer to groups who were not part of 

this small “orthodox” Jewish movement.  I will also use the term “self-identified” or 

“self-proclaimed” Black Jews when the term Black Judaizer becomes too repetitive 

within a sentence or paragraph. 

 Cohen’s philological research demonstrates the history from which our English 

word “Jew” emerges. Since many Black Judaic groups claim Israelite ancestry, it is 

important to understand how these terms functioned in antiquity. Cohen shows that 

The predecessors of the English word Jew, Greek Ioudiaos and Ladin 

Iudaeus, were originally ethnic-geogroaphic terms, like “Egyptian,” 

“Syrian,” “Cappadocian,” “Thracian,” and so forth. Thus instead of 

“Jews” we should, in many cases, speak rather of “Judaeans,” the residents 

of Judaea (geography), who constitute the ethnos, “nation” or “people,” of 

the Judaeans (ethnicity). Similarly, Egyptians are those who reside in 

Egypt and constitute the nation or people of the Egyptians. (Cohen 14) 

But the term Judaean is more ambiguous than it first seems. Judaean stems from the 

Hebrew word yehudi which originally meant “of the tribe of Judah” a meaning that 

Cohen argues had “disappeared from common usage by the Hellenistic period” (70). 

While the ethnic-geographic term Judaean, or “Ioudaios” in Greek, is parallel to terms 

like Egyptian, Cappadocian, Thracian, Phrygian, and so forth” (72), it is unlike these 

terms because “Judaea is the name of both a country and district” (72). Cohen continues,  

“The writings of Josephus show that Judaea is the name both of the entire land of Israel, 
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including its districts Idumaea, Judaea, Samarai, Galilee, and Peraea, and also of a 

specific district, Judaea, in contrast with the other districts Idumaea, Samarai, Galilee, 

and Perraea,” (Cohen 72). While ancient writings use the term in multiple ways, 

technically, “only the Judaeans of Judaea narrowly defined are Judaeans in all respects” 

(Cohen 73).  

According to Cohen, the specific ethno-geographic focus began to wane in the 

second century B.C.E. Cohen demonstrates that under Hellenistic influence and 

Hasmonean rule the term’s ethno-geographic focus shifted to include political and 

cultural meanings, and thus enable groups such as the conquered Idumaeans and 

Ituraeans to become part of the Judean state through acculturation (127).  Cohen argues 

that the Hasmoneans accepted the Greek “definition of their way of life as a politeia” and 

that this acceptance allowed them to separate “citizenship” from ethnicity and thus 

“incorporate gentiles into the Judean polity” (127).  He also shows how this shift away 

from ethnicity parallels “Greek political theory” which “redefined Hellenism” to allow “ 

‘Greekness’” to become a “world culture” (128, 132).  

A second change also occurred in this period. It allowed outsiders to become 

Judaeans not just in a political sense, but in a cultural or religious sense as well: “the 

Judaeans form a religious community and could extend membership to non-natives who 

believe in the God of the Judaeans and observe his precepts. A non-Judaean could 

become a Ioudaios by joining the Judaeans in venerating the one true God, the God 

whose temple is in Jerusalem” (Cohen 105). The word Ioudaismos appears for the first 

time in 2 Maccabees 6:6 and 9:17 (105). Cohen argues that many are tempted to translate 
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this term as “Judaism,” but that such a translation is “too narrow, because in the first 

occurrence” the term does not simply designate religion, but rather 

“‘the aggregate of all those characteristics that make Judaeans Judaean or Jews Jewish’” 

(106). Consequently, he suggests it should be translated as “Judaeanness” (106). He also 

shows that 2 Maccabees is the “first work to use Iodaismos and the first work to use 

Iodaios in the sense of ‘Jew’” (106). While this text clearly demonstrates that a new 

conception, which allowed others to become Judaeans and Jews came into being, it is not 

until the second century C.E. that conversion rituals are formalized by the rabbinic sages. 

Since conversion becomes a key stasis point in the disputes I analyze, it is 

important to note that in pre-Rabbinic times, “conversion to Judaism was entirely a 

private affair. Conversions were not supervised or overseen by anyone, and there was no 

conversion ceremony. Circumcisions would be performed by anyone in any manner. . . 

.Any gentile who followed (or pretended to follow) Jewish practices could claim to be a 

convert” (223).  Once the rabbis created an official, halachic conversion ceremony, 

however, conversion became a “public affair. A gentile could no longer simply claim to 

be a convert and could no longer convert to Judaism on his own” (Cohen 223).   

The rabbinic sages set these procedures into halacha to determine the boundaries 

for who would be recognized as Jews at a time when there were numerous ways of 

practicing Judaism. In fact in the second century C.E. when the laws were established, 

many groups who were then recognized as Judaizers would later be recognized as 

Christians. Of course in the second century C.E. what is recognized by contemporary 

audiences as Christianity had not yet fully evolved or been established. Rabbinic halacha 
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set the standards for what have become the accepted practices that need to be followed in 

order for “recognized” conversions to take place in the mainstream, Jewish world. 

Orthodox conversions follows these laws, and Conservative and Reform conversions 

follow these procedures in principle and many, if not all, of the details.  

By the time the Rabbis came up with these laws, however, several key groups had 

already separated off from what is now recognized as mainstream, Rabbinic Judaism.  

One of the groups that had already separated off were the Karaites, a group of Jews who 

did not accept Rabbinic authority or the Oral Law of the Mishna and Talmud, and thus 

only practiced the laws as articulated in the bible itself. Another group that had been 

separated off were the Ethiopian Jews, who had been living in Ethiopia long before 

rabbinic authority had evolved or become sanctioned.  Ethiopians, despite their different 

practices, are still recognized as part of the mainstream Jewish community. Even so, they 

were forced to “convert” when they arrived in Israel in order to “normalize” their 

practices with the rest of the mainstream Jewish world and Jewish Israeli religious 

practice. For example they had no knowledge of Chanukah, a holiday which only came 

into being after they had already been separated from the rest of the Jewish world. What 

makes this evolution of conversion procedures complicated is that many Black Jews 

claim to have descended from Ethiopians. While Ethiopians are “recognized” on the one 

hand, they were still expected to “convert” in order to “normalize” their Jewish status 

with the rest of the recognized Jewish world. Many Black Jews and Black Judaizers will 

be less willing to undergo conversion procedures, as my chapter discussions will 

illustrate.  
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In deference to Landing’s recognition of the movement as a widespread social 

movement, I use the term “Black Judaizm” to refer to a broad continuum of black Jewish 

practice which varies from strict conversion according to recognized, Orthodox Jewish 

law on the one hand, and inclusion of Christian theology and practices on the other. I 

spell the term with a “z” however, to indicate that this broad continuum of practices 

reflects the meaning of the ancient Greek word to “judaize” as each of these groups has 

“judaized” to differing degrees. I use the term Black Judaic to refer to Black Jews who 

may have been called “Christo-Jews” by earlier scholars or who may be Black Jews who 

are not recognized by the mainstream Jewish community for some other reason, usually 

because they have not been born to a Jewish mother or they have not formally converted 

according to Jewish halacha. I use the terms “Black Hebrewism” and “Black Israelitism” 

interchangeably to refer to groups of blacks who identify with Hebrews and Israelites 

from the Old Testament along nationalist, but not necessarily religious terms. These 

groups are often the most “nationalist in ideology” and the furthest from recognized, 

Jewish religious beliefs and practices. On this categorization, Tinney and I agree. For the 

purposes of this study “Israelites” will be the preferred term. I use the term Black Jew to 

refer to only those Jews who sought recognition from or were acknowledged by the 

mainstream Jewish community.  This study is most concerned with the complicated 

relationship among the groups: the ways Black Jewish, Black Judaic, and Israelite groups 

desire and appeal to, yet also simultaneously resist, the authority of recognized, white 

Jewish groups to differing degrees.  
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Of course, “Us” and “Them” are always affected by who is calling whom what.  

A person can call himself or herself a Jew, and others may accept that claim. A person 

can call himself or herself a Jew, and others may reject this claim. Similarly, an 

individual can perform rituals or behaviors that cause others to identify him or her as a 

Jew, and yet that individual may agree or disagree with that label.  Who or what that 

person “is” depends in large part upon how the individual self-identifies and also how 

others “call” him or her. As Dana Anderson writes in Identity’s Strategy: Conversion and 

the Rhetorical Self, “identity matters less as something that one ‘is’ and more as 

something that one does in language; or, more precisely, identity matters as something 

that one does to an audience through the expression of who or what one is” (forthcoming 

8). Anderson also astutely points out that “identity suggests that, at some point, we must 

accept a person’s word for what is real and true about who they are, for their words are 

all we have. As exegetes of ourselves, we are not easily trumped” (18). While scholars 

such as Marchand, Wess, and others have done great work in their discussions of how 

“constitutive rhetoric” functions and Anderson demonstrates how narratives of 

conversion also contribute to our understanding of the rhetorical construction of identity, 

few if any scholars have addressed the particular challenges rhetorical theory faces when 

multiple groups make claims to the same identity. 

Though this calling, this act of identifying, places one in a variety of “imagined” 

categories, it has significant social, political, spiritual, and material consequences. 

Articulations of identity, claims, and counterclaims to it, are fascinating in their own 

right, but as acts of discourse these acts of “calling” produce material effects and pose 
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difficult questions for contemporary rhetorical theories. By examining a New York non-

profit organization, Hatzaad Harishon, that sought to ameliorate tensions between Jews of 

all races, this project investigates Black Jewish hybridity as a test case to investigate the 

practical applications of three contemporary rhetorical theories, those of Kenneth Burke, 

Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, and Wayne Booth.  

Rhetoricians have always made great claims for the possibilities of rhetoric. 

Cicero describes it as “the alternative to violence” and I.A. Richards posits that it is the 

“art of removing misunderstanding.” The Western rhetorical tradition has also promised 

that rhetoric is not just an analytic art, but a practical and generative one as well. Kenneth 

Burke contends that rhetoric provides “equipment for living;” Chaim Perelman and L. 

Olbrechts-Tyteca argue that it enables “practical reasoning”; and Booth maintains that 

“listening rhetoric” can help avoid violence and even “build community.” Yet, none of 

these theorists gives us a methodology for actualizing these goals or intervening in 

conflicts where the parties cannot agree on the basic terms of the argument. This lacuna is 

particularly noticeable when identity is precisely the issue at stake. While such disputes 

seem to be most in need of rhetoric’s help, these theorists concede that rhetoric cannot 

provide a means for arbitrating between competing claims. Given that rhetoric cannot 

deliver definitive answers to disputes, what kind of practical help can it deliver to 

conflicts where contested claims have tangible, material consequences and decisions 

must be rendered in order to resolve them?  

In answering this question, my dissertation expands the range of rhetorical 

scholarship in two ways. First, it advances our understanding of contemporary rhetorical 
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theory. Short of arbitrating among belief systems, I investigate what some of the most 

promising rhetorical theories—those of Burke, Booth, and Perelman and Olbrechts-

Tyteca —offer to difficult and intransigent conflicts. Second, my close rhetorical analysis 

of archival materials broadens scholars’ understanding of the interactions and 

communicative practices among specific historical agents: mainstream, and mostly white 

Jews—what I will refer to as “recognized” Jews; Black Jews; self-identified Black Jews 

or what I will call Black Judaizers, and Hebrew Israelites.  

 I have chosen these three theories because they share similar rhetorical aims and 

make similar promises for what rhetoric can do. First and foremost, they all agree that 

rhetoric constructs what and how we perceive in addition to influencing who we are and 

how we act. As Booth writes in The Rhetoric of Rhetoric, “rhetoric makes realities, 

however temporary. And meanwhile it creates a multiplicity of judgments about what the 

realities really are” (16, emphasis in original). They also agree that good arguments begin 

with some kind of agreement, and that through such agreement new realities, 

understandings, and conceptions can emerge. 

In order to understand how much they share in common, we must take a closer 

look at the concept of identification.  Kenneth Burke most fully discusses this concept in 

The Rhetoric of Motives (1950). Burke proclaims that “identification” is the new 

rhetoric’s “key term” (RM x), and unlike the “old rhetoric’s” key term “persuasion,” 

which emphasized “deliberate design,” identification “ ‘include[s] a partially unconscious 

factor in appeal’ ” (quoted in Jasinski 305, emphasis mine). Part of identification’s power 

arguably stems from the fact that it isn’t entirely deliberate or conscious, and that within 
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these “areas of ambiguity… transformations  take place” (Burke, GM xix).  In the 

Rhetoric of Motives, Burke points out that “there is a wide range of ways whereby the 

rhetorical motive, through the resources of identification, can operate without conscious 

direction by any particular agent” (RM 35).  Burke emphasizes that part of 

identification’s power stems from its ability to work at levels that function below 

consciousness, at a symbolic level that helps provide ways for the “new” to emerge from 

suppositions and ideas that have already been granted or acknowledged by the audience. 

We will return to the possibility for “new” ideas, concepts and actions, in a moment. For 

now we will concentrate on just how important the concept of identification became.  

Although most rhetoricians associate “identification” with Burke himself, in 

actuality the concept links many of the contemporary rhetorical theories scholars 

recognize as part of the New Rhetoric. In fact, Perelman and Booth both explicitly link 

their own work with that of Burke. In the New Rhetoric and the Humanities, Perelman 

writes: “The orator’s aim in the epideictic genre is not just to gain a passive adherence 

from his audience but to provoke the action wished for, or, at least, to awaken a 

disposition so to act. This is achieved by forming a community of minds, which Kenneth 

Burke . . .calls identification” (6, 7, italics in original, qtd. in Frank “The New Rhetoric”). 

In the Rhetoric of Rhetoric, Booth writes “Kenneth Burke is perhaps the most influential 

among the rescuers who explicitly employed rhetorical language. . . . His central term is 

‘identification’—which might be taken as a synonym for Richard’s ‘understanding’ and 

my ‘listening-rhetoric” (Booth, RR 75).   
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Although the theories of Burke, Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, and Booth might 

employ different terms, emphasize different concepts and strategies, and thus have 

different areas of strength and weakness, in many ways all three theorists are trying to 

enable similar kinds of persuasion to take place—a form of persuasion that works on a 

symbolic and not necessarily conscious level, a kind of persuasion that appeals to 

emotions and values as much as it does to reason, and most importantly for this study, a 

kind of persuasion that allows for new concepts to come into existence. To this extent, 

and because Perelman and Booth explicitly call their own work variations on Burke’s 

identification, the concepts they have developed are reasonably interchangeable as 

theoretical constructs. Consequently, I could have used any of the theoretical frames to 

interpret the materials I analyze in each of the chapters, and yielded more or less the same 

results.  Since there are variations to the conceptions each theorist emphasizes most—

identification for Burke; universal audience, association and dissociation, and epideictic 

for Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, and listening rhetoric for Burke—I selected episodes 

of conflict that seemed to typify the kind of theoretical concepts each of the theorists 

explicates.  In the following chapter outlines, I detail precisely which rhetorical 

approaches I apply to each episode of historical conflict.  The chapters follow not only 

the chronology of the rhetorical theories’ appearances in English, but they loosely follow 

the chronology of Hatzaad Harishon’s history as well.  

Chapter One contextualizes the Hebrew Israelite community and Hatzaad 

Harishon within a wider movement of African Americans taking on Jewish identity since 

the nineteenth century (Landing, Chireau) shows how the 1969 Israelite emigration 
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influences local Jewish politics in New York and historically frames my discussion of 

H.H.’s interactions with mainstream Jewish, Black Jewish, Black Judaic, and Israelite 

groups in America and Israel. I argue that Black Jewish identities and H.H.’s actions 

must be understood within a context of multiple historical factors that circumscribe 

norms for ‘authentic’ American Jewishness and Blackness. 

Chapter Two reads Hatzaad Harishon’s founding and development through the 

mid to late 1960s as an examplar of Burke's identification. Analyzing white, Jewish Sybil 

Kaufman’s (H. H. youth group leader’s) letters, proposals, and memos, I discuss her 

Zionist model for the H.H. youth group and her successful creation, funding, and 

implementation of an annual H.H. youth trip to Israel. Her Zionist focus successfully 

worked to increase mainstream Jews’ acceptance of Black Jews and Black Jews’ 

education about and identification with mainstream Judaism, as long as black Jews 

conformed to the standards established by the mainstream Jewish community. H.H.’s 

attempts to mitigate the complex claims and counterclaims to Jewish identity are only 

successful, however, as long as the issue of gerut (conversion) is tabled. 

Chapter Three applies Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory of dissociation 

and antinomy to a series of disagreements that became especially tense in 1971. Although 

recognized (and mostly white) Jewish and self-proclaimed Black Jewish communities 

were concerned about the qualities that define Jewishness and were especially concerned 

about the Hebrew Israelites’ fate, they interpreted both the criteria for Jewishness and the 

Hebrew Israelites’ situation very differently. Since these communities could not agree as 

to who was really Jewish, I argue that Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory helps us 
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to better understand how and where the two communities misunderstand each other, but it 

does not provide the tools for resolving such conflicts. 

 Chapter Four shows how even good-willed individuals genuinely engaged in what 

Booth terms “listening rhetoric” cannot resolve conflict when identity is precisely the 

issue at stake. Explicating white, Jewish Sybil Kaufman’s letter to black Jewish Florence 

Dore; a dialogue between white and black Jewish youths; letters from black Jewish James 

Benjamin and Mordecai Joseph to the white and black Jewish communities respectively; 

and white, Jewish Steven Jacobs’ letters to both Hebrew Israelite leader Ben Ammi and 

Israeli Minister of the Interior; I illustrate that even good will and a desire for 

understanding do not necessarily result in the “transcendence” of difference or a 

definitive solution to the identity dispute.  

In the epilogue, I analyze an undelivered speech written by H.H.’s last executive 

director, black Jewish James Benjamin, and ponder the possibilities for successful and 

ethical identifications. I argue that rhetorical theory needs to move beyond simply 

describing how recognition and legitimization operate in political and social reality. 

Instead, we must develop a method for negotiating the ethical and political consequences 

of contested identity and religious claims. My sustained inquiry into the specific 

discursive practices of multiple communities at one historical juncture thus allows me to 

theorize in detail. It also demonstrates how rhetorical theory provides an interpretive 

methodology that allows us to better understand history.  
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Chapter One: Nineteenth Century “isms” and the Questions of Black 

and Jewish Difference: Nationalism, Israelitism, Lost Tribism, Zionism, 

and Ethiopianism 
 

In order to better understand Black Judaizm as a movement, recognized Jews’ 

reactions to it, and the historical factors circumscribing what gets recognized as 

legitimate Black and Jewish identity in an American context, we must first look back to 

the nineteenth century. During this period, Jews from Germany and other European 

countries were emancipated religiously, and many emigrated to the U.S. and Palestine in 

large numbers; African Americans were literally emancipated from slavery, if not from 

racism; and Black Judaic groups began to emerge in the United States. The emergence 

and growth of Black Judaic groups, the rise of nationalism, the emancipations of world 

Jewry and American blacks, and the need for both American Blacks and Jews to account 

for difference, influence the construction of American Black, Jewish, and eventually 

Black Jewish identities.  

 

Nineteenth-Century Nationalism 

Throughout the nineteenth century, nationalism was on the rise worldwide. After 

the Civil War in America, nationalism took on a particular urgency, as Americans 

struggled to patch over the rift that slavery drove into the Union. Southern secession and 

the subsequent reunification of the North and South brought with it an attendant battle for 

the articulation of white (and other) American identities. In the 1880s huge waves of 
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immigrants from Eastern Europe and Ireland only complicated the identity question. To 

what extent were these new immigrants to count as citizens, and as “whites”? How much 

of their national and ethnic identities would be sacrificed to the great “melting pot” in 

order to achieve American status? And while national and ethnic markers could “ideally” 

be erased, or at least ignored if one’s skin was white, what happens to those who were 

viewed as racially different, as Jews and blacks were in this period? How were Jewish 

and African Americans to resolve the identity quandary? For Jewish Americans, their 

religion was seemingly the primary cause of their “difference,” but in the late nineteenth 

century their religious difference became racialized once again. As more and more 

“swarthy” Europeans immigrated in the late 1880s and throughout the late nineteenth 

century, attention shifted from Jewish religion to focus instead on Jews as a “race” and an 

undesirable one at that.3 For African Americans, their skin color could be neither erased 

nor ignored. Though technically “free,” they faced the dual oppression of continued white 

racism and the difficulty of constructing a non-slave self. Since white slave-owners 

insisted that blacks were both racially and intellectually inferior, and many whites in the 

North and South still readily embraced such racist beliefs, how would blacks construct a 

concept of self that might counter these damaging ideologies? The common thread for 

American blacks and Jews were the concepts of difference and diaspora, and both 

converge in Black Judaizm as a movement.  Both groups were wrestling with their own 

difference and how to make it less different, more accepted, without erasing it entirely.  It 

is within this context that we must place the surge in Blacks taking on Jewish identity and 
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adopting Judaic practices.  Before we discuss Black Judaizm, let’s first take a moment to 

better understand how Jewish identity was in flux during this period.  

Although community practice had always varied depending upon whether one 

was of Sephardic (Spanish) or Ashkenazic (European) descent, up until the Haskala most 

communities practiced some version of what has now come to be known as Orthodox 

Judaism with relatively strict adherence to laws of the Sabbath and kashruth (dietary 

restrictions).  With the advent of the Haskala and the subsequent Emanicipation it 

inspired, Jews adapted rationalist, Enlightenment beliefs and attempted to assimilate into 

the secular cultures of which they were part—German, Polish, Russian, French, and 

eventually American. The Haskala facilitated and encouraged a split between public, 

civic identities and private, religious ones—the turn phrase be an “American, German, 

Russian” in public and a “Jew at home” was popularized. This shift precipitated a large-

scale secularization of Jewish cultural traditions and beliefs.   

Though Reform Judaism was “invented” in Germany, with large numbers of 

Eastern European Jews immigrating to both the U.S. and Eretz Yisrael (the name of 

Jewish Palestine pre-1948) throughout the late nineteenth century, it took hold firmly in 

Palestine and the U.S. as well. While Reform Judaism continued to be developed in the 

U.S. by Rabbi Isaac Meyer Wise, it was only one of many elements prompting intra-

Jewish conflict both on American and international soil. Along with Reform Judaism and 

the secularization it inspired, came the substitution of a variety of “isms” for what used to 

be explicitly religious markers of identity---Zionism in its many articulations (political, 

religious, nationalist, cultural, labor), Socialism, Communism, and Bundhism. 
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Competition over non-religious identity markers, such as language, were the subject of 

much debate. What would become the “national” language of the Jews--Yiddish, English, 

Hebrew, German? These debates took place in Jewish communities across the globe.   

On the American front, there was intra-Jewish conflict between the more 

assimilated German Jews who had been in the U.S. for a generation or two by the time 

their E. European coreligionists, who were more provincial, religious, and who arrived 

later. Neither group of Ashkenazim wanted much to do with the Sephardim at all. This 

trend continues to be the case, even in Israel where the Socialist Ashkenazic hegemony 

began to give way in the 1970s with the shift from Labor to Likkud in government and 

the advent of SHAS –a largerly Sephardic and conservative political party in the 1980s. 

In the nineteenth century, however, Jewish identity was in a period of great flux and 

possibility.   

Zionism reinvented Jewish identity in one secular direction. Zionist pioneers of 

the second and third aliyah (immigration waves in the late 1800s) in Eretz Yisrael saw 

themselves as halootzim (pioneers). By suggesting that working the land was a way to 

return to their “truer,” more agricultural, less intellectual selves—the selves they were 

and could be, before and after dispersal in the diaspora— reclaiming the land became a 

way of reclaiming a pre-diasporic self. This claim to the land, and returning to pre-

diaspora self is a concept theorized by Socialist and Marxist components of Zionist 

writings. This concept came to be known as that of the “New Jew” and is closely bound 

up with imaginings of the strong, militaristic Israelite in contradistinction to the “less 

manly, more scholarly (and therefore effiminate) diasporic, intellectual Jew.”4 The idea 
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that by moving to Israel and reworking the land, Jews would shed their diasporic 

weakness, proved to be an extremely popular one in Jewish and Israeli culture and is still 

reflected in the national myths of the modern State of Israel, its literature, and national 

monuments. For example, Yad Vashem, the Israeli national Holocaust 

memorial/museum, reads the birth of Israel as the redemptive phoenix born out of the 

flames of Jewish bodies burnt in the Holocaust), and popular culture.5

The American scene added a whole new dimension to this dilemma. It allowed 

Jews, like other Americans, to “reinvent” themselves and in the process develop yet 

another way of being secular and Jewish--that of American Jewishness. Yet at precisely 

this same time that Jews were attempting to create a new sense of themselves, in the 

larger context of American culture they were being re-racialized, and emphasis was 

focused less on their religious and more on their ethnic and racial difference. Chapter 

Four will describe how this re-racialization impacted both Jewish and Black Judaic 

conceptions of self in more detail.  

Diner’s In the Almost Promised Land: American Jews and Blacks, 1915-1935 

demonstrates how the Jewish press created a public sphere in which Jewish editors could 

imagine and prescribe a new, cultural  “American Jewish identity” both connected to and 

yet separate from the more religious Jewish identity they had ostensibly left behind in 

Europe. In the United States, the problems the Jewish community faced were multiple. 

Upon their arrival they confronted new kinds of anti-Semitism, no longer in government-

sponsored pogroms, but rather in more subtle forms such as prohibition from social clubs 

and quotas on university admittance. They faced the task of proving that they could and 
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would become good “Americans,” and they hoped to assimilate into American culture 

while preserving their Jewish cultural traditions and ethnic heritage. Diner clearly 

illustrates that on the one hand, the press helped Jews become “more American” by 

teaching them about American culture and providing role models of “successful Jews” 

who had “made it.” On the other hand, the Jewish press also imagined new forms for 

Jewish identity itself and provided a medium for imagining and defining what the norms 

of that identity would be. The Jewish Press served as a translation vehicle to educate the 

Jews who read its publications. It helped them learn how to become more “American” 

and better assimilate into their new environs.  

In ascribing a “shared history of oppression” to both blacks and Jews, these 

Jewish press writers tried to forge bonds of identification on two fronts—with American 

culture writ large as well as with African-American communities with whom Jews were 

living in close proximity. On the first front they tried to establish their Americanness by 

being “better, more democratic and enlightened Americans” than the Americans they 

encountered. They called attention to racism, compared race riots to pogroms, and 

impugned against injustices against blacks. Although it may seem strange to use black 

oppression, something Americans wanted to hear little about, as a means of 

demonstrating their own acculturation as American Jews, within the greater context of 

Jewish values articulated in the bible and rabbinic teachings, it made sense, because it 

helped Jews fulfill their responsibility to be a “light onto the nations.” Part of the new 

Jewish identity they were creating required that they be more open and less prejudiced 

than “white” Americans, because the Jewish presses, especially the Yiddish ones, “were 
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convinced that racial liberalism was both a logical extension of Jewish tradition and a 

useful Jewish contribution to American society” (Diner 74); consequently,  

[t]he press condemned Jewish prejudice against blacks in whatever form it 

appeared. It condemned this racism in particularly harsh language because 

the Yiddish writers believed that a deep psychological bond existed 

between the two groups. That bond was meaningful to these intellectuals 

and journalists because they perceived an undeniable historic parallel 

between the Jewish and the black experience. . . . (74, emphasis mine) 

Unable to overtly discuss their own frustrations with similar discrimination, the Jewish 

press thus used black stories as a vehicle for analyzing their own situation. Black stories 

and issues became an inventional topus for imagining ways of assimilating into American 

culture while preserving Jewish heritage and traditions, or “difference.” To this extent the 

foundation of the secular, liberal Jewish-American identity the authors of these presses 

were constructing was inextricably bound up with the politics and identities of blacks at 

its foundational core. Moreover, blacks provided Jews with a means through which they 

could make themselves valuable to American culture. Diner explains, “for twenty years 

the editors and writers, as leaders of the Yiddish-speaking Jewish world of America, tried 

to define for their readers a special role for American Jews. Part of that special role and 

unique mission included extending sympathy and friendship to America’s downtrodden” 

(81).  To this extent, actual Black Jews “disrupted” the assimilation into American 

culture that Jews were trying to enact via their relationship to American blacks. This 

situation is particularly vexed, because in the articulations the Jewish press set forth, this 
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Jewish “Americanness” and Jewish “nobility” in helping Blacks move out of their 

position of dowtroddenness was dependent upon Blacks. Needless to say “actual black 

Jews” threw a wrench in Jewish American self-understandings that saw Jews in  a 

position of privilege vis a vis blacks.  

 Understanding how American Jews were working to make their own “difference” 

less so, helps to explain why they were resistant to acknowledging Black Jews as part of 

Jewish peoplehood.  To have a more complete understanding of how both Jewish and 

African Americans attempt to reckon with their “difference” in the American context, it 

is important to first understand how Israelitism and notions of “election” and 

“chosenness” became enmeshed with what it means to be American.  

 

Lost Tribism 

The Lost Tribe Myth provides a vehicle through which we can both interpret and 

question the ideas of chosenness, providential redemption, and the acquisition of 

rhetorical authority in the “New Promised Land” of the American Landscape. Tudor 

Parfitt calls attention to the fact that Lost Tribe Theory “started life as a Jewish myth and 

was later taken up by Christianity” and that while both faiths share an interest in it, it also 

has significance for Islam and other religions (2). Though it is a myth concerned with 

“ethnicity” and “religion,” these elements are in “constant flux” (Parfitt 2). The myth, 

however, derives from the Old Testament belief that there were 12 Israelite Tribes 

descended from the sons of Jacob: Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, 

Asher, Issacher, Zebulun, BenjAmmin, and Joseph.  Since the Levis, the priestly tribes, 
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were dispersed amongst the other tribes to serve as priests, the tribe of Joseph was split 

into two bearing the names of his sons: Ephraim and Manasseh. The tribes of Israel were 

split into two kingdoms “which consisted respectively of (I) ten northern tribes 

(descended ideally from Joseph and BenjAmmin, the sons of Rachel) and (2) one large 

southern tribe, Judah (a son of Leah)” (Gordan 61).6

Though the Ancient Israelite nation consisted of all twelve tribes, they each had 

their own territory and customs (Gonen 11,12).  In fact, “Only the common threat of the 

Philistines, and the charismatic personality of David, eventually brought all the tribes 

together into a United Kingdom of Israel” (Gonen 12). Even then, “the only period in the 

history of Israel when all twelve tribes were united under one king and operated as one 

nation” this unity lasted only eighty years during the combined rule of David and 

Solomon (Gonen 12). After Solomon’s death in 930 B.C.E., the kingdom split into the 

Kingdom of Israel in the North (consisting of 10 tribes) Kingdom of Judah in the South 

(Gonen 14).  After the Assyrian kings, Tiglath-Pilesar III  (732 B.C.E.) and Sargon II 

(721 B.C.E.) invaded and brought down the northern Kingdom of Israel, the Israelites 

“were exiled in two stages to Assyria, Media, and the lands neighbouring Aram-

Naharaim,” 7 and an alien population –Cutha, Ava, Hamath, and Sepharvaim—“was 

settled on at least some of their lands and it is supposed that they were eventually 

absorbed by the Israelite population that remained” (Parfitt 3). When the Assyrians fell to 

the Babylonians, the kingdom of Judah suffered similar consequences. Nebuchadnezzar 

exiled most of the Southern kingdom of Judah to Babylon in 586 B.C.E. and “pursued the 

same policy of expansion and mass exile as . . .[his] Assyrian predecessors” (Gonen 24).  
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But just 48 years later, after the fall of Jerusalem, Cyrus, king of Persia and conquerer of 

Babylon, allowed the Judeans to return to their homeland and rebuild the Temple in 

Jerusalem. According to Gonen, however, not many “took the challenge” to return to 

Judah (24).  Indeed, there is much scholarly debate concerning the exiles of both 

kingdoms. How many Israelites and Judeans stayed? How many were forcibly removed? 

What happened to them thereafter? Many scholars have attempted to determine to what 

extent they maintained their Israelite or Judean identity under foreign rule. Scholars do 

agree that after this point in history, the Ten Tribes are nearly absent from later Biblical 

accounts. Instead they are referred to as the “Lost Tribes.”8

The myth plays out in a number of different ways depending on who is claiming 

to be part of or have discovered “lost tribes” and to what purpose this identity or 

discovery is being put. In the American context, a confluence of forces including Puritan 

millenarianism, British Anglo-Israelitism and philo-Semitism, and Christian 

apocalypticism make Lost Tribe theories appealing. Ever since the Puritans first set foot 

on the “New Promised Land” of American soil the issues of Israelitism, Biblical 

prophecy, and millenarianism have been part of American culture. As has been noted by 

many scholars and Puritan literature itself, the Puritans saw themselves as Israelites 

setting out to build a “city upon the hill” (Danforth, Bercovitch, Hertzberg).  In “The 

New England Puritans and the Jews,” Arthur Hertzberg writes:  

The Puritans of New England were obsessed by the Jewish Bible, but they 

were not hospitable to Jews, or to Judaism. The Puritans had left Europe, 

which was their ‘Egypt,’ the place of their enslavement, and they had gone 
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out into the American wilderness on a final messianic journey to found the 

New Jerusalem. In their own mind, they were the Jews, the ultimate and 

total heirs of the promises that God had made in the Hebrew Bible. (105) 

Indeed various sects perceived their mission in different ways: 

 Some thought that the ‘City on the Hill’ was a refuge for a saving 

remnant, which would remain as God’s kingdom on earth after Europe 

was destroyed, along with the rest of the sinful world, in the conflagration 

of Armageddon. Others held that the Puritan theocracy was redemptive, 

that those who were creating it were saving the world by their example of 

godly living. All agree that the journey to the New world was the 

reenactment of the wandering of Moses and the children of Israel for forty 

years in the desert, on their way to the Promised Land. The Puritans had 

no doubt that they, and not the Jews, were the Chosen People. (Hertzberg 

106) 

While it may be widely recognized that the Puritans set out to correct the ills they saw in 

Europe, by starting anew in America, scholars rarely talk about Puritans’ eschatological 

interpretations, and how they were steeped in millenarianist understanding, and how 

profoundly this millenarianism would impact American society. Briefly, their desire to 

bring the Second Coming closer to hand contributed to a growing interest in discovering 

the Lost Tribes in seventeenth century England. 

Ezra Stiles, a prominent American millenarianist and Christian Hebraist during 

the eighteenth century, “had come to Newport in 1755 as a Congregational minister. . . 
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[and] remained for twenty three years, until he became president of Yale College in 

1778” (Herzberg 113). Though he espoused much of the principles of chosenness the 

Puritan “Israelite” image embraced, he was not fond of Jews:  

. . .he insisted that the Jews did not understand their own Bible correctly. 

They were wrong in denying that the Old Testament taught the basic 

Christian doctrine of a ‘suffering Messiah.’ Hillel, the greatest figure of 

rabbinic Judaism, had misled the Jews. He had willfully corrupted biblical 

teaching in the years immediately before the appearance of Jesus.  

(Hertzberg 114) 

Hertzberg claims that  

During the American Revolution, Stiles translated the Puritan doctrine of 

chosenness into secular terms. He asserted that the founding of America 

was the climax of human history; the new republic was to be the example, 

and salvation, for all of humanity.  America as a whole had now replaced 

the theocratic Massachusetts Bay Colony founded by the Puritans “as the 

City on the Hill.” (Hertzberg 114)9

According to this doctrine, “The Americans were the new Chosen People, and their 

history was the realization of sacred drama. Any older claims to chosenness, especially 

the ones harbored by Jews, were now canceled and superseded” (Hertzberg 114). 

Because he and other Protestants believed that the “the end of days was near” and 

because it required either the conversion of the Jews or the reuniting of the Jews in Israel, 

depending on whose interpretation one followed, “the ‘Jewish Question’ moved, for the 
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first time in a dozen centuries, to center stage. Without the Jews, the living ones of today, 

the Second Coming could not happen, and so close attention, even if it was negative, had 

to be paid to the immediate lives and situations of the Jews” (Hertzberg 116).  The Jewish 

Indian theory (the idea that Native Americans were Jews) received renewed interest at 

this juncture too. In 1775, James Adair  published his History of the American Indians in 

London: “He contended that, from his most exact observations made over forty years, the 

Indians ‘lineally descended from the Israelites” (Popkin 77, see also his note 4). 

American manifestations of millenarism in the nineteenth century yielded a 

plethora of apocalyptic interpretations and greatly influenced both religious and national 

identity. Among some of the new movements that would result are Mormonism (which 

was closely bound up with Jewish Indian theory), Adventism, Revivalism, and others. 

These movements and their millenarianist tendencies were so widespread that they set the 

eschatolgical and sartoriological frameworks in which individual identities were to be 

articulated and constructed. In short, claiming to be, represent, or have found the Lost 

Tribes was common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  

African-American affinities to and identification with Jewish beliefs and 

practices, specifically Old Testament narrative tropes and characters, can also be located 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Here Chireau’s and Landing’s works are 

instrumental. Although there is at least one documented case of a slave converting to 

Judaism,10 African American affiliation with Jewish practice tended to come in more 

figural than literal form in this period. It was not until the period of Jim Crow that “Black 

Judaism emerged as a social movement in the Southern United States within the 
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emerging independent black churches” (Landing 14). It has been argued that this shift 

from a metaphoric to eschatological understanding resulted from the ways the institution 

of slavery sought to destroy the enslaved individual’s sense of self and humanity. 

During the Middle Passage from Africa to America, Africans were stripped of 

their ancestral languages, cultures, and customs. Though Southern slave owners held a 

variety of views concerning slaves and Christianity, upon their arrival in America many 

slaves were often forcibly converted to Christianity.11 In spite of this “Christian” 

affiliation, it was the Jewish history of the Old Testament and the concepts of 

“chosenness, exile, suffering, and redemption” that proved most compelling to American 

blacks.  In “African American Religious Encounters with Judaism, 1790-1930, an 

Overview” Chireau argues that “enslaved black Christians selected those parts of the 

Hebrew Bible that affirmed their experiences both as persons of faith and as an oppressed 

race” (Chireau 18).  In The Black Jews of Harlem: Negro Nationalism and the Dilemmas 

of Negro Leadership, Harold Brotz also notes that one of the Black Jews’ central beliefs 

is the “inward dignity that he [the black slave] was able to acquire by conceiving of 

himself as a descendant of the patriarchs” (7). He links this interpretation that the 

“Negroes are really the Hebrews of the Bible” with the radical, Protestant religious 

tradition to which many African Americans had been exposed during slavery (7). He 

attributes this development in part as a response to the need for blacks to find a mode of 

positive identity construction in the face of the increased racism that Jim Crow laws and 

disenfranchisement effected.12 Like the Protestants who came before them, the slaves 

“believed themselves to be another Israel, a people who toiled in the ‘Egypt’ of North 
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America but who were providentially guided by the same God who had led the Jews into 

the Promised Land”  (Chireau 18).   

 Confronted with the dehumanizing conditions of slavery where families were 

often separated and the basic humanity of individuals was denied, it is not surprising that 

the Exodus narrative proved to be so compelling. It promised hope for liberation and 

redemption from their present, persistent suffering. This strong identification is expressed 

in many of the minstrels and slave songs.13 Featuring Moses and Joshua, these songs 

exemplify the extent to which Old Testament themes and characters had been absorbed 

into slave culture and provided a source of resistance. In fact, the most prominent slave 

rebellion organizers, Denmark Vesey, Gabriel Prosser, and Nat Turner employed Old 

Testament narratives to advantageous effects. 14 Most read themselves sartoriologically 

as comtemporary Moseses attempting to lead their people to freedom. 

In addition to the Old Testament characters and narratives, the concept of 

chosenness was also particularly appealing to African Americans. Just as “chosenness” 

figures prominently in Puritan discourse from the late seventeenth century forward, it 

functions in similarly righteous ways in the African American communities by 

“conflating African American understandings of historical destiny, as articulated in the 

text of Psalm 68:31 ‘Princes shall come out of Egypt and Ethiopia shall soon stretch forth 

here hands unto God’”15 (Chireau 20). While Chireau maintains that this concept of 

chosenness  “. . .would be articulated in a variety of ways by African Americans in the 

United States and abroad in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,” it is the 
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Ethiopianist formulation which is perhaps most important to the questions posed in this 

inquiry. 

 

Ethiopianism 

 Ethiopianism or “the belief that the descendents of the inhabitants of Africa 

(Ethiopia) were specifically selected to effect God’s great plan of redemption” functioned 

as a way to account for the injustices Africans endured on the American continent 

(Chireau 20). It simultaneously provided a mechanism for interpreting these injustices in 

a redemptive way to provide hope for a time when “out of their afflictions would come 

greatness, the restoration of Africa to its former glory among nations, and the spiritual 

and social uplift of the entire black race” (Chireau 20).  Indeed Ethiopianism seems to 

function as a special kind of Israelitism for African Americans. Ethiopianism’s racialist 

discourse laid the foundation for secular, black nationalism as well.16 

The most important way in which this concept of divine and providential 

chosenness differs from traditional Jewish understandings is that it did not “posit that the 

sufferings of African American had been brought upon them as a consequence of their 

unfaithfulness, or by their breach of the divine covenant” (Chireau 20).  This is not to 

suggest that traditional Jewish interpretations of the original biblical text generally 

explained that African enslavement was a punishment for sin, which would be an 

insulting and absurd explanation of U.S. enslavement of African Americans. Rather 

Jewish interpretations interpreted this verse as it applied to the Israelites in Egypt, whose 

sins had been understood to have necessitated the punishment of slavery under Pharoah’s 
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rule. Their “unfaithfulness” in preserving their own traditions had resulted in their 

enslavement in Egypt. By erasing this interpretative detail, Ethiopianism relieved African 

Americans from the burden of believing that they were in some way “responsible” for 

their enslavement, or the racist treatment they endured (as most whites would argue and 

even some blacks would suggest).17 However, by providing hope for a better day, 

Ethiopianism also provided the theological underpinnings for “racial uplift” during 

Reconstruction, as well as the backbone for burgeoning black nationalist movements.   

Perhaps most appealing is the counter-narrative Ethiopianism provides to resist 

Anglo-American white supremacy. In fact, when carried to its extreme, it even reversed 

the equation, privileging Africans over Anglos.  Rather than Anglo-Israelitism, here there 

is Black Israelitism. Since slaves were not considered human, but rather chattel goods or 

property, and since racial stereotypes and the notion of African inferiority persisted long 

after Emancipation, the concept of Ethiopianism enabled African Americans a way to 

find dignity, pride, and even prestige in their blackness.   

Even more significant are the ways in which concepts of Ethiopianism along with 

Ethiopia and Ethiopian Jews would be woven into the histories of various African-

American groups who took on Jewish practices. Ethiopia and real Ethiopian Jews 

provided a crucial link in the historical claims many Black Jewish and Black Judaic 

groups would make tracing their ancestry back to both Africa and Jews. Although Black 

Jews, Black Judaizers, and Black Israelites tend to use slightly different versions of 

ancestral history, most focus upon several key elements: tracing descendants back to 

Ancient Israelite tribes (usually Judah, though they sometimes would claim to be one of 
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the Lost Tribes too); the erasure of Hebrew/Israelite culture, religion, language and 

traditions during the Middle Passage; preserving ancient Hebrew/Israelite customs 

through an oral tradition which included but was not limited to slave songs; and 

recognizing and reclaiming what they perceive as their original Israelite heritage. In this 

equation the African-American Jewish narrative of overcoming slavery reads reclaiming 

one’s Jewish/Israelite identity as part of the process of reclaiming and reintegrating one’s 

pre-slave self. 

However, these Black Judaic histories don’t stop with slave history, they look 

back even farther to trace the origin of all humankind back to Africa, by interpreting 

Eden as a real, geographical location in Africa (usually somewhere in Egypt) with Adam 

and Eve as the parents of all humankind. Chireau writes, “[t]he idea that black American 

Jews were descendents of the ancient tribes of Israel was corroborated by an elaborate 

schema that chronicled the beginnings of humanity, the genealogy of the Hebrew people, 

and the origins of racial categories” (24). This belief was held by many scholars of the 

early twentieth century, and can be read as another permutation of the various Lost Tribe 

theories. Just as Native Americans were linked with Judaism and Jewish practice based 

on tenuous linguistic and cultural similarities (i.e., aural resemblances of language, the 

custom of circumcision), similarly structured and equally questionable studies 

“established the African roots of Judaism by demonstrating commonalites between the 

religion of the Israelites and that of the indigenous peoples in sub-Saharan African 

Societies” (Chireau 25, see also her note 21).   
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While the Torah does not explicitly posit that all people originated in Africa, the 

belief that all humankind originated from the same father is heavily supported within the 

Jewish tradition. The Talmud (collection of Jewish law and argumentation) claims that 

“for the sake of peace among creatures the descent of all men is traced back to one 

individual, so that one may not say to his neighbor, my father is greater than yours” 

(Sanhedrin: 4:5).  In contrast to the African American traditions which tend to trace the 

origins of humankind back to Adam and Eve, who lived in Eden which according to their 

understandings was located in Africa,18 the Torah traces the origins of humankind back to 

the descendents of Noah. 

Yet, while the Torah may trace genealogy it does not employ the concept of race. 

Black Jews return again and again to this fact. Rabbi Shlomo Ben Levy, a contemporary 

African- American rabbi in New York returns to this point in an attempt to dispel 

prevailing myths, especially in American culture, that Jews are only white: 

Race, as a classification of people based on complexion, has no foundation 

in scripture or science. . .Rather than five different origins of mankind , 

the Torah gives one. The Torah states that humans trace their origins back 

to Noah. If this is true, and we all have the same ancestral father, then 

logic would dictate that we are all brothers. Nowhere does the Torah use 

complexion as a criterion for classification of people. Nor does the Torah 

equate geography with complexion---. . .Although the ancient Israelites 

had contact with people of various complexions, never did the Israelites 

use these differences in skin color to distinguish one group from another.  
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Rabbi Levy may hope for a day when Jewish law is colorblind and its practice is the only 

determining factor in who is defined as a legitimate Jew. Unfortunately and not 

surprisingly, however, despite the Biblical and Talmudic understanding of the origins of 

humans, in the saga of non-halachic Black communities who have taken on Jewish 

identities, color has been the central issue. Real Ethiopian Jews provided the crucial 

lynchpin that such Africanized versions of Jewish history hang upon, since they were 

both legitimately recognized as Jews and undeniably black. The discovery of actual 

Ethiopian Jews conferred a legitimate plausibility on the Lost Tribe claims that many of 

these African American groups were making. 

 Ethiopian Jews, also known as Beta Yisrael or Falashas, practice a kind of 

Judaism which is believed to predate the Jewish Oral Law of the Mishna and Talmud. 

According to Chireau, their existence was confirmed as early as the eighteenth century 

and deeply affected the way that most African-American Jews understood and identified 

their origins: “For Black Jews in the United States, it would appear that the Ethiopians 

provided the vital link that substantiated many of their claims to racial and religious 

solidarity with Africa” (Chireau 25).  According to Landing: 

The first accounts of substance had come to the attention of European 

scholars  through the missions of the Portugese and Jesuits in the late 

1600s, which mention  a group of ‘rebellious Jews’ called ‘Falaxas’ or 

Falashas. The Scots explorer, James Bruce, travelled Ethiopia between 

1768 and 1773 in his effort to discover the source of the Nile River and 

left a detailed account of the Falashas. For reasons unknown, his report 
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was not favorably received or believed. Bruce had found the Falashas 

impoverished, heavily taxed, and downtrodden. (Landing 20) 

And while Bruce may not have been widely believed, Henry Aaron Stern a converted 

Jew was sent on a “mission to the Falashas, the Black Jews, of Ethiopia (then known as 

Abyssinia)” in 1869 (Landing 20).  Landing writes: “Stern, accompanied by S.H. 

Bronkhurst, arrived in Ethiopia in March 1869, travelled through the Falasha villages, 

and returned to Constantinople later that year where he wrote a detailed account, in 

excess of 300 pages, about the Falashas and his experiences” (Landing 21).  Several 

French Jews, most notably the linguist Joseph Halevy and his student Jacques Faitlovitch, 

were interested in preserving the Ethiopian Jews’ Jewish heritage in the face of the 

Protestant attempts to covert them (Landing 21).  In 1922, Faitlovitch helped found the 

American Pro-Falasha Committee, which helped to educate Ethiopian Jews. Two years 

later, in 1924, Faitlovitch worked with his sister and Taamrat Emmanuel, a native 

Ethiopian Jew, to develop a “traditional school for Falashas in Addis Ababa” (Landing 

21). Emmanuael would later train in New York City and visit some of the Black Jewish 

and Black Judaic congregations that are featured in this study.  

Each Black Judaic group formulates its understanding of its origins in its own 

fashioning, but all of the articulations share characteristics with Lost Tribe myths and 

biblical accountings. Rabbi Wentworth Arthur Matthew founded the Commandment 

Keepers in 1919. The members of his congregation and its associated lodge, the Royal 

Order of Ethiopian Hebrews, believed that “black Jews in America were actual kin to the 

Jews of Ethiopia, who had descended from the lineage established by King Solomon and 
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the Queen of Sheba, as related in the biblical account of I Kings 10 and 2 Chronicles 9” 

(Chireau 24).  Prophet Cherry, founder of the oldest known Black Judaic sect, the Church 

of the Living God, the Pillar of Truth for all Nations, originally established in 

Chatanooga, Tennessee in 1886, argued that they were part of the original Israelite tribes 

that were chased out of Babylonia  (and, they claim, into Central and Western Africa 

where they were later sold into slavery) by the Romans in 70 C.E.  

In fact some groups use the claim that Africa was the birthplace of man and 

Judaism as a rationale for  “reverse racial supremacy” privileging blacks, and particularly 

black Jews over whites.  They claim that black people lost their knowledge of their own 

culture, because of the traumas experienced during the Middle Passage and slavery 

(Chireau 23-24), but since Blacks came from Africa they have a “hereditary right to 

Judaism” and were “obligated to reclaim their religion and culture” (Chireau 24). Many 

of these Africanized or racialized claims to Judaism saw “white Jews” and white Jewish 

traditions as false. Groups who espouse such racialized views often see contemporary 

Jews of European background as “interlopers” or imposters.  Prophet Cherry taught 

Revelation 3:9 to back his claim to authenticity “Behold, I will make those of the 

synagogue of Satan who say that they are Jews and are not, but lie, behold, I will make 

them come and bow down before your feet and learn that I have loved you” (Chireau 24). 

Additionally, Rabbi Arnold Ford, active in the Garvey movement at Liberty Hall, NY, 

taught that “real” Jews were black and that white Jews of European descent were merely 

“ ‘offshoots’ of the original lineage of black Jews or converts who had received the 

religion secondhand from Africans” (Chireau 24). Although this kind of exclusionary 
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rhetoric was common during the early twentieth century and gained even more 

widespread acceptance during the late 1960s with the height of the Black Power 

movement, its existence today is limited to a few extremist groups. Even contemporary 

leaders who had learned under the early black leaders who espoused such beliefs, and 

leaders who once espoused such beliefs themselves, like Ben Ammi of the Hebrew 

Israelites, have since softened and reformed their rhetoric to be more inclusive, more 

pluralistic, and less ascerbic toward contemporary white Jews.  

Landing’s 2002 Black Judaism: The Story of an American Movement provides a 

comprehensive religious history of the Black Judaic movement widely conceived. His 

work traces the development of Black Judaism back to two main congregations: Rev. 

William Christian’s “The Church of the Living God” first named as such in 1902 

(although Christian had been preaching since 1875) and William S. Crowdy’s “Church of 

God and Saints of Christ” first established in Lawrence, Kansas in 1896 (Landing 46, 54, 

respectively).   Landing’s discussion of these two groups refocuses the scholarly 

conversation on the beginnings of Black Judaism, so that he can demonstrate that 

originally it was a form of what he terms “Judaic Christianity.” In other words, Black 

Judaism was: “a black Christian response to black life, a black message from black 

leaders to black people; and an appeal to both blacks and whites in a society with deep 

racial divisions” (69), rather than an outgrowth of Jewish thought or any Jewish 

movement recognized by Jews, as other scholars have mistakenly wanted to identify it. In 

spite of what may have happened later in places like Harlem—where indeed some of the 

Black Jews did try to gain legitimacy in the eyes of recognized Jews in the twentieth 
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century—Landing calls attention to origins to emphasize that Black Judaism is really a 

black, Christian expression that grew out of  “a black Holiness-millenial tradition of 

Christian teaching which had become widespread in American Protestantism following 

the Civil War and included nearly all the denominations in which blacks received their 

religious instruction and held memberships” (79). While Black Jews were not unique in 

their concern with the “special divine role for Jews in the Christian eschatology regarding 

the Jews, in that the Jews had to be restored to Palestine prior to the inauguration of the 

millennium,” their inventive understanding saw that role being played not by white Jews, 

nor by Anglo-Saxon whites (i.e., Anglo-Israelitism), but rather by themselves, as 

understood to be the true and Black Jews  (Landing 79). Throughout his work he returns 

to three major arguments: 1) that Black Judaism grew out of the larger religious traditions 

of the Holiness Pentecostal movements and the separatist inclination of the black church, 

2) that Black Judaism is one of the earliest expressions of black nationalism, and 3) that 

in its origins this black nationalism expressed itself accommodationally in the desire for 

biracial fellowship that would unite all Christians. He writes:  

Both Rev. Christian and Prophet Crowdy as well as other early Black 

Jewish leaders . . . . expressed the sectarian black nationalistic message in 

an open invitation to solve racism by joining hands in an expression of the 

most fundamental aspects of the Christian message. Early black 

nationalism of this type  (religious) was not a call for desegregation but for 

a community of believers undivided by race. . . . (77) 
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To this extent, these Black Judaic leaders, like the Jewish leaders in recognized Jewish 

groups, also saw religious identity as one that would trump race and racial tension. As 

Landing understands them, the earliest Black Judaic groups were attempting to enact a 

kind of social refiguration that would be more inclusive of America’s blacks.  Working 

within the “given terms” of Protestant fundamentalist interpretation, they thus provide an 

integrationist solution to the problem of the “Negro” place in the American polity. Later 

black nationalist movements like the Black Muslims and the Moorish Zionists, Marcus 

Garvey’s UNIA, and others may draw on these earlier tenets set forth by Black Judaizers 

and expressed in Black Judaizm. They lost the accommodationist stance; however, and 

instead become more radical, separatist, and in some cases militant in their approach. 

 

Background to Hebrew Israelites 

Since the late nineteenth century and throughout the early twentieth century, 

Black Judaic groups emerged in the urban centers of the United States—Philadelphia, 

New York, D.C., and Chicago. In New York and Chicago, multiple congregations 

emerged and then dissipated. They often competed with one another to attract and retain 

members. The Black Jewish and Black Judaic “community” was far from monolithic. 

Among some of the issues that caused dissension among followers was whether or not 

Black Jews should emigrate from the U.S.; if so, when; and to where? Typically, new 

groups emerged when a charismatic (and usually male) leader attracted a large enough 

following—such was the case with the Hebrew Israelites.  
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According to Landing, Ben Carter, the Hebrew Israelite’s leader, first learned 

about Black Judaism from Landar Buie (who had first heard from Prophet Casey) at the 

age of twenty-four (Landing 325).19 He attended meetings of several Black Jewish 

organizations including the Congregation of Ethiopian Hebrews (Landing 325). Rabbi 

Reuben, the congregation’s leader, gave Carter the name “Ammi” which means 

“righteous teacher.” Despite Carter’s “abrasive personality,” he developed a following 

(Landing 325).  

Ben Ammi’s group was one of many Black Jewish groups in Chicago in the 

1950s.  In an attempt to forge unity amongst them, the A-Beta Hebrew Israel Culture 

Center was founded at 4654 South Cotton Grove Avenue (Landing 326).  Regular 

meetings were held for Hebrew instruction, and in 1966 the center endorsed a program 

specifically designed to promote unity. Messenger James Stearns’s Congregation of 

Israel; Rabbis Reuben, Lazarus and Green’s Congregation of Ethiopian Hebrews; Bishop 

Stewart’s Holy Sanctuary of Judah, and Ben Ammi’s followers participated (Landing 

327). Many of the groups had emigrationist plans, and Ben Ammi was intrigued by 

Greer’s prediction that 1967 would be the year of the exodus (Landing 327).  Many A-

Beta members circulated leaflets predicting the destruction of America in 1970. At this 

time, in 1966, Ben Ammi had a vision in which the prophet Gabriel revealed to Ammi 

that Ammi’s people should begin the exodus to the Promised Land during Passover 1967.  

Ben Ammi’s vision thus supported Greer’s scriptural predictions (Landing 327). 

In 1967 Ben Ammi and his Hebrew Israelite following left the U.S., though not 

until 1969, after spending two years in Liberia, did they finally make it to Israel.20 When 
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they arrived, they attempted to claim citizenship under Israel’s Law of Return, the law 

that grants automatic Israeli citizenship to any Jew. They requested housing in Jerusalem, 

but were settled in Dimona, a small settlement town in the Negev, instead.21 

Their status as Jews was and continues to be controversial. In 1973, The Israeli 

government ruled that the Hebrew Israelites were not entitled to the Law of Return 

because they were not “legitimate Jews.” Despite the fact that their status as Jews was 

denied, the Israeli government did offer the Hebrew Israelites the option to convert 

officially under Orthodox law, in order to gain citizenship status. The group adamantly 

defied this request, asserting instead they themselves were the true Hebrews and thus did 

not have to convert.22 

Unwilling to officially convert and unrecognized as citizens, throughout the 1970s 

and 1980s the Hebrew Israelites persisted in their plight. They counter-attacked the denial 

of citizenship by conducting a media campaign in the U.S. against Israel.23 The Hebrew 

Israelites fought a public relations war, shifting back and forth between offensive attacks 

on Israel’s racism and defensive pleas against the bad publicity their own community 

generated. The Anti-Defamation league of B’nai B’rith portrayed them as a “racist 

movement in the same vein as the Nation of Islam and various white supremacist groups” 

(Michaeli 74), and as recently as 2000 the ADL was still issuing such reports.24 

Although there was no Israeli government action to deport the community as a 

whole, throughout the 1980s individual community members were deported for working 

illegally (Coburn). In 1986 the U.S. Attorney’s office in Chicago found Prince Asiel Ben 

Israel, the highest ranking Hebrew Israelite in the United States, and three others guilty of 
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financial misdealings for which they served several years in jail (Michaeli 74). What 

attracted the most negative attention of all, however, was an Israeli murder case that 

seemingly resulted from a struggle for the group’s leadership in Israel. According to 

Singer, on January 29, 1972, three “dissident Black Hebrews” came to speak with their 

friends and relatives in the group only to be “confronted by five of Ben Ammi’s 

supporters.” A fight ensued and “one of the dissenters was killed” (Singer 68). The Israeli 

court system convicted the Ben Ammi followers of manslaughter, sentencing them to 6-

24 months in prison (Singer 68).  

 Finally in 1990, after a long meeting between religious leaders Ben Ammi and 

Rabbi Aryeh Ben Deri,25 and with the help of the Illinois state legislators, the Israeli 

government granted the Hebrew Israelites temporary resident status. This legal status 

allowed the Hebrew Israelites to hold jobs and receive social benefits including health 

and housing, and was perceived by the Hebrew Israelites to be accompanied by an 

implicit promise of full citizenship within the next five years (Michaeli 74). They were 

finally granted permanent resident status in August 2003. This status enables them to vote 

locally and participate in civic duties—including military service—but prevents them 

from voting in Knesset elections. Their dream of full citizenship status has not yet been 

realized.  

 The Hebrew Israelites appear in each of my chapters, but only as a backdrop 

against which the events in the New York Jewish communities unfold. Consequently, 

each chapter will provide greater detail of the Hebrew Israelite events that directly impact 

the historical circumstances discussed in each chapter. However, most of my analysis 
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focuses on documents produced and preserved by the white and black Jewish members of 

Hatzaad Harishon. 

 

Historiography of the Scholarship 

Landing’s work changed the scholarly narrative by understanding all versions of 

Black Jewishness as part of a continuum of the same social movement. He attributes the 

failure of earlier scholarship to see this connection to what he perceives as an 

ethnocentric projection: 

Black writers have, generally, provided much context and commentary, 

but have explained no Judaic affinity. White authors have provided little 

of either. Jewish writers seemed to have been unable to escape from their 

own tradition and have, mistakenly, accepted the idea that the goal of 

Black Judaism was to enable their followers to become Jews. Jewish 

writers found the origins in the success established by American Jews and 

the model of Jewish life and religion. As such, they interpreted Black 

Judaism as a form of Jewish response as opposed to a black response to 

black life. (76) 

Brotz made similar observations in his earlier text about both the Christian origins of the 

movement and the inability for scholars to move past their pre-conceived notions of 

Jewishness: 

Many commentators, particularly Jewish ones, who project onto the group 

their own experiences, have automatically assumed that the Black Jews 
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carry a ‘double burden’ of discrimination—both race and religion. This is 

simply not true; although they often answer in the affirmative when asked 

whether they experience anti-Semitism too, I am not sure they really 

understand what is involved in this question. Far from feeling 

discriminated against for being Jewish, they feel the pride of having 

recovered their true heritage. (55) 

Indeed, Brotz admits that, “[his] own rapport with the sect did not really develop until. . 

.[he] realized that they were far more interested in outrages committed against Negroes 

than in any events within the Jewish world” (56). Brotz notes that it is the double burden 

of proving legitimacy, rather than the double burden of oppression, to which Harlem’s 

Black Jews are most beholden. 

Both Landing and Brotz emphasize the dangers of assuming that Black Judaizm is 

the same as Judaism, and, moreover, that the failure to move outside one’s own, whether 

black or Jewish, experiences may impede progress in the field.  Contemporary 

scholarship heeds their warnings, and also reflects the influence of the “new” 

understanding of origins that Landing set forth.  Brotz and Landing point to a tendency 

for Jewish and black scholars to treat the subject matter differently; i.e., the tendency for 

blacks to accept the phenomenon on its own terms, and for Jews to understand and 

articulate it as a fantasy of Jewish power, Roberta Gold’s recent article makes a similar 

argument concerning journalistic representations in the Jewish and black presses.  

Published in the June 2003 edition of American Quarterly, Roberta Gold’s “The 

Black Jews of Harlem: Representation, Identity, and Race, 1920-1939” provides the most 
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recent scholarly inquiry into the subject.  Her article illustrates a broad understanding of 

how representations of Black Jews in both the Jewish-American and African-American 

presses reflected the complicated and changing structures of racial identity in America 

during the interwar years. She argues,  

. . .in white Jewish discourse, the figure of the black Jew was useful 

precisely because it was a metaphor, not meant to be taken literally, and 

was thus an indirect way of claiming American Jews’ attainment of white 

racial status. Hence the discovery of ‘real’ black people claiming 

Jewishness was an unsettling event, provoking laughter and dismissal. In 

African American thought, by contrast, black-Jewish identification was 

part of a spectrum of religious and political identities that did not rely on 

implicit distinctions between blacks and Jews or on exclusionary racial 

categories more generally. As a consequence, the African American 

community could receive the sects with greater tolerance and solidarity. 

(180-181) 

She frames her discussion of Black Jews within the larger debates of African-American 

nationalism and varying modes of identity construction as well as Jewish-American 

debates over the issue of “difference.” Like Brotz, she limits her piece to a discussion of 

the Black Jews in Harlem. Though she identifies at least four different groups as Black 

Jews of Harlem, at no point does she make clear definitional claims to distinguish these 

four groups from religious sects many would regard as Judaic Christianity—sects that 

maintain both Jewish and Christian religious rituals and beliefs. She briefly mentions 
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“Christo-Jews” late in the article, placing Prophet Cherry’s group in this category, but she 

does not make her criteria explicit.  She views the communities in Harlem as separate, 

contained and perhaps unique from Black Jewish groups in other communities and cities.  

I see these communities differently— as part of a continuum of identification and 

practices meant to help recoup the lost ground of black and in some cases African pride. 

Although these practices might not be consciously or strategically constructed, they work 

within “classically” American articulations of identity—tropes of Israelitism and 

chosenness. Her argument explaining the importance for Jews, newly acquiring or 

attempting to exercise “racial agency” and become “white,” to not admit the legitimacy 

of Black Jews is a compelling one. Her reduction of the Black Press’s matter-of-factness 

concerning Black Jews is less persuasive, because it seems too facile. Their reportorial 

tone does suggest that the Black Press in general was much more accepting of Black 

Jews, especially when compared to the Jewish and Yiddish Press.  But Gold does not 

acknowledge the disdain with which some of Harlem’s Black Jews may have approached 

other blacks, as represented in Brotz’s study of Rabbi Matthew’s Commandment Keepers 

sect. 

 It is my hope that this inquiry will not be impeded but rather enriched by my own 

Jewish heritage. I bring my experiential understanding of the recognized Jewish 

community and its non-profit organizations to deepen my readings and interpretations of 

Hatzaad Harishon’s actions. I hope that this project will deepen our understanding not 

only of rhetorical theory and practice, but also recognized Jewish, Black Jewish, and 

Black Judaic history and practice. 
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Endnotes

 
1 It is important to note that in Jerusalem [East and West], there are both Jewish and 
Arab-Israeli citizens, as well as Arabs who do not have Israeli citizenship living within 
close proximity. Palestinian Arabs who are not Israeli citizens tend to live in East 
Jerusalem and the vicinity surrounding Jerusalem (i.e., Ramallah, the West Bank).  

The Oslo accords determined a schema for ever-increasing Palestinian political 
autonomy too complicated to recount here. The general principle girding these plans was 
a belief that they would result in the establishment of a Palestinian state. For the purposes 
of this study it is important to note that Oslo established areas of rule where either the 
Israeli government had full sovereignty, where the Palestinian government had full 
sovereignty, and areas of overlap where they were supposed to share sovereignty.   
2 Military service and religious identification are two of the most crucial components of 
Israeli national identity, and these factors affect Arab and Jewish populations differently. 
All Jewish Israelis are obligated to serve in the military, and during their service forge 
connections with other Israelis from different backgrounds and develop important social 
networks that facilitate economic and social success in the later stages of life. Arab-
Israeli citizens make up nearly one-fifth of Israel’s total population, yet only some 
Bedouin, Druze, and Christian Palestinians are allowed to serve in the Israeli Defense 
Force (Tzahal), arguably the most important experience for initiation and social mobility 
in Israeli secular culture. 
3 See Jacobson, and also my Chapter Three. 
4 See also Boyarin. 
5 Most Bundists, on the other hand, saw the recovery of the Jewish self not in the land 
itself, but rather in the affirmation of Jewish culture that would connect the Jewish people 
as a nation. They opposed the revival of Hebrew. Instead they saw Yiddish as the 
national language of the Jewish peoplehood. The argued the way to “normalize” Jewish 
identity was through Marxism and Socialism. Although Bundism greatly influenced the 
securalized articulations of American Jewish culture, it did not impact the development 
of Black Judaizm as much as Zionism did. For an informed discussion of Zionist 
influences on the Garvey movment, see Robert A. Hill’s “Black Zionism: Marcus Garvey 
and the Jewish Question” 
6 Parfitt maintains that the southern kingdom included “Judah, Simeon and most of 
Benjamin” (3). 
7 Parfitt cites the Biblical source (II Kings 17:6, 23). 
8 Scholars differ on the ways we should interpret Biblical mentions of the Ten Tribes after 
this point. Parfitt maintains that here ends the “history” and thus the mythology of the 
tribes begins as early as the Prophets’ (Ezekiel and Isaiah) mention of them. Gonen 
simply maintains that the Ten Tribes are barely mentioned in the bible again. For greater 
details concerning Ancient Israelite history see also Parfitt 2-5, Gonen 14-27. 
9 Sacvan Bercovitch also writes extensively on the ways in which Puritan doctrine, 
eschatology, and rhetorical style, namely in the form of the Jeremiad, influence American 
secular culture. 
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10 Old Uncle Billy –a bondsman in antebellum Charleston, South Carolina. Accounts are 
well documented in Chireau 22. 
11 In some cases Africans were forcibly converted and Christianity was encouraged. In 
other circumstances, Africans were prevented from practicing religion entirely.  If they 
chose to take on Christian beliefs/practices, often times these religious views were not 
recognized by their white slaveowners. When Christianity was encouraged, it was usually 
exploited to affirm the divine sanction of slavery as an institution. 
12 See also Chireau and Landing. 
13 See also the work of Charles Long, Significations: Signs, Symbols and Images in the 
Interpretation of Religion, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986). See also Chireau note 7, p 
29. 
14 See also Singer 56, Chireau note 6, p 29. 
15 Albert Robateau notes that this particular verse is “the most quoted verse in African 
American religious history” (Chireau 20). 
16 Landing argues that it was not Ethiopianism per se, but rather Ethiopianism as 
expressed as part of Black Juduaizm that laid this foundation for black nationalism. 
17 See also Maria Stewart’s jeremiad speeches. Thank you to Jodi Relyea for bringing 
Stewart’s work to my attention. 
18 See also Malcioln. 
19 Others will argue that Carter first became inspired to become a Black Jew when he had 
a vision of Gabriel. 
20 Singer and Landing point out that they did not leave during Passover, but later in the 
summer. Initially only the group’s leaders Ben Carter, James Greer, and Charles 
Blackwell left in May 1967. According to Landing “the actual exodus to Liberia began in 
July 1967, and by November of that year, nearly 160 black Americans from Chicago and 
other cities had arrived in Liberia” (328, see also his note 45, pp. 337). 
21 Jerusalem is the capital of Israel, and Dimona is approximately three hours away from 
Jerusalem by bus. Singer’s account relates a much more complicated and intricate history 
of the group’s departure from America, establishment of a community in Liberia, and 
arrival in waves in Israel in 1969.  When interviewed, community leaders offered varying 
accounts of the group’s goals and arrival in Israel. Based on the research and newspaper 
articles I have read, Singer’s is one of the most accurate and detailed accounts, 
supplanted, perhaps, only by Landing’s. Indeed, as the group’s ideology and beliefs have 
evolved, so have their narratives of their history. As part of their dynamic and continually 
evolving identity, this history is likely crafted and shaped to best account for their current 
ideological beliefs. 
22 See Singer pp. 66-67 for a detailed account of the Hebrew Israelite’s early history.   
23 See Michaeli. 
24 As part of Project Megiddo, the Anti-Defamation League published a report based on 
the F.B.I.’s strategic assessment of the potential for domestic terrorism in the U.S. in 
anticipation or response to the new millennium which categorizes certain parts of the 
Black Hebrew Israelite movement as a threat. See VI. Black Hebrew Israelites www.adl-
cil.org. (www.adl-ci.org/html/black_hebrew.html, accessed May 2001). 
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25 Deri was then Secretary-General of the Internal Affairs Ministry. He is a Moroccan Jew 
who emigrated in 1968. He was a member of the thirteenth and fourteenth Knessets, as a 
SHAS representative. SHAS is a religious political party largely supported by Sephardic 
Jews. On September 3, 2000 Deri was convicted of bribing Ezer Weizman. His 
conviction resulted in the popular campaign to “Free Deri” as reflected in the 
proliferation of graffiti and bumper stickers.  
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Chapter Two:  Burkean Identification and Hatzaad Harishon’s First 

Steps at Jewish Reconstitution 
 

Identification in itself is a kind of transcendence. 

—Kenneth Burke Rhetoric of Motives 

In the United States we know we’re Jewish and yet we always seem to be 

defending ourselves. In Israel the fact that one says he is Jewish is enough. 

—Naomi Smith, Black Jewish youth, Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter Fall 

1968  

 

We want to maintain our identity as a community. We don’t want to be 

completely lost into what we feel is Eastern European Jewry. 

—Mordecai Joseph, quoted in Newsweek Dec. 26, 1966 

 

On July 12 of 1964, just ten days after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, a 

group of fifty Jews, male and female, black and white, gathered at the Brotherhood 

Synagogue in Greenwich Village. With this meeting they brought another historic event 

into reality by forming Hatzaad Harishon.1 The group’s name, coined by Ellie Bivens 

(Bivens, Memo  July 16, 1964, 3),  means “The First Step” in Hebrew, and it designated 

the actual steps the Jewish communities were taking to bring a larger scope of Jewish 

peoplehood into reality. The August 1964 Hatzaad Harishon newsletter proclaimed, “A 
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historic alliance was thus formed for the unity of all Israel under the Torah principles of 

‘All Israel are brothers’, and ‘All Israel are responsible one for the other’” (1). Though 

Jews of all races had been living in close proximity to each other in the upper parts of 

Manhattan since the beginning of the twentieth century, up until this point, no official 

organization had been formed specifically and consciously to bring black and white Jews 

together to interact with and support each other as fellow Jews.  

 

Review of Scholarship on Hatzaad Harishon 

 Despite this unusual coalition, Hatzaad Harishon has received little scholarly 

attention. The former youth leader of the group, Sybil Kaufman (now Sybil Kaplan) 

twice suggested that a history be written.2 As of July of 2005, however, the project had 

not yet been completed, and to date, no full-length history of the organization exists. 3

Few scholars have paid attention to Hatzaad Harishon, and when they have it has only 

been in a cursory fashion.  

 The first scholar to work on Hatzaad Harishon was Deanne Schapiro.  Her 1969 

Columbia master’s thesis, Double Damnation, Double Salvation: The Sources and 

Varieties of Black Judaism in the U.S. investigated the origins of Black Judaism. She 

attributed the existence of Black Judaism to two types of motivations: “ideological and 

social” (Landing 75). Her study compared two religious groups, the Harlem 

Commandment Keepers and the Philadelphia-based church of Prophet Cherry, and one 

nonprofit organization, Hatzaad Harishon (Landing 269). Landing praises Shapiro’s 

familiarity with the, then nascent, field of Black Jewish Studies, but critiques her for 
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including Hatzaad Harishon in her study. Landing points out that Hatzaad Harishon was a 

“service organization” and did not fit with the other, more explicitly religious 

congregations.  

 Graenum Berger’s 1978 Black Jews in America: A Documentary with Commentary,

provides a historical account of Black Jews. Though Berger was closely affiliated with 

Hatzaad Harishon and even served as a Board Member, he dedicates only a brief chapter 

to the organization’s specific role within the New York Jewish community. His historical 

assessments are both succinct and incisive. He writes of Hatzaad Harishon: “[t]he 

movement from the start was opposed by most of the black ‘rabbis,’ who saw it as a 

threat to their own influence and constituencies,” (168);  and despite the “significant stir 

in Black and Jewish communities” it created, the organization “just died, when leadership 

changed, and when the organization was torn by internal dissension as to ‘Who was 

really a Jew’” (166). Yet Berger’s approach does not move beyond such assessments to 

explain how Hatzaad Harishon tried to draw the communities together or why the 

organization ultimately failed in its efforts to do so. 

Of the all the scholars, James Landing’s Black Judaism: Story of an American 

Movement provides the most detailed account of Hatzaad Harishon. However, his 

confusing terminology ends up dismissing Hatzaad Harishon rather than recognizing and 

acknowledging the valuable work they did.  Landing defines “Black Judaism” with a 

capital “B” as the umbrella term for what he argues is a widespread “social movement” 

that is “more emphatically a black expression than a Jewish one” (Landing 10). As such, 
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the term accounts for a wide variety of practices and beliefs among African-Americans. 4 

More specifically, he writes that Black Judaism is  

a form of institutionalized (congregational) religious expression in which 

black persons identify themselves as Jews, Israelites, or Hebrews 

(sometimes as Hebrew-Israelites) in a manner that seems unacceptable to 

the ‘whites’ of the world’s Jewish community, primarily because Jews 

take issue with the various justifications set forth by Black Jews in 

establishing this identity. (10) 

Landing distinguishes between Black Judaism and black Judaism with a lower case “b” -- 

“that Judaic expression found among black persons that would be acceptable to the 

world’s Jewish population, such as conversion or birth to a recognized Jewish mother” 

(10).This definition sets Black Judaism in opposition to recognized Judaism, and counters 

his later definitions which argue that some types of Black Judaism, namely ‘orthodox’ 

Black Judaism were marginally accepted by mainstream Judaism.   

Yet it is unclear from Landing’s work what the relationship between Black Jews 

and black Jews is. At times, as the definition included above suggests, he writes as 

though the two groups are mutually exclusive: “Black Jews have never requested 

acceptance and integration into the white Jewish community on Jewish terms, if this is 

the only way it can be achieved.  To be a Black Jew has never been a synonym for being 

a Jew, regardless of how much Jewish writers have assumed that such was the goal” 

(Landing 76). Yet in other parts of his work, especially when tracing the historical 

development and changes of Black Judaism as a widespread movement in Chicago and 
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Harlem, he defines what he terms ‘orthodox’ Black Judaism as a smaller subset of Black 

Judaism. Such ‘orthodox’ Black Judaism is a specific “type of Black Jewish structure 

which removes as many Christian elements as possible (e.g., denial of Christ as Savior, 

etc.), and incorporates certain superficial Judaic symbols and rituals (some emphasis on 

the Hebrew language, display of Judaic symbols, worship on Saturday if possible, and 

certain dress apparels like yarmulkes, generally Ashkenazic in tradition).” He then shows 

how it grew out of and can be seen as part of Black Judaism.  What differentiates 

“orthodox” Black Judaism from Black Judaism more generally is that “orthodox” Black 

Jews sought approval from and acceptance into the Jewish mainstream. 

Landing argues that although “orthodox” Black Judaism always represented a 

small subset of Black Judaism, “it was the form that most intrigued white Jews” (Landing 

149). Despite its “minority” status within the Black Judaic world, “orthodox” Black 

Judaism received disproportionate attention from scholars and the media; consequently, it  

“became the most well known, and to many, the only kind” of Black Judaism (Landing 

227). Perhaps one of the most interesting and paradoxical elements of this kind of Black 

Judaism is that many of these orthodox followers believed that “Black Jews were 

descended from Falashas,” yet they incorporated  “Sephardic and Ashkenazic traditions 

and rituals, which were never part of Falasha culture” (Landing 230).  Thus, even in their 

attempts to become “accepted” by mainstream Judaism, they adopted an eclectic 

assemblage of rituals that called attention to the constructed aspect of their identity 

claims, rather than serving to legitimate them.  
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Landing’s use of lower and upper case "b" to distinguish between Black Jews 

who are or are not recognized by the white, Jewish community is arbitrary, and to me 

counter-intuitive. Though Landing’s term “Black Judaism” usefully recognizes a 

continuum of practices and beliefs as part of one social movement, organized by 

disparate confederate parts, it is not as helpful as it could be because it employs the same 

terminology as that of  “recognized Jews.” Even though Landing explicitly recognizes 

that Black Judaism is a “black response to black life” (69), when taken out of the context 

of his book, the term wrongly suggests that these claims were accepted by the established 

Jewish community. As with his distinction between capital and lowercase “b,” his choice 

of the term “orthodox” is also confusing. Again, taken out of context and used without 

the quotation marks, this term can be easily mistaken for Orthodox Judaism, a branch of 

established Judaism that is arguably the most powerful in that they determine definitional 

criteria for recognition that are used in the State of Israel to determine who is eligible for 

the Law of Return. 

More importantly, his terminology doesn’t allow for the possibility that some 

Black Jews wanted to occupy a position that was neither Black Judaic nor black Jewish in 

the ways that he defines these terms. Rather, many black Jews, and some of Hatzaad 

Harishon’s members among them, occupied a position somewhat in between the 

extremes he set forth. His terms seem incapable of accounting for Black Jews who 

understood themselves to be Jews who wanted both recognition from the mainstream 

community and also the ability to maintain their individual identities as blacks. 

 In fact, the archival materials suggest that Hatzaad Harishon encountered difficulty 
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accomplishing its goals because it tried to satisfy members who had mutually exclusive 

beliefs and demands of it. Hatzaad Harishon welcomed many different types of black 

Jews and also wanted to position itself as an umbrella organization representing black 

Jews. In spite of its efforts toward inclusivity, Landing argues that “[i]n no way could 

Hatzaad Harishon claim to speak either for the black or Black Jewish community” (301). 

His statement suggests that the black, Black Jewish, and Black Judaic communities were 

monolithic, a claim he takes care to complicate in other parts of his work. While he faults 

Hatzaad Harisohn for its inability to represent Black Jews and Black Judaziers, in 

actuality it is his terms which fall short, because they fail to account for the possibility of 

self-proclaimed Black Jews who maintained a multiplicity of beliefs, some of which were 

conflicting.

In spite of this vexed terminology, as a whole, Landing’s work warrants closer 

attention. While his claim that “Black Jews always had more affinity to Jewish social 

services than to Judaism” might carry an air of truth about it, his tone suggests a kind of 

speciousness that supports the white Jewish community’s suspicions, distrust, and poor 

treatment of Black Jews (Landing 312). His harsh critique of other scholars’ work, 

excepting Shapiro’s, does not acknowledge the fact that Hatzaad’s members wanted to 

help facilitate black Jews’ acceptance into the Jewish mainstream and most of their black 

Jewish members also wanted this greater acceptance. Hatzaad Harishon expressed a 

variety of goals, the hierarchy of which, shifted over time as leadership and membership 

changed, but Landing does not recognize this complexity in the inner-workings of the 

organization. He remarks: “some Jewish observers felt that Hatzaad Harishon was the 
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proper way of integrating Black Jews into the white Jewish community,” but he takes 

care to emphasize that  “that goal was never shared by most Black Jews” (302).  What 

Landing fails to adequately acknowledge, however, is that Hatzaad Harishon explicitly 

did not try to appeal to Black Jews who did not want to be accepted by the white, 

mainstream Jewish community. At times, however, in its attempt to unify and represent 

the Black Jewish communities, Hatzaad Harishon did reach out to such communities.  

 Landing correctly emphasizes that Black Jews and even some of Hatzaad 

Harishon’s own black Jewish membership understood the goals very differently from 

their white Jewish founders and early leaders. Unfortunately, he fails to recognize that 

this situation is not “either/or” but rather “both/and.” Depending on whose perspective 

you choose to analyze from—the white Jewish founders, members, and leaders, or the 

black Jewish founders, members, and leaders—and depending on the point in Hatzaad 

Harishon’s short-lived history you choose to analyze from, both interpretations are indeed 

true. And it is the multiplicity of truths, which makes their story such a captivating one. 

 Careful consideration of Hatzaad Harishon and its valiant, albeit somewhat 

misguided, attempts to build bridges between the established Jewish communities and the 

Black Jewish communities in New York, illuminates the strengths and limitations of 

Kenneth Burke’s rhetorical theory while simultaneously contributing a new historical 

narrative to Jewish studies scholarship. This study will give the requisite attention to the 

organization that Chireau and Deutsch term one of the “more interesting recent 

developments [concerning the African Diaspora] in the United States” in the introduction 

to their 2000 anthology of essays, Black Zion: African American Religious Encounters 
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with Judaism (10).  Focusing on Hatzaad Harishon’s youth movement specifically, I 

show how Hatzaad Harishon’s white leadership successfully employed what Burke terms 

“identification” to enable Black Jews to become more accepted by the white Jewish 

community. Unfortunately, the organization folded shortly after they achieved this 

greater acceptance for Black Jews. This rapid demise thus demonstrates the limitations of 

such ostensibly “complete” identifications.  

 

“Expanding the Scope” of American Jewish Identity 

Before taking a closer look at the specifics of Hatzaad’s history, it is helpful to 

understand more about Burke’s concepts of “identification” and “consusbstantiality” and 

how both are related to substance, ambiguity, the unconscious, and the possibility for 

transformation.  A better understanding of Burkean theory will deepen our understanding 

of Hatzaad’s organizational history and the expansion of “recognized” Jewish identities it 

sought to accomplish. 

Burke discusses identification in varying degrees of detail throughout the body of 

his works. Though he briefly mentioned the concept in Attitudes Toward History and 

Permanence and Change, it was not until the 1950 Rhetoric of Motives that identification 

is treated more thoroughly. In the Rhetoric of Motives, Burke proclaims that 

“identification” is the new rhetoric’s “key term” (x). In fact in his 1951 essay, 

“Rhetoric—Old and New,” written shortly after A Rhetoric of Motives was published, 

Burke claims that not only is “identification” the key term for the new rhetoric, but it also 

“include[s] a partially unconscious factor in appeal.”  Burke highlights the contrast 
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between this new focus and the key term for the “old rhetoric”: “‘persuasion,’ which 

emphasized “deliberate design” (quoted in Jasinski 305).  This distinction between 

“conscious design” and unconscious appeal, suggests that along the lines of “action” and 

“motion,” an act of identification can be somewhere in between, at least as far as that 

distinction is drawn in the Grammar of Motives where Burke writes that “. . . the basic 

unit of action would be defined as ‘the human body in conscious or purposive 

motion’”(Burke GM 14). Part of identification’s power arguably stems from the fact that 

it isn’t entirely deliberate or conscious.    

Recent scholarship has attempted to make a better accounting of how Burkean 

theory treats the “unconscious.”  Both Crable’s 2003 “Symbolizing Motion: Burke’s 

Dialectic and Rhetoric of the Body” and Anderson’s 2004 “Questioning the Motives of 

Habituated Action: Burke and Bourdieu on Practice” focus on Burke’s distinctions 

between “action” and “motion.” Crable calls attention to how the symbolic realm 

accounts for embodied concepts such as race whereas Anderson focuses on actions that 

fall by the way side of the action/motion divide. While their scholarly aims differ, both 

scholars call attention to the dialectical nature of action/motion and the constitutional 

power of the unconscious or aconscious elements involved in between these polarities. 

Neither Crable nor Anderson explicitly addresses the unconscious elements of 

identification per se, but their accounting for this “aconscious” realm seems particularly 

relevant to a discussion of both the power and dialectical nature of identification as a 

theoretical concept. 
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Crable argues that Burke uses action and motion to characterize our “human 

embodiment” (122), and that Burke’s terminology “can trace the rhetorical relationship 

between the body and social identity, the symbolic devices concealed within our 

constitutions of the nonsymbolic” (122). Crable emphasizes that the dialectical nature of 

the relationship between action and motion and the symbolic and the nonsymbolic, “calls 

us to continually reflect on vocabularies of embodiment . . .in order to track the ways in 

which the assumptions of our social, symbolic realm invest our conceptions and 

discussions of the natural” (131).  Crable points out that “. .. our basic human condition—

our embodiment as symbol-users—can become the material for a terminology that would 

appear dialectical but would conceal the workings of the symbolic in accounts of the 

natural. . .The rhetorical nature of such a terminology. . . lies in the uncritical application 

of these terms for our daily lives” (Crable 131).  Specifically reflecting on the function of 

racial classification systems such as those devised by Bernier, Kant, Blumenbach, and 

Gobineau, Crable remarks: 

What is most significant about such efforts. . .is not the number of races 

identified. . .but the concealment of symbolicity that accompanies [them]. 

. . .These ‘natural’ distinctions. . .consistently reflect the symbolic 

structures of the classifier; rather than developing an (impossible) account 

of nonsymbolic motion on its own terms (natural distinctions between 

people), these are constitutions of the realm of motion from within the 

realm of symbolic action (naturalized distinctions). (133, emphasis in 

original) 
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Crable optimistically argues that in situations where “accounts of nonsymbolic motion 

are corrupted . . .by the workings of symbolic action,” i.e., when Latinos complicate the 

racial/ethnic categories presumed by the U.S. census,  “we can argue for a different 

vocabulary of race, one that does not simply naturalize social distinctions and hierarchies 

but offers the best possible account of our situation as embodied—and differently 

embodied—beings” (134). But he does not articulate how we call these different 

accountings into existence, or moreover, how we would then “naturalize” these new 

classifications, so they are accepted.  

Although Anderson does not address the issue of race specifically, he is similarly 

concerned with the constitutive function of symbolicity. Anderson argues that, “ . . .it is 

within Burke’s protean concept of ‘attitude,’ a ‘region of ambiguous possibilities’ 

(1945/1969, 242) that Dramatism might best account for the bodily and aconscious, yet 

nonetheless purposive and motivated character of human practice” (Anderson, 

“Questioning” 257). While Anderson readily acknowledges that “[t]he constitutive 

dynamics of such practical actions should surely figure prominently into any conception 

of Burke’s work as praxis” (Anderson, “Questioning” 256), he must move outside the 

Burkean framework to find the “equipment” to make a more thorough accounting for this 

ambiguous realm. It is through his connection with Bordieu’s practice that Anderson can 

better adapt Burkean “attitude” and understandings of “motive” to put forth a continuum 

of action that  “. . . describe[s] agents as motivated to act at different levels, some of 

which are pre-linguistic or precognitive, and others, such as those associated with ‘states 

of mind,’ which clearly involve consciousness” (259). Anderson argues that it is not 
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action and the consciousness implicit in it, but rather “. . .purpose—the presence of a 

‘why’ behind a particular act—that ultimately differentiates action from motion” (260).  

For Anderson, Bourdieu’s “practice” provides a mechanism for “mutual 

constitution, a space where structure and agency meet, a revolving cycle of ‘interplay 

between personal economic practice and the ‘external’ world of class history and social 

practice’ (Makar, Harker, and Wilkes 1990, 3)” (Anderson, “Questioning” 262, emphasis 

mine). But he remarks that “practice” is not quite at home within the purposes of Burkean 

‘symbolicity’” because  “. . . the embodied dispositions behind practice ‘function below 

the level of consciousness and language’” (Anderson, “Questioning” 267). In order to 

expand the Burkean framework to account for practice, Anderson contends that we must 

develop “a kind of purpose that is aconscious and embodied, yet something more than the 

‘animal’ purposes of sheer physiological motion” (267). According to him, such an 

understanding of purpose would allow us to conceive of “practice” within the grammar  

“as a kind of scene-act ratio” that emphasizes “how external social structures determine 

practice, regulating the actions of agents in accordance with established norms” (271).   

Just as Crable emphasized the dialectical nature of this aconscious realm, 

Anderson also points out that practice “invites a Dramatistic accounting that is itself more 

explicitly dialectical” (Anderson, “Questioning” 271). If we further develop the notion of 

attitude,  

along the bodily trajectory that Burke already signals. The resulting 

conception of ‘attitude’ as bodily incipience suggests that practice be 

interpreted as a kind of attitude-act ratio, more fully capturing the jointly 
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physiological (because embodied) and symbolic (because socially 

instilled) nature of practice. (Anderson 271) 

Anderson’s reinterpretation of practice within dramatism provides a helpful model for 

understanding the dialectical and unconscious ways in which identification functions.  

Like action and motion, identification is also a dialectical process. In the Rhetoric 

of Motives, Burke calls attention to the unconscious ways in which identification 

operates: “For there is a wide range of ways whereby the rhetorical motive, through the 

resources of identification, can operate without conscious direction by any particular 

agent” (Burke RM 35).  In  “The Rhetoric of Identification and the Study of 

Organizational Communication,” Cheney incorporates a heuristic from Lester Olson to 

show how there is a “continuum of associational and dissociational symbolic processes” 

at work in identification (Cheney 148).  Cheney calls attention to Olson’s 

“reformulation” to demonstrate that “some strategies are more associational in nature; 

others, essentially dissociational. However, we never find a ‘pure’ form at either extreme 

because in identification there is implied congregation and segregation; identification 

always suggests a ‘we’ and a ‘they’” (Cheney 148, see also Burke, “The Rhetorical 

Situation”).  Just as “action” and  “motion” are in dialectical tension, so are the implied 

“congregation” and “segregation” of identification. 

Cheney explains the three main categories of identification, based on the schemas 

set forth by Burke and Olson. The first is “[t]he common ground technique. . . where the 

rhetor equates or links himself or herself with others in an overt manner” (148).  The 

second is  “[i]dentification through antithesis” or what Cheney describes as “[t]he act of 
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uniting against a common, ‘enemy’” (148). And the third is “[t]he assumed or 

transcendent ‘we’” or the “use of the pronoun ‘we’ (along with surrogate forms) [which] 

often goes unnoticed as an appeal to identification between parties who may have little in 

common”(148-149). This third mode of identification is the least defined and potentially 

most powerful, because it creates ambiguities of substance or what Burke terms in other 

passages “consubstantiality.” In the example of Hatzaad Harishon, the “we” is that of 

“klal Yisrael,” or all Jewish people, and we will return to our discussion of their youth 

group shortly.  In Crable’s and Anderson’s terms, this “we” functions aconsciously. It is 

most rhetorically powerful, as Crable points out, when it is “uncritically accepted,” or 

perhaps when it goes unnoticed altogether.  It is of particular interest for this study, 

because Hatzaad Harishon’s initiatives provide an interesting case study of how a group 

can consciously work to expand who gets included in the “we,” and how unconscious 

factors of repetition and exposure can support these conscious efforts to naturalize a new, 

more inclusive “we” than was currently in place or recognized by the established 

hegemony. 

In the passages about identification most frequently quoted, Burke’s explanations 

demonstrate that the identification process is inextricably bound up with the 

philosophical notion of substance: “In being identified with B, A is ‘substantially one’ 

with a person other than himself. Yet at the same time he remains unique, an individual 

locus of motives. Thus he is both joined and separate, at once a distinct substance and 

consubstantial with another” (Burke, RM 21). On an individual level, two colleagues, A 

and B, are identified with one another “insofar as their interests are joined” or insofar as 
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one of them “. . . assumes that they [their interests] are, or is persuaded to believe so” 

(Burke, RM 20).  In this passage, however, Burke’s understanding of the process is 

fundamentally one-sided; identification can occur based on the assumptions of one 

person or group.  According to Burke, when this process of identification occurs, the 

relationship between the two individuals changes, thus producing what he terms 

“ambiguities of substance”  (Burke, RM 21). This process whereby substances are 

mingled is no doubt a symbolic and constitutional one, for when substances mingle, new 

amalgamations and identities emerge. 

But consubstantiality is not simply a state of being, a kind of extant motion 

waiting to be called into reality by symbolic action; it is also a dialectical process which 

is highly dependent on the perceived recognition of that state by both the individual and 

the group with which that individual identifies. Near the end of Rhetoric of Motives,

Burke claims that: “Identification in itself is a kind of transcendence. For instance, since 

the individual is to some extent distinct from his group, an identifying of him with the 

group is by the same token a transcending of his distinctness” (Burke, RM 326). But this 

transcendence can only be achieved if the group with which he or she identifies 

acknowledges or recognizes him or her as part of that group. 

 Without such recognition, the claims to identification are perceived as an impetus 

to division.  In fact Burke admits as much at the beginning of Rhetoric of Motives when 

he remarks, “. . .to begin with ‘identification’ is, by the same token, though roundabout, 

to confront the implications of division” (22). He continues: 
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Identification is affirmed with earnestness precisely because there is division. 

Identification is compensatory to division. If men were not apart from one another, there 

would be no need for the rhetorician to proclaim their unity. If men were wholly and truly 

of one substance, absolute communication would be of man’s very essence. It would not 

be an ideal, as it now is. . .rather, it would be as natural. . .and total as with the 

theologian’s angels, or ‘messengers’” (22). Since humans are not angels, however, 

human communication in the symbolic realm takes place in the fruitfully flawed realm of 

language. The fact that language always discusses something “in terms of something 

else” also provides opportunities for “momentous miracles of transformation”  (Burke, 

GM 23-24). 

In the preface to the Grammar of Rhetoric, Burke writes, “. . . it is in the areas of 

ambiguity that transformations take place; in fact, without such areas, transformation 

would be impossible” (xix). Perhaps not surprisingly these instances of ambiguity also 

provide opportunities for rhetoric: “. . . put identification and division ambiguously 

together, so that you cannot know for certain just where one ends and the other begins 

and you have the characteristic invitation to rhetoric” (Burke RM 25). In this particular 

passage in the Rhetoric of Motives, Burke addresses the specific ambiguities that arise 

when identification and division are not clearly delineated. For Burke, this potential for 

transcendence and transformation due to ambiguity resides in all language: “Linguistic 

skepticism, in being quizzical, supplies the surest ground for the discernment and 

appreciation of linguistic resources”(Burke GM 443). Burke spends a lot of time 

discussing the great philosophical error of “substance,” precisely because the ambiguous 
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relationship between identification and people parallels that of language to the “world.” 

Neither can ever be complete, and both contain ambiguous boundaries which invite 

potential for both constitutional transformation and rhetoric.  

This chapter focuses on the conditions of “consubstantiality”: the degrees to 

which one is identified with and simultaneously differentiated from a group, as well as 

the means through which that identification is achieved, the circumstances required for it 

to be successful, and the actual identities that result. In particular, this chapter focuses on 

the Hatzaad Harishon youth group and performing dance troupe. Careful analysis of the 

youth group’s development, success, and eventual demise allows us to interpret Hatzaad 

Harishon’s early history as one in which successful identification or consubstantiality 

helps to achieve certain identities while paradoxically working against the legitimization 

of others.  

 

Zionist Through and Through 

 A doctrine of consubstantiality, either explicit or implicit, may be necessary to 

any way of life. . . ; and a way of life is an acting-together; and in acting together, men 

have common sensations, concepts, images, ideas, attitudes that make them 

consubstantial.

--Kenneth Burke Rhetoric of Motives (emphasis in original) 
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And we must think of rhetoric not in terms of some one particular address, but as 

a general body of identifications that owe their convincingness much more to trivial 

repetition and dull daily reenforcement than to exceptional rhetorical skill.  

--Kenneth Burke Rhetoric of Motives 

Zionist activities became Hatzaad Harishon’s “doctrine of consubstantiality;” they 

forged a way for Black and white Jews to act together and form “attitudes that make them 

consubstantial” (Burke, RM 21). The rhetoric of identification with mainstream Judaism 

became “more convincing” through the sheer variety and number of activities that 

Zionism supplied (Burke, RM 26). From the actual physical location of their office—

initially housed in the same building as the Jewish Agency, an office space loaned to 

them by the Student Zionist Organization, to the Israel Independence Day “Youth Salute 

to Israel” parades in which their youth took part, to the journeys to Israel that Hatzaad 

Harishon eventually sent its youth on, Hatzaad Harishon in general and its youth 

component in particular were steeped in identifications with Israel. The youth group’s 

activities demonstrate how Hatzaad Harishon used identification with Israel to distract 

attention away from the difficulties black Jews faced in the local New York context. 

Though the youth group has received little scholarly attention, the youth group’s 

trajectory within Hatzaad Harishon most clearly illustrates the strengths and limitations 

of Burke’s identification and consubstantiality.  

 In many ways Hatzaad Harishon was a reflection and enactment of the Zionist 

ideals its white leadership so strongly believed in. Although its first meeting was biracial, 
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the gathering took place largely because of Yaakov Gladstone’s earlier outreach 

initiatives to the Black Jewish community. Gladstone, a white, Canadian Jew of 

Moroccan descent, had been “attending lectures at the Theodore Herzl Institute in New 

York abut ‘exotic Jewish communities around the world’” and then became interested in 

New York’s own black Jews (Shapiro 188).5 As a Hebrew teacher in a Jewish day school, 

he came in contact with a black Jewish child and learned of the existence of Mt. Horeb, a 

black Jewish congregation in the Bronx (Shapiro 199), which was “headed by Rabbi 

Albert Moses with Hailu Paris as assistant” (Landing 299). In February of 1964, 

Gladstone volunteered to help the congregation’s black, Jewish cantor, Eliezer Brooks, 

teach the children Purim songs (Kreindler). Dr. Elishevah Kreindler, one of Hatzaad 

Harishon’s founding members, termed this initial contact the “first step towards bringing 

the black and white Jews together on a grass roots level.” Afterwards, Gladstone worked 

with Israeli dance instructor Devorah Lapson and the Jewish Education Committee to 

enable several black Jewish children to participate in the Annual Dance Festival of New 

York Hebrew Schools in May of 1964 to celebrate Israel’s Independence Day 

(Kreindler).  The children danced  “debkas” and “horas” and sang traditional Hebrew 

songs (Shapiro 190, Berger 166). From the organization’s very inception, Israel and 

Zionism brought the black and white Jewish communities together and also formed the 

mortar between them. 

Hatzaad Harishon’s Zionist model recognized the nation-state of Israel  as the 

homeland of all Jews and understood “klal yisrael,” or a unified sense of Jewish 

peoplehood, to be the group’s mission and unifiying principle. Hatzaad Harishon aimed 
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to create a sense of greater cohesiveness for multi-racial Jewish communities based on an 

identification with Israel. As both a “real,” albeit contested, nation-state and an 

imaginative landscape,6 Israel provided a geographical land and perceptual concept that 

was far away and expansive enough to include Jews of all races. At least that was what 

Hatzaad Harishon and its members thought and hoped.  

 

What is Klal Yisrael? How Is It Best Achieved? 

 The archival materials demonstrate that the organization’s leadership and 

members disagreed over how to achieve this goal of unity. This disagreement might best 

be understood by articulating and clarifying the distinct subject positions and consequent 

goals maintained by Hatzaad Harishon’s white and black Jewish participants. On the one 

hand, as Landing points out, white Jews understood that Black Jews wanted to be Jews in 

a way that would be accepted by mainstream Judaism and Jewish movements, regardless 

of denomination, e.g., orthodox, reform, conservative.  They saw their task as that of bi-

directional “translation”—on the one hand raising mainstream Judaism’s awareness and 

acceptance of Black Jews, and on the other, “translating” Jewishness to Black individuals 

and helping them become more “legitimately” Jewish through education and exposure to 

recognized and mainstream Jewish concepts, practices, and Jewish individuals. Indeed, 

for some Black Jews, this kind of assimilation into the larger Jewish community was 

precisely the goal and it was facilitated by Hatzaad Harishon’s sponsorship of grants, 

which helped black Jews attend recognized Jewish yeshivot and summer camps. Other 

blacks identifying as Jews, however, did not understand their goals in the same way. 
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These Black Jews also identified as Jews, but wanted to form and maintain their own, 

separate, Black Jewish, or what Landing terms “Black Judaic” identities without 

conforming to the definitional criteria or conversion conventions that the established 

Jewish community required. As Landing notes, these Black Judaic sects often did not 

want “acceptance” into mainstream Judaism, and some openly advocated against it. 

Problems arise because H.H. is comprised of and attempts to appeal to many kinds of 

Black Jews while also advocating on behalf of them to the established, mainstream 

Jewish community.  

 

Initial Success with Identification 

For the first years of its short existence, however, Hatzaad Harishon successfully 

created opportunities for Black Jews to become more closely affiliated with mainstream 

Judaism and for mainstream Judaism to become more open and receptive to Black Jews. 

Its grand experiment in actualizing what Burke calls identification worked, at least up to 

a point.  

 After Hatzaad Harishon’s initial meeting, the first joint social activity was an outing 

to Hava, a New Jersey kibbutz training farm where “three busloads of people” attended a 

tour of the farm and a lecture about kibbutz life (Bibbins, “Hatzaad Harishon—Past 

Present and Future” 1). In 1966 and 1967, Hatzaad Harishon collaborated with the 

Student Zionist Organization to create an integrated summer camp, Kvutza Gam Yachad. 

According to Landing,  “it became necessary to have both children and parents attend the 

camp to see how integration would work” and also, “[t]o lessen fears about the 
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integration problem” (300). Hatzaad Harishon’s activities were family-oriented, and 

many were focused on the children themselves. 

 One of the most successful elements of the organization was its performing dance 

troupe. The members learned and performed traditional Israeli folk dances. The dance 

troupe was both an educational, fund-raising, and public relations enterprise for Hatzaad 

Harishon. They were so successful that they received numerous invitations to perform for 

various Jewish and mixed-race audiences, and they eventually appeared on national 

television in 1969. They also performed annually at Hatzaad Harishon’s Benefit, 

attracting large audiences. 

 Initially in the winter of 1964, the youth group was nothing more than a gathering 

of  “teenage sons and daughters of Hatzaad Harishon adults” who performed Israeli 

dances (Kaufman, “Letter to Rabbi Melvin Glatt October 22, 1966” 2). In February of 

1965 Sybil Kaufman was charged with leading the dance troupe, and by April of 1965 

she had turned them into a full-fledged youth group. In addition to Israeli dancing and 

performing, other Zionist activities were added to the group’s busy calendar: protests for 

Soviet Jewry, discussions of various aspects of Israeli society, study sessions with 

students from the Jewish Theological Society (JTS), panel discussions about black Jewish 

identity and inter-dating, mixers with other Zionist and mostly white Jewish youth 

groups. These activities provided a framework within which Hatzaad Harishon’s youths 

could interact with, learn more about, and be exposed to mainstream Jewish culture. They 

also paved the way for Hatzaad Harishon’s black Jewish youths to become more accepted 

by mainstream Jews. 
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An Uphill Battle to Achieve Recognition and Financial Support from the 

Established Jewish Communities 

 But it took time for the “identification” to take, and for white Jews to recognize and 

accept the claims these Black Jews, and Hatzaad Harishon were making.  Initially, 

Hatzaad Harishon struggled to receive recognition and financial support from the 

established Jewish community. Hatzaad attempted to realize “klal yisrael” and have 

Black Jewry become recognized members of the world Jewish community. To realize 

this goal, Hatzaad Harishon encouraged formal Jewish education. They not only assisted 

community members with the application process to yeshivot, Talmud torah, and Jewish 

day schools, but they also helped to subsidize the costs with scholarships. Since Jewish 

education was expensive and many of Hatzaad’s members did not have the financial 

means to undertake it, Hatzaad Harishon appealed to the New York Federation of Jewish 

Philanthropies (the major umbrella organization responsible for distributing funding to 

Jewish non-profit organizations) for funding. Despite Hatzaad’s requests and numerous 

attempts to be recognized as a legitimate Jewish organization, Federation refused to give 

Hatzaad Harishon the financial aid it needed, and in so doing it failed to enact the second 

half of the dialectical process of identification. Federation refused to confer 

“recognition,” and thus failed to acknowledge Hatzaad Harishon and the Black Jews they 

represented as legitimate, authentic Jews. In September of 1967, Hatzaad members 

described the situation as “hopeless” and determined that the only way to change it was 

to bring Federation’s neglect of Black Jewish children to the public’s attention by 
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picketing Federation in conjunction with other organizations (Scheinfeld, “Letter to 

Advisor September 21, 1967” 1).  

 Although Federation was reluctant to lend institutional recognition and financial 

support, other mainstream and mostly white Jews were willing to help, as long as 

Hatzaad’s goals were understood to be in line with those of mainstream Judaism.  On 

Februay 28, 1968, William Karlin, Program Chairman of Temple Gates of Prayer Men’s 

Club from Flushing, NY and member of Hatzaad Harishon, wrote a letter to the editor of 

the American Examiner, a Jewish weekly for the New York community, to publicize 

Hatzaad’s plight to achieve financial support.  The editor of the American Examiner 

defined Hatzaad Harishon as “an organization concerned with the welfare of the Black 

Jews in the Greater New York area and seeking to integrate them with the rest of the 

Jewish community” (1, emphasis mine). Karlin himself defined the organization’s goals 

as, “a volunteer organization working to bring Jewish religious and cultural education to 

the Black Jewish community of America and to bring unity among all Jews, white, and 

black” (1, emphasis mine). Both the editor and Karlin understood Hatzaad’s goals to be 

those of including and better educating Black Jews who wanted to be recognized and 

accepted by the mainstream and white Jewish community. As long as blacks’ 

identification as Jews was framed in these terms, white Jews were willing to help.  

 But individual support and institutional recognition were not the same. Karlin 

relates the difficulties he experienced when approaching individuals in the Federation and 

the mainstream Jewish community about the possibility for funding Hatzaad’s endeavors 

to ensure that Black Jews received cultural and religious education from recognized 
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Jewish organizations. In an attempt to explain the difficulty he was experiencing, he 

categorizes the problem as lack of awareness and suggests that the established 

community would be more willing to help if they only knew about the problem: “Few of 

the persons I have approached were aware of our fellow Black Jews. But all were 

impressed with the necessity of action at this time and promised to assist in some form or 

another” (Karlin 1).  Karlin explains that he writes his account to raise awareness and 

also to persuade others to help solve the problem: “I have written this lengthy account. . . 

to help these youngsters get the Jewish Education they desire and require. I also believe 

that assisting Jewish children regardless of color of skin is a ‘must’ for all responsible 

Jews” (1).  By privileging identification with Judaism first and using it to overshadow the 

issue of “skin color” which calls attention to differences among Jews, Karlin appeals to 

the value that “Judaism” is colorblind. He also appeals to a universal sense of 

“responsible Jewish peoplehood” to persuade mainstream Jews with financial means to 

help provide for the black Jewish children who “desire” and “require” Jewish Education. 

The rhyme he employs calls attention to both their need to be educated and his 

assumption that the black Jews’ were willing to take part in this educational process. To 

this end, Karlin’s letter and motivation for joining Hatzaad Harishon reflect his desire for 

blacks to fully identify with Jewishness and Judaism in the ways that it was already 

articulated by the recognized, mainstream community.  

 

Youth Group Raises Awareness and Earns Acceptance 

 Like Karlin, Sybil Kaufman was another white leader who worked to help  
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Hatzaad Harishon be more accepted by the Jewish mainstream.  Sybil Kaufman’s model 

of youth leadership attempted to enable black Jews to identify with mainstream Jewish 

practices that were already familiar to the established Jewish community. Kaufman 

shared Gladstone’s Zionist vision and imbued Hatzaad Harishon’s youth activities with it. 

In a letter to a friend and colleague, who was to lead a chapter of a Boston youth group 

modeled on Hatzaad Harishon, Kaufman states her purpose explicitly: 

Between you and me, I think I have developed HH very much along the 

same lines as Young Judaea, as we knew it; I referred many times to my 

YJ handbooks, leaders books, etc. I used games, songs, dances, slides, 

movies anything I could [sic]. Trips are good to places of Jewish interest. 

Calling attention to Jewish plays, Jewish movies, TV programs are an 

integral part of what I do. (Kaufman, “Letter to Sara Beth November 11, 

1968” 2) 

Using Young Judea as her model, Kaufman calls upon her own experiences in the Zionist 

youth movement to set a precedent for Zionist, secular Jewish practices. She guides the 

Hatzaad Harishon youth in ways that were familiar and recognizable to the established 

Jewish community. She continues, “Hatzaad is a supplement to what the youth get from 

their homes or in their synagogue. It is culture enrichment and Israel and many things 

combined. I use Hebrew expressions but we have no Hebrew lessons; we discuss 

holidays but not in depth” (Kaufman, “Letter to Sara Beth November 11, 1968” 2). 

Kaufman underscores the cultural element both to call attention to her instructional 
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methods in leading the group and to show that Hatzaad did not view itself as a 

replacement for the education that its youth were receiving at home.  

At the same time, Hatzaad Harishon understood its role as explicitly educational, 

not just for the black Jewish youths themselves, but also for the mainstream Jewish 

communities.  She uses the youth activities to expose the black Jews to recognized 

Jewish practices. Another function of the dance group was to familiarize and habituate 

white Jewish communities with the legitimate presence and existence of Black Jews. The 

dance performances provided programming that encouraged interaction and bidirectional 

exposure and education. This dialectical process was meant to encourage the Black Jews’ 

identification with and as Jews, and the white Jews’ acceptance of their claims through 

what Burke calls “trivial repetition and dull daily reinforcement” or what Anderson might 

recognize as Bourdieu’s “practices.” 

 Kaufman takes special care to emphasize the important role the youth must play 

in educating others with whom they come in contact: 

We talk a lot about thing [sic] which effect  [sic] the youth directly—

interreligious, interracial dating, get togethers with white Jewish youth, 

how to answer the questions people ask, how to inform, educate enlighten 

those who do not know. This has always been my emphasis. (“Letter to 

Sara Beth November 11, 1968” 1) 

Part of Kaufman’s mission is to provide the black Jewish youth with enough confidence 

and information to respond to questions in a way that would demonstrate their familiarity 
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with existing customs; to respond in ways that reinforce Jewish identification in ways 

that are already recognized and accepted by the mainstream Jewish community.   

The youth leaders’ comments in the newsletters suggest that Kaufman was largely 

successful. She helped the youth acquire the confidence and knowledge necessary both to 

respond respectfully to white Jews’ countless questions and to use such questions as an 

opportunity to enlighten others. Naomi Smith, a black Jewish youth and then vice 

president of the group, reflected on her “feelings toward panel discussions” and 

expressed how her experiences in Hatzaad strengthened her confidence, in the April 1967 

Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter: 

Before a [sic] became a member of Hatzaad Harishon Youth, I was 

well aware of the various feelings of the ‘White Jews’ toward any Black 

person who thought of himself as a Jew. Their attitudes ranged from sheer 

curiosity and surprise (usually from the teenagers my own age) to disbelief 

and suspicion (primarily from adults). They found it next to impossible to 

comprehend that I could be a Jew unless one of my parents was a White 

Jew or they had worked for White Jews and were ‘converted to Judaism.’ 

This is why I’ve always been asked, ‘Well, how long have you been a 

Jew?” Therefore, I found myself trying to avoid the questions by not 

displaying any outward signs of being a Jew . . . . 

 Now that I am the vice president of HHY, I find it less difficult and 

less embarrassing to talk about my Jewishness both to other White Jews 

and to my gentile friends. I attribute this confidence to the discussion of 
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HHY and most important, the panels. These, I feel, are the most important 

part of our program—a fulfillment of Hatzaad Harishon—the first step. 

(“My Feelings Toward Panel Discussions” 5) 

She details the suspicion with which most white Jews approached black Jews. Smith 

values her interactions with white Jews, even if they are frustrating: “It makes me feel 

good to know that Jews are interested enough to want to know what the Black Jews are 

doing even though many of them may disagree or disbelieve. This also gives our chevra 

[social group] an insight into the way the White Jew feels about us” (5).  But this insight 

is not always positive, especially as far as Burkean identification is concerned.  

Smith is acutely aware that white Jews expect Black Jews to identify with 

Judaism only in the ways that whites have already articulated its practices. She interprets 

white Jews’ inquiries into her background as evidence “that there is still the feeling of 

white Jewish supremacy even though the White Jew has been persecuted by the White 

Gentile. It makes them feel better to think that we are ‘carbon copies’ of themselves. . . .” 

In this insightful passage, Smith calls attention to the hierarchy among Jews, despite 

whatever claims Karlin and others might make that “Judaism is colorblind.” This 

dialectical relation between Jews shows how any attempt to articulate Judaism in ways 

that had not already been accepted thus challenged and disrupted the satisfaction and 

pleasure white Jews derived from thinking that Black Jews were exactly alike. Although 

she expresses some frustration at the older generation’s thinking, overall Smith finds the 

panel discussions to have been, “. . . very beneficial to me. they are educational as well as 

social and they serve as bridges to connect the White Jews with the Black Jews” (5). 
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While she concedes that  “many barriers. . .have to be let down by both groups before we 

can take Hatzaad Hasheni (the second step)” she also expresses hope that “the road we 

are taking is the right one which will cross the bridge and bring the two communities 

together as Klal Yisrael” (6). Throughout her remarks, Smith calls attention to the value 

and importance of the integrated interactions that the “panels” provided. Just as 

Gladstone and Kaufman believe that familiarizing Black Jews with norms and practices 

of established Jews will help Black Jews to join the recognized group, Smith also 

believes that through dialogue and exposure some prejudices may be reduced and the 

acceptance of Black Jews increased.  

But the line between performance for educational purposes and becoming an 

objectified display piece is a fine and tenuous one. While Kaufman is careful to show that 

she believes in both the youth’s responsibility to educate and “be a light unto others,” she 

also firmly asserts that, “Our youth are not objects of curiosity; they have a responsibility 

to let people who do not know about them know. They must never resent questioning”

(Kaufman, “Letter to Sara Beth November 11, 1968” 2, emphasis mine). It is worth 

noting how both she and Karlin appeal to a sense of “responsibility,” to inform others to 

be a “light unto the nations,” whether these nations are composed of other Jews or 

gentiles.  Her statement “they must never resent” seems a bit strong, given that she was 

likely never questioned about her own claim to Judaism. Such statements suggest a desire 

to assert control over another’s will in ways that deny rather than enable the other’s 

agency. This kind of assertion, “good-natured” as it might have been in its intention, 

subtly calls attention to some of the unspoken tensions that would later arise within the 
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group. Sharing Kaufman’s sentiment and expressing it in much stronger terms, Naomi 

Franklin, one of Hatzaad Harishon’s most active black Jewish members, criticized a 

program she had attended at the University of Maryland Hillel because of the 

objectification and fetishization it invited: “. . .may I give as my final suggestion that a 

project such as ‘spend a Hillel Weekend with Black Jews’ not be done again with any 

cooperation from us. We are not monkeys in a circus to be put on display” (Untitled 

Memo July 20, 1970).  Both Kaufman and Franklin are sensitive to the danger that many 

white Jews were only interested in Hatzaad Harishon and black Jews more generally, as a 

curiosity piece—an “exotic” example of Black Jews in the flesh. These white Jews’ 

desire to help or learn more about black Jews stemmed not from an other-based approach 

that listened and responded to black Jews’ most salient needs, accepting them on their 

own terms, but rather from their own desire to see black Jews as an extension of 

themselves, or to borrow Poinsett’s terms, as “carbon copies of themselves.” That black 

Jews were performing for, rather than with or alongside, other Jews inevitably evokes 

traces of minstrelry.7 This sense of “performing for” might also have contributed to 

Franklin’s and the other’s sense of being “objectified.” Although this tension is a 

fascinating aspect of the performance dance troupe’s activities, few of the documents 

explicitly discuss this feeling, though many of them allude to vague “tensions” 

concerning the youth group’s activities. These reflections express the underbelly of an 

identification that stretches its “we” so thin that it no longer can account for and respect 

differences of the individuals who compose it. My discussion will return to the limits of 

identification toward the end of this chapter.  
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Israel as Identification Fortification 

 The positive impacts of successful Burkean identification are reflected in the 

youth’s responses to the their trips to Israel.  Those who had gone to Israel the previous 

two summers responded very positively to their experiences. Naomi Smith wrote, 

 . . .when I went to Israel, I felt like I was supposed to be there, this was 

the type of placed [sic] where I belonged. I want my group to have the 

same Jewish experiences that I had. In the United States we know we’re 

Jewish and yet we always seem to be defending ourselves. In Israel the 

fact that one says he is Jewish is enough. . . . (Hatzaad Harishon 

Newsletter Fall 1968, “Israel Summer Institute” 3) 

She eloquently describes a feeling of “belonging.” In Israel, she was taken at her word to 

be Jewish.  The fact that one’s word was taken at face value, without questioning or 

incredulity, was all the more powerful because it starkly contrasted with the unending 

questions that Black Jews confronted on American soil. Smith emphasizes the “natural” 

elements of being in Israel: “Israel is a natural place for them to learn. Here they will 

learn the history of their people and their heritage and to have a good time combined with 

exciting experiences” (Smith, Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter Fall 1968, 3, emphasis 

mine). Rather than the negative associations that accompany the interrogations 

concerning one’s family lineage, in Israel, black Jews enjoyed the privilege of learning 

the history of “their” people as accepted members of “klal Yisrael” or greater Jewish 

peoplehood. More importantly, perhaps, they had the opportunity to do so while also 
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having a “good time.” Her emphasis on this sense of belonging underscores the incredible 

power that identification can have when it works, as it clearly did on these Israel trips.  

Her feelings are echoed in others’ responses to their trips to Israel, and I will discuss 

these other responses in more detail later in this chapter.  

 The high level of success these trips achieved encouraged Hatzaad Harishon to 

advocate for the entire dance troupe to go to Israel in the summer of 1969. In the words 

of Gladstone, the purpose of the trip was  ". . . to foster their identification with Judaism,” 

(Gladstone, “Letter to Sir, June 6, 1969”). Gladstone explained that,  

. . .we want them to take part in those educational seminars which will 

fortify their sense of Jewish identity. We would like them to meet with 

Israelis of both Western and Oriental origins. We would like them to get to 

know the country, its young people, and to see for themselves how the 

people of Israel are building and struggling for survival. . . .(“Letter to 

Steuerman May 22, 1969” 1-2) 

Gladstone sent numerous pleas to the established Jewish community to support Hatzaad’s 

efforts. He argued cogently: 

It would seem a shame if the major New York City Jewish organizations 

cannot raise the few thousands of dollars necessary for this important 

project. The effect of the failure of this project on the Black Jewish 

community may be devastating. It will suggest again to them that they are 

still not being accepted by the rest of the Jewish community. (Gladstone, 

“Letter to Sir June 6, 1969”) 
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He frames his arguments in terms of cause and consequence. Even though the funding 

proposals explicitly talk about the trip in terms of the positive effects it could have for 

Black Jews’ identification with Israel and mainstream Judaism, he frames the need for 

financial aid in terms of the negative impact such a failure to provide resources would 

have on Black Jewish trust in and respect for the recognized Jewish community. It took 

nearly a year of fundraising, proposal writing, and bickering with Federation, for Hatzaad 

Harishon to send several of its youth and one adult member to Israel in the summer of 

1969. Although the benefit concert earned $3,000 to finance the trip, as of May and even 

as late as June of 1969, a month before the trip was scheduled to depart, they were nearly 

$10,000 short of funding. In the end, the money came through, the youth and black, 

Jewish adult member Mordecai Joseph went, and the program was ostensibly a success, 

like the trips they had sent four youths on in the previous two years. 

 

The Double-edged Sword of Success 

For one need not scrutinize the concept of ‘identification’ very sharply to 

see, implied at every turn, its ironic counterpart: division. 

--Kenneth Burke Rhetoric of Motives 

. . .the imagery of slaying is a special case of transformation, and 

transformation involves the ideas and imagery of identification. That is: 

the killing of something is the changing of it, and the statement of the 

thing’s nature before and after the change is an identifying of it. 
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--Kenneth Burke Rhetoric of Motives 

In both her letter to Sara Beth and the introductory remarks she made at the 1968 

Installation of Hatzaad Harishon Youth Officers, Kaufman tracks the group’s growth and 

success along a path that directly parallels their increasing identification with and 

recognition by mainstream Judaism.  She explains that initially the group functioned to 

raise public awareness of black Jews. In 1964-1965: “We began to develop the dance 

group both as a money-making endeavor for the youth group and as a skilled and highly 

talented group of which all could be proud [and] [w]e began our all-out campaign to 

inform the greater Jewish community who we were and what we were doing.” (Kaufman, 

“Installation of Hatzaad Harishon Officers 1968” 1).  In its third year (1966-1967), under 

Leah Poinsett’s youth leadership, Kaufman claims that “our chevra was fully developed.” 

Not only had they broadened the scope of their activities to include “synagogue and 

Sabbath programs, panels to other youth groups, get-togethers both with Hatzaad 

Harishon Youth as host and as guest, a full program of guided study groups, our own 

seechot [conversations] on a wide range of topics,” but the dance group’s success also 

grew. They gave numerous performances and made their debut appearance at the Israel 

Dance festival at Carnegie Hall. Perhaps most importantly, Kaufman emphasizes that  

“The sense of Jewish identification with the American Jewish community became 

strongest during this year. Hatzaad Harishon Youth emerged as a recognized American 

Jewish youth group, small in numbers but great in strength.” That summer, in1967, the 

group sent two youth leaders, Leah Poinsett and Dov Hutchinson, to Israel where “They 
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told the world, so to speak, that Hatzaad Harishon was here and here to stay” (Kaufman, 

“Installation of Hatzaad Harishon Officers 1968” 1-2). Kaufman claimed that in 1967-

1968, the Jewish community became “fully aware of this group’s existence and 

accomplishments,” perhaps because “The dance group reached a summe[t] this year. . . .” 

(2). As she projected into the future for the 1968-1969 year, Kaufman proclaimed that 

“Hatzaad Harishon youth are no longer a novelty. We are no longer unique. We are not 

only concerned with education and teaching. We belong”  (2).  And in many ways she 

was right. 

From outside measures it would seem that 1969 was merely the beginning of what 

might or should have been Hatzaad Harishon’s long-term success.   Federation finally 

acknowledged them as a legitimate Jewish organization by giving them a $10, 000 

subvention grant. The youth group had performed at “over 25 functions” since their 

founding in 1964 (Kaufman, “Letter to Bronfman Foundation August 26, 1968”). The 

dance troupe had performed at Carnegie Hall for two years in a row, and had received 

media coverage in the New York Times. Additionally, the dance troupe had performed in 

Massachusetts, New Jersey, and all five New York Burroughs the previous year  

(Kaufman, “Letter to Haytov October 31, 1968”).  In January of 1969 they even appeared 

on national television on NBC.  

 Rather than being accompanied by a continued flourishing of the group, within 

months of the officers’ installation in late 1968, however, Sybil Kaufman had stepped 

down from the position of youth leader/advisor in February 1969. Within months of their 

return from the Israel trip the youth group was experiencing internal dissent, as noted in 
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the October and November Hatzaad Harishon newsletters. By January 1970, they were 

completely defunct. Despite numerous invitations from community groups, both in the 

established Jewish and Harlem communities and despite many attempts by Hatzaad 

Harishon’s leadership to revive the group, never again would the dance group be as 

successful as they were in the early years. It is unclear whether they managed to perform 

publicly again; they were invited to do so in February of 1970, but the invitation came 

after Gladstone had already declared them non-functional in his January Executive 

Director’s report. If identification is as powerful as Burke suggests, why is it that within 

months of achieving their greatest successes the group dissolves? 

 

Identification’s Breaking Point: Race and the Limits of Jewish Reconstitution 

 

. . .consubstantiality is established by common involvement in a killing. 

--Kenneth Burke Rhetoric of Motives 

Not long after Sybil had spoken so highly of her expectations for the youth 

group’s development in 1968-1969, she submitted her official resignation from her 

position on February 18, 1969. After her four years of service “as the youth activities 

chairman on the executive board of Hatzaad Harishon and as the youth leader, advisor for 

the youth/young adult group,” on February 12, 1969, she resigned “via phone to Mrs. 

Esther Bibbins, stipulating that it should become effective immediately at that time” 

(Kaufman, “Letter of Resignation February 18, 1969” 1). Kaufman explains that over the 
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past five months, it had become “increasingly difficult to communicate and carry out the 

goals and objectives of the organization because of the growing conflicts within the 

youth.”  She continues: “I recognized that the organization and I, as its youth advisor, 

were not meeting the needs of the youth; and by imposing our structures upon them, we 

were alienating them from these goals and objectives for which we have striven so long”

(emphasis mine).  While she does not explicitly state which “structures” were being 

imposed on the youth, she makes it clear that the efforts to impose any beliefs at all were 

backfiring and working against Hatzaad Harishon’s goal to create unity among all Jews 

and to have black Jews become more accepted by the recognized Jewish community. 

Clearly she and the youth were experiencing extreme challenges. She writes: “I 

do not intend to make declarations or charges regarding the conduct, attitudes and 

activities of these youth nor do I intend to endure the inflammatory remarks presently 

circulating by them” (emphasis mine). She declares, “It is obvious that the youth and I do 

not perceive the goals and objectives of this organization and the meanings of 

responsibility and maturity in the same manner” (emphasis mine), though she does not 

specify how the youth perceive the “goals and objectives” of the organization differently.  

Her explanation for why she and the youth were parting ways reflects the 

difficulty that race presented even for someone, like Kaufman, who was so determined 

not to let it stand in the way of greater acceptance for Black Jews. She writes, “Before 

coming to Hatzaad Harishon, my experiences were as a Jewish youth leader with Jewish 

youth. Working with Hatzaad Harishon enriched my background and enabled me to add 

another dimension—that of working with black Jewish youth.” In the next sentence, 
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however, Kaufman drops the word “Jewish” and refers to the youth only by their skin 

color: “Regrettably, my background and experiences have not given me adequate 

preparation to work with black youth and the changed focus of the Hatzaad Harishon 

youth in that direction left me no choice but to recommend that one more capable and 

representative of this aspect should replace me.”  She does not explain what the “changed 

focus” was or how it evolved. Her cryptic language intimates that it had something to do 

with race and or how race was affecting people’s perceptions of the organization’s goals. 

It is not by accident that her phrasing suggests that she thinks that someone who is both 

more familiar with black youth and culture, and who might be black him or herself 

should replace her. This sentence is ambiguous and can be interpreted in at least two 

ways. On the one hand, Kaufman might genuinely feel that someone who is black could 

better relate to and interact with the youth. To this end, her recognition of the limits to 

identification is commendable. When she senses resistance, she does not want to trespass 

into an over-extension of identification that would erase this fundamental difference 

between her and the youth she was leading. On the other hand, her concession that race 

would ultimately be the dividing factor emphasizes the limitations of even successful 

identification. While it works, and may work over time, the dialectical nature of the 

process means that it changes over time as well. In the case of the youth group, both 

internal tensions, among Hatzaad Harishon and the youth group itself, and external 

factors, the shift from Jewish influence in the Civil Rights movement to Black resentment 

of that influence and the shift toward black nationalism, affected the degrees to which 

Hatzaad Harishon’s work to increase identification could be sustainable.   As Burke 
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notes, “[w]here there are so many intense conflicts of an extraverbal sort, no merely 

verbal manipulations can remove them. But verbal manipulations may offer a more 

orderly approach to them, permitting them to be contemplated with less agitation” 

(Burke, RM 195). There is no doubt that these incredibly complicated historical 

circumstances contributed to the difficulties Hatzaad experienced while trying to 

maintain the tenuous coalitions they had formed. But the work they did to make the 

Jewish “we” more inclusive of black Jewish faces was certainly no mere “verbal 

manipulation.” 

Illustrating an element of constitutional and consubstantial paradox, at the times 

in which Hatzaad Harishon appeared to be garnering the greatest support both socially 

and financially from the mainstream and mostly white Jewish community, the 

sustainability of the project was jeopardized. Burke writes that consubstantiality includes 

a common involvement in a “killing,” but when too much of one’s self is “offed” in the 

process, the identification achieved is fleeting.  It seems that this is part of what happened 

with Hatzaad Harishon. Afterall, Hatzaad was able to achieve its goals of gaining 

recognition and legitimization of black Jews, when black Jews behaved in ways that were 

exactly like those of white Jews. The problem with this kind of “pure identification” is 

that it erased differences among Jews that black Jews felt they wanted to preserve; 

especially as far as their own varied experiences as black individuals were concerned.  

As Burke points out, “. . . a persuasion that succeeds, dies” (Burke RM 274).   Seemingly 

as soon as the Black Jewish members achieved a modicum of acceptance into the 

mainstream, they simultaneously began to assert their independence from it by 
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maintaining and not erasing the key obstacle to that acceptance—the undeniable reminder 

of their “difference”—their race and all the cultural identifications and experiences that 

are shaped by it. 

This oscillation from “pure identification” to preserving individual difference is a 

prominent subtext of the identification narratives Hatzaad members presented upon their 

return from Israel. Leah Poinsett who had gone to Israel in the summer of 1968 expresses 

a feeling of belonging that echoes the expression of Naomi Smith, but she also takes care 

to emphasize how this sense of belonging could be increased for black individuals:  

I feel that I have very close ties with Israel, particularly because of my 

religious feelings. . . . In 1969, I would like to see my group do things that 

might be of interest to us in particular. I would like to see us visit the 

black Jewish community in Israel. They might feel much closer to the 

Jewish nation and the Jewish people if there in the Jewish homeland they 

would get to know other dark-skinned Jews (Leah Poinsett, Hatzaad 

Harishon Newsletter Fall 1968 10, emphasis mine) 

Poinsett discusses how the strong sense of identification she experienced would only be 

intensified if the group were to focus on aspects of Israeli society that related more 

specifically to their needs and desires as black Jews. She is careful to point out that 

visiting those who are even more like themselves, the “dark-skinned Jews,” would 

promote an even stronger sense of identification, because it would enable a more 

complete kind of identification. 
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Like Poinsett, Mordechai Joseph, who went to Israel with the youths on the 1969 

summer trip, also calls attention to both the religious and racial aspects of his 

identification: “After spending seven weeks in Israel, my desire to live there has 

increased. I had had the feeling that Jews belonged in Israel, not from a political point of 

view, but from the religious prophecy, the ingathering and returning of the Jewish people 

to their homeland”(Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter November 1969). He speaks of the 

biblical prophecy and the original idea of Zionism, which was not to be realized until the 

coming of the Moshiah (messiah)—the ingathering of all Jewish exiles. He speaks of his 

own increased desire to live in the land where he feels he belongs as a Jew, privileging 

his religious over racial identity in this passage.  However, like Poinsett, he moves from 

the topos of religion to that of race within sentences:  

Unfortunately, there are very few Jews in Israel from non-Arab African 

countries [sic], and very little is known about our black Jews in America. 

In order to fulfill the Biblical prophecy concerning the gathering of Jews 

from the four corners of the earth, Israel must have black Jewish 

representation. 

 He uses the religious discourse of “ingathering of the exiles” to argue for greater 

African-Jewish presence and representation in Israel.  He continues to support the Zionist 

notion of “belonging” when he claims, “There is no better place to go, for the black Jews’ 

roots are there. The opportunities afforded Jews are greater than anywhere in the world” 

(Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter November 1969). Like Smith, he “naturalizes” black 

Jewish origins by “rooting” them in Israel. After his emphasis on black Jews specifically, 
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he concludes his statement by once again referring to the opportunities for all Jews, not 

just those who are specifically Black and Jewish.  Both Poinsett and Joseph focus 

specifically on the differing needs of black Jews and how identification with Israel, while 

on the whole positive and largely successful, still only worked up to a point. While the 

point was further along a continuum of “complete identification” than similarly Zionist 

identifications on American soil, skin color--the “natural” limits of Burkean motion, still 

could not be fully accounted for in the symbolic terms of language, and the increasingly 

larger sphere of identification it tried to create.  And it is not only in these narratives that 

difference and a desire for independence as Black Jews is expressed.  

Interestingly, in the 1968 officer installation ceremony, Kaufman calls attention 

not to the publicity associated with the dance group’s Carnegie Hall appearance, but 

rather, to the fact that “[t]he dance group’s leadership was from within the chevra. This 

year more than ever before each member has experienced the full realization of what he 

and his fellow chaverim can do on their own in their own group with minimal outside 

guidance”(2, emphasis mine).  While Kaufman’s glowing commendation of the group’s 

successes praises their independent initiatives, this attempt to assert their own leadership 

was short-lived in its success. In October and November of 1969, Pnina Terry, then 

president of the youth organization, complains of internal strife and difficulties. In the 

October 1969 Newsletter, Terry writes: “The young adults have reached the point where 

they must admit to themselves that there are problems common to each member of the 

community. They cannot let their strength dwindle because of fear, hatred or apathy” (5, 

emphasis mine). What these problems are, Terry does not detail, but she calls the group 
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to action in an attempt to bring about “the beginning of a new era for our Hatzaad 

Harishon young Adult organization,” presumably one without such strife.  She continues:  

“The time is now for action, for purpose, for fulfillment of a dream” (5). A meeting was 

scheduled for “[t]he young adults of the organization, along with the administration, 

which includes: Pnina Terry-President, Avi Terry-Acting Vice president, Leah Poinsett—

corresponding secretary, Sarah Briggs—Record Secy. , Uriel Hart—Treasurer, Mordecai 

Joseph—Advisor, have all agreed to join together and formulate specific aims” (5). 

Sadly, in November she issues a similar report:  “[t]his month, the organization will re-

introduce and hopefully resolve many of the important issues with which it has been 

faced for a number of years. Most of them deal specifically with the Young Adult group, 

its activities, its policies and its activities” (Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter November 

1969, 9). Again she does not specify the nature of the problem, but it is clear that 

whatever was causing the conflict was not going away.  

Conflict in the youth group is first mentioned in February of 1967, when the 

Newsletter reported that “A committee, made up of Ernestine Odom and Israel Francis, 

Has bees [sic] set up to arbitrate disputes among the members of Hatzaad Harishon 

youth” (7).  Though once again, the specific details are not mentioned, it is also reported 

that Dov Hutchinson resigned from the position of president and was later replaced by 

Naomi Smith. Later in that year, 1967, the newsletter reports that “[t]here was a heated 

discussion on the integration of the senior youth group. Most of the youth attending the 

meeting were opposed to the integration of the group, and it was decided to postpone 
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further discussion of the subject until next year.” (Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter Winter 

1967-1968 1).  

Conflicts similar to those the youth group was experiencing were also reflected in 

the adult division. In the December 1969 Hatzaad Harishon newsletter, Esther Bibbins 

makes a plea for greater participation among Hatzaad adults. The plea comes not 

coincidentally, right about the time that youth group was folding.  Bibbins writes:  

 What I would like to see for the future is more people wanting to become 

actively involved in the organization by assuming offices and working on 

committees. It has been very hard for those of us who have had to double 

our efforts to keep things going. Our leaders and parents have carried the 

ball this far for us; we must be willing to assume the responsibility to carry 

it for our children and they for their children. Our organization is for the 

whole community, not a few individuals; new leadership and ideas are 

constantly needed to help it grow. (“Hatzaad Harishon—Past, Present, and 

Future” 3, underscore emphasis in original, italicized emphasis mine) 

Like Terry, Bibbins emphasizes the need for greater participation in future events. She 

uses “our,” “we,” and “us” in ways that make it unclear whether she means “we” the 

Black Jewish members of Hatzaad Harishon, or simply “we” members, black and write. 

Later in the article she explicitly discuses the need for unity among the group: 

We are not perfect, but we have helped to uplift and enrich the lives of our 

members and their children (and even the children of some non-members), 

and that we consider a mitzvah within itself. One of our most urgent 
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objectives is to encourage the feeling of Klal Yisrael among our members, 

thus setting an example for others. (“Hatzaad Harishon—Past, Present, 

and, Future,” 3) 

Both Terry and Bibbins point to Hatzaad Harishon as a microcosm for Black Jews more 

generally. The Black Jewish communities, which had always been sectarian and 

fragmented, were all the more contentious after the Hebrew Israelite emigration in 

December 1969. While Hatzaad had worked to help those black Jews who wanted 

recognition from the mainstream Jewish community to achieve more legitimacy in the 

eyes of the established community, once they achieve this greater acceptance and attempt 

to reassert their individual identity as black Jews, they are faced with all the difficulties 

that being black and Jewish presented in both the Black and Black Jewish communities.  

 

The Limits of Identification: Burke Concedes on the Issue of Race in America 

In the last section of the Rhetoric of Motives, “Order: Positive, Dialectical, and 

Ultimate Terms,” Burke discusses identification as a kind of transcendence. He argues for 

the usefulness of the Marxist vocabulary as one that is “ ‘ultimate’ enough” to enable the 

most primary of transcendences to take place:  

It permits the member of a minority to place his problem in a graded series 

that keeps transcendence of individual status from seeming like disloyalty 

to one’s group status. . . . It allows for the member of an underprivileged 

minority, for instance, to confront the world at once specifically and 

generically. (RM 195)
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For him, this ability to appeal to higher, what he terms more “ultimate order,” enables the 

hierarchical placement of other identifications and stratifications to take place. 

 On the pages prior to these, it is not surprising that he illustrates his claims for the 

challenges that transcendence presents by focusing on examples involving Blacks and 

Jews in particular. First he discusses the “Negro:”  

Any improvement in social status is a kind of transcendence. And where 

one is a member of an extremely underprivileged class, as with the Negro 

in America, an individual attempt at the transcending of inferior status gets 

increased poignancy from the fact that, atop all the intensity of such effort 

in itself, there is a working at cross-purposes. . . .Striving for freedom as a 

human being generically, he must do so as a Negro specifically. But to do 

so as a Negro is, by the same token, to prevent oneself from doing so in 

the generic sense; for a Negro could not be free generically except in a 

situation where the color of the skin had no more social meaning than the 

color of the eyes. (Burke, RM 193) 

Here, the indelible mark of race is not problematic on its own terms as motion, as a visual 

cue that is as noticeable and “natural” as the color of an individual’s eyes. Rather, the 

problem is that the symbolic interpolation has become so “naturalized” with negative 

connotations in an American cultural context that it is almost impossible to use linguistic 

resources to reconfigure its symbolic meaning with more positive attributes. Regardless 

of how brilliant the new symbolic terminology is, the “motion” of skin color cannot be 

erased. Although Burke argues for the possibility of transcendence, he stumps himself by 
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recognizing the complications that race and skin color present, at least as far as the 

specifically American scene was concerned. Though he wishes to illustrate the possibility 

for transcendence of a social status, particularly when identification with a different 

social status enables both a critique of the status quo and a potential for moving beyond 

it, he ends up backing himself into a corner where he bumps up against the problematic 

of race. For however many vocabularies might exist for characterizing the body, powerful 

as words are, they cannot change the body itself. 

 In the paragraphs immediately following his discussion of  “the Negro,” Burke 

moves from Blacks to Jews, and focuses his discussion on Shylock, a Jew in Christian 

Venice, as reflected in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. In the Shylock example, 

Burke shows how “Shylock would here use the advantages of vengeance itself as a kind 

of transcendence, a ‘static’ way of lifting himself above his disadvantages as a Jew while 

in the very same act he reaffirms his status” (RM194). The problem this move presents, 

however, is that it does not seem very transcendent afterall. At best, it allows for the 

person in the minority position to angle for a flipping of the hierarchy of what is 

privileged and what is not. Burke admits as much: “Shylock’s ‘vengeance’ is but the 

most highly generalized statement of such a solution, which in each particular case, calls 

for a joining in a conspiracy against the oppressor, in the hopes that eventually the roles 

can be reversed” (194).   But since “The ‘humility’ of such vengeance is in the 

acceptance of the opponent’s judgment, in finally agreeing to let him set the rules, and 

then aiming at advantage within the restrictions he has imposed,” how transcendent is 

such a move afterall (194)?  Just a few short paragraphs later, Burke concedes:  
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True, there is much that no vocabulary can do in these matters. Where 

there are so many intense conflicts of an extraverbal sort, no merely verbal 

manipulations can remove them. But verbal manipulations may offer a 

more orderly approach to them, permitting them to be contemplated with 

less agitation. And where this is the case, verbal manipulations are the 

very opposite of the ‘evasive’. (195)  

 Whether the extraverbal factors are as indelible as skin color or as intractable as 

social and political circumstances of Blacks in America, identification as a theoretical 

construct is limited in the kind of work it can accomplish. In his piece “Burke’s Ways of 

Knowing,” Wayne Booth writes that “the happy route of transcendence that any 

dialectical thinker like Burke will always be tempted by” is the “possibility. . .that 

mankind might find a way to transcend the conflicts, leave behind the partialities, and 

achieve some kind of ultimate harmony, what he [Burke] calls the marriage of all to all. . 

. . The fact is, however, that no one can really hope for such a happy outcome of the 

dialectic of warring positions (LSA, pp. 52-53)” (Booth, “Burke’s Ways of Knowing” 

11). Booth continues on to suggest a second, “more probable” and “potentially ‘gloomy 

route,’”: 

. . . the best we can hope for is Burke’s own ‘comic’ choice to produce and 

exploit stalemates. We develop a dialectic of ‘muddling through, ‘ a 

deliberate interference with perfection by enforcing on every terministic 

screen a reminder of other truths according to which it should be 

‘discounted.’ . . .our best hope is for this route, neither radiantly happy nor 
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especially gloomy but comic: we shall try to cure mankind by keeping 

things off balance, by dissolving fixities, by turning the potential tragedy 

of fanatical annihilation into the comedy of mutually muddled 

accommodation. (Booth, “Kenneth Burke’s Ways of Knowing,” 11-12) 

In this respect, Hatzaad Harishon is an inspiring case study for “dissolving” the fixity of 

the image of legitimate Jewish faces is precisely what they set out to do, and what they 

began to accomplish with mitigated success. Hatzaad was able to achieve its goals of 

gaining recognition and legitimization of black Jews, when black Jews behaved in ways 

that were exactly like those of white Jews. The problem with this kind of “pure 

identification” is that it erased differences among Jews that black Jews felt they wanted to 

preserve; especially as far as their own experiences as black individuals were concerned. 

Moreover, the problem with “pure identification” is that which Burke details in his 

explanation of Shylock’s conundrum—by agreeing to let those in “power” set the rules 

and then conforming to them, in Hatzaad’s case—letting the recognized Jewish 

community set the rules for what counted as authentic Jewish identity and then having 

black Jews conform to these rules, rather than aiming to reform the rules themselves is 

precisely where Black Jews began to feel limited even as they became marginally more 

accepted as authentic members of Jewish peoplehood.  

 In many ways, Hatzaad’s story is an inspiring case study. It shows how within 

only a few short years, Hatzaad Harishon did achieve a limited degree of authentication 

for black Jews. It’s why Kaufman was able to declare “We Belong” in the installation 

ceremony. In more ways, however, it demonstrates how much work is left to do in further 
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developing Burke’s concept of identification and its potential for allowing invention to 

take place alongside identification. To this end, Hatzaad Harishon worked hard to 

“expand the scope” of Jewish peoplehood so that black faces were recognized as part of 

recognized, mainstream Judaism. The next step, “Hatzaad Hashanee,” would have been 

to allow black Jews to participate in the other half of the dialectical process. Rather than 

waiting to be recognized and authenticated only on terms stipulated by the established 

and mainstream community, the second step involves allowing black Jews to shape and 

expand what counts as legitimate Jewish culture. And it is in this practical realm of 

application that much work remains for us as scholars of rhetoric.  
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Endnotes 

 
1 The August 1964 Hatzaad Harishon newsletter claims that the meeting took place at the 
Theodore Herzl Institute, and Esther Bibbins maintains that 75 people attended the 
meeting in her December 1969 newsletter article.
2 Kaplan wrote first on May 10, 1969, and then again on January 11, 1972 of her plans to 
write a history of Hatzaad Harishon.
3 In email and phone correspondence, Kaplan suggested that a manuscript was in the 
works, but had not yet been completed. 
4 How accurate is this term, given that Landing discusses aspects of the movement that 
are in S. America, Africa and all over the African diaspora?
5 See also Goldreich, Landing 299, and Berger 166.
6 See also Greg Clark’s Rhetorical Landscapes in America.
7 See also Eric Lott's Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working 
Class and Michael Rogin’s Black Face, White Noise: Jewish Immigrants in the 
Hollywood Melting Pot.
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Chapter Three: Black and Jewish in 1971 New York: Perelman and 

Olbrects-Tyteca’s Universal Audience, Epideictic, and Dissociation in 

the Negotiation of Identity Conflict 
 

Rhetoricians have always made great claims for the possibilities of rhetoric. 

Cicero refers to it as “the alternative to violence,” a description echoed by Thomas 

Conley (De Inv. 1.4.5, 110, respectively).1 In the Philosophy of Rhetoric, I.A. Richards 

posits that it is the “art of removing misunderstanding” and more recently, Wayne Booth 

claims that  “when we learn to listen to the ‘other,’ then listen to ourselves and thus 

manage to respond in a way that produces genuine dialogue—[rhetoric] is our primary 

resource for avoiding violence and building community” (3, Rhetoric of Rhetoric xi-xii, 

emphasis in original).  These claims are made not only for rhetoric in general, but for 

specific rhetorical theories and theorists as well. Booth in particular calls attention to 

Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca as two of the “most influential” “rescuers” 

of rhetoric (73).2 And Booth is not the only one to proclaim The New Rhetoric’s methods 

as both powerful and practical.  In “The New Rhetoric, Judaism, and Post-Enlightenment 

Thought: The Cultural Origins of Perelmanian Philosophy,” David Frank demonstrates 

how Perelman’s thought is steeped in and influenced by the Jewish, Talmudic tradition 

and argues that “. . . the purpose and design of The New Rhetoric is to create systems of 

and for communal justice. With rhetoric and considered argument, the human community 

can avoid violence, solve problems, create value hierarchies, and make decisions” (327). 

These are bold claims for Perelman’s theory, but do they hold true when practically 
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applied?  Frank calls for greater attention to Perelman because:  “Rhetoric scholars have 

yet to realize the potential of the New Rhetoric, to appreciate its vision, or to hear its 

prophetic voice offering an alternative to violence and absolutes” (Frank 328), but does 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory really provide an alternative to absolutes? 

Antonio Raul de Velasco’s “Rethinking Perelman’s Universal Audience: Political 

Dimensions of a Controversial Concept” recognizes the value of what Frank terms 

Perelman’s “vision.” De Velasco argues that Perelman’s universal audience can be 

viewed 

. . .either as a critical device for understanding how hegemonic forms of 

discourse work to establish what counts as true in different rhetorical 

scenes, or as an inventional tool for constructing more tolerant and 

democratic forms of political consensus” and as such he argues that it “can 

be reformulated as an expansive concept with some bearing on how we 

theorize how hegemony functions in society. (de Velasco 54) 

According to de Velasco, Perelman’s universal audience “. . .can be seen as that always 

potentially contested—and thus always political—site of appeal through which truths, 

facts, and presumptions emerge in various contexts of symbolic production. From this 

standpoint, politics can be seen as a fundamentally rhetorical struggle over the form and 

identity of the universal audience” (de Velasco 50-51). De Velasco contends that the 

concept of the universal audience can help us to analyze how politics enter the arena of 

rhetorical debate, but can we use rhetoric, and Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s concept 
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of the universal audience, to resolve political conflict and avoid violence as Frank 

suggests?  

This chapter will explore the theoretical implications of Frank’s and de Velasco’s 

claims by applying them to a particularly charged conflict over the political consequences 

of proclaiming Jewish identity in New York and Israel in 1971. Before I flesh out the 

particulars of this identity conflict, however, it is important to take a closer look at how 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s concepts of the universal/particular audiences have 

been treated by contemporary scholarship. Since Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca make 

many claims for The New Rhetoric—that it is an audience-based approach to rhetoric 

among them (19), it is not surprising that the concept of the universal audience has 

generated a significant body of scholarship. Some scholars concede that the concept 

provides a powerful tool for rhetorical criticism (Scult, Gross, Crosswhite, de Velasco), 

which can yield comprehensive and nuanced analysis, but the issue of its practical 

application for actual decision-making has provoked more controversy. Since the 

arguments for (Scult, Crosswhite, de Velasco) and against (Ray, Ede, van Emeren et al) 

the usefulness of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s concept of the universal audience 

have been well-rehearsed, this chapter will focus on an overlooked aspect of Perelman 

and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s thought—the connection between conceptions of the universal 

audience, epideictic rhetoric, and the potential for invention, intervention, adjudication, 

and action that they might provide. In applying these concepts to identity conflict, this 

chapter will raise the following questions. Does Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory 

provide a mechanism not simply for rhetorical invention and analysis, but also for 
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intervention and political action? Can a more refined understanding of how the universal 

audience functions as an element of epideictic discourse where unspoken assumptions are 

both asserted and argued for, help us better understand the nature of the political stakes in 

order to take more just action in specific, political conflicts? If so, how might Perelman 

and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory enable multiple truths to be seen as reasonable while also 

a providing a method for adjudicating among them?  

To answer these questions, I will first briefly discuss the concepts of universal 

audience and epideictic rhetoric and demonstrate how they reflect the assumptions that 

are taken-for-granted and not argued for by specific communities or what Perelman and 

Olbrechts-Tyteca terms  “particular audiences.” Then, I will show how Perelman and 

Olbrechts-Tyteca’s concept of dissociation provides a mechanism for invention, 

introducing new concepts, and altering the way conventional frameworks and hierarchies 

operate. Before discussing the theoretical implications of the frame I articulate, however, 

I will provide an overview of how American racial antinomies influence Jewish identity 

construction in the U.S. and outline the specific historical circumstances that made 1971 

particularly contentious. After recounting the necessary historical details, I will return to 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory of antinomy and dissociation to carefully 

analyze the black and white Jewish communities’ claims. Then, I will use Perelman and 

Olbrechts-Tyteca’s concept of universal and particular audiences to explain how the 

communities miss each other on key elements, thus stultifying their ability to engage in 

productive movement toward greater agreement. Implicit in their mis-understandings of 

one another are contested conceptions of the universal audience, and definitional criteria 
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for Jewish identity more generally. In following these steps, this chapter will illustrate 

how applying Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s theory to an especially complicated 

conflict over identity can help us better understand the practical applications for 

rhetorical theory. 

 The disagreement took place between various self-identified Jewish groups in 

New York throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s, but became especially tense in 

1971. This conflict is interesting because all the participants were of good will and shared 

the goal of community. In this example, Blacks who identified themselves as Hebrews, 

Israelites, or Jews—whether through direct, matrilineal descent or through ancient 

Israelite ancestry—bumped up against the established and mostly white Jewish 

community who did not accept their claims and refused to recognize them as Jews.3

Because the issue of recognition was so contested, Hatzaad Harishon, a non-profit 

organization of black and white Jews, was formed in 1964 to ameliorate tensions between 

the communities and promote “klal Yisrael,” or unity amongst New York Jews of all 

races.  Hatzaad Harishon attempted to focus on the many values black and white Jewish 

communities shared. These shared values are an important starting point for 

argumentation, as James Crosswhite notes, The New Rhetoric maintains that  

“Argumentation is founded on agreement, and moves from original agreements to new 

agreements. In any rhetorical situation, certain agreements stand fast, or argumentation is 

not possible” (Crosswhite 165). Both communities were concerned about the qualities 

that define Jewishness and both were especially concerned about the fate of a third 

group—the Hebrew Israelites, a group of African Americans who had emigrated to Israel 
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in 1969 attempting to gain citizenship under the Law of Return.4 But the white and Black 

Jewish communities interpreted both the criteria for Jewishness and the Hebrew 

Israelites’ situation very differently. They could not agree as to who was really Jewish.  

Their clashing interpretations had real and material consequences for both groups, and 

thus provide a fascinating test-case for rhetoric’s, specifically Perelman and Olbrechts-

Tyteca’s, practical application.  

De Velasco’s understanding of how the universal audience functions to establish 

hegemony is instructive for parsing out the multiple stases of this conflict. De Velasco 

argues that “. . .struggles between differing conceptions of the universal audience can be 

rethought of as battles for hegemony in which a ‘political type of reaction’ is at stake, 

even if discussants seeking a reasonable consensus are unaware of (or unwilling to 

acknowledge) the status of this relationship as political” (de Velasco 52, emphasis in 

original).  In the case of the 1971 dispute among Jewish communities, conflicting 

concepts of the “universal audience” reflected different understandings of the hegemonic 

definition of Jewishness.  Recognized and mostly white Jewish communities understood 

Jewishness to mean someone who had been born Jewish (whose mother was Jewish) or 

someone who had converted according to the rituals of Jewish law, halacha. Blacks who 

were claiming Jewish identity in New York and Hebrew Israelite identity in Israel, 

understood Jewishness to mean someone who had descended from the Hebrews and 

Israelites depicted in biblical texts. Both groups privileged Jewishness as essence, but 

they differed as to whom could make legitimate claims to this status. Claiming ancestry 

to ancient peoples, Blacks reasoned they were Hebrews, Israelites, and Jews by birth too. 
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The recognized Jewish community found the Black Jews’ hereditary claims tenuous at 

best, and insisted that in order to be “authenticated” by the recognized  Jewish 

community Black Jews should convert officially according to Jewish law. Many blacks 

refused, insisting that their hereditary claims were no different than other Jews with 

questionable heritage or practices (i.e., white Jews who did not keep kosher or celebrate 

key holidays), but their birth claims were less accepted simply because they were black. 

Blacks argued that it was the color of their skin that made their specific claims to Jewish 

heritage less accepted, and thus accused the established Jewish communities of racism. 

Both communities thus understood Jewishness as a kind of essence, something that is 

conferred upon one’s birth, yet Black’s claims to this essence were not recognized by the 

established and mostly white Jewish mainstream. 

As these communities struggled over the meaning of Jewishness, they engaged in 

discursive acts to secure the position of their specific definitions.  As de Velasco 

describes this process,  

. . . efforts to establish hegemony can be seen to involve the discrediting of 

an adversary’s idea of the universal audience, as well as the endorsement 

[sic] a new order of truth based on an altered conception of this privileged 

audience of reasonable beings. The instantiation of this new order on a 

broad scale, then, would be comparable to the emergence in multiple 

spheres of society of an altered conception of the universal audience. (de 

Velasco 53) 
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If, in this historical case, the universal audience is conceived of as those who share a 

similar definition for Jewishnesss and Jewish identity, scholars can understand this 

conflict to be one in which the Black Jews’ claims were attempting to instantiate a “new” 

and arguably more expansive definition of “legitimate Jewishness” and Jewish identity; 

they were using their conception of the universal (and in this case Jewish) audience to 

advocate for a broadening of the accepted terms for Jewish identity. Both communities 

were using the same term –Jewish—but each had radically different understandings of 

what the term meant and who composed the universal Jewish audience. 

 Maurice Charland’s discussion of the construction of Quebecois peuple proves 

helpful in this instance. Although Charland elucidates how Quebecois peoplehood was 

being defined and enacted by discourse, his explanation of discursive effects is relevant 

to the controversy over Jewish identity, because he explains that:  

the ultimate justification for these claims is the subject’s character, nature, 

or essence. This is so because this identity defines inherent motives and 

interests that a rhetoric can appeal to. The ideological ‘trick’ of such a 

rhetoric is that it presents that which is most rhetorical, the existence of a 

peuple, or of a subject, as extrarhetorical. (137) 

 And it is precisely that which is assumed to be “extrarhetorical”—beyond the realm of 

explicit discussion—that the concepts of epideictic and universal audience represent and 

draw upon.  

 Both Frank and de Velasco make claims for the centrality of epideictic rhetoric to 

Perelman’s theory. Frank explicitly links Perelman’s epideictic with Jewish values, 
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Jewish identity, and the creation of audience consensus: “In moments of epideictic, as he 

and Olbrechts-Tyteca defined the term (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, TNR 49-54), 

Perelman emphasized and expressed the values of Judaism” (313). He continues, 

“Indeed, modern Jewish identity is a direct result of epideictic discourse. . .” (Frank 321). 

De Velasco also calls attention to the important role that epideictic plays in Perelman’s 

thought, “in an essay published near the end of his life Perelman focused on rhetoric’s 

importance to politics,” Perelman “proclaimed that ‘without the spiritual unity which the 

epideictic discourse properly reinforces,’ political life would be nothing more than ‘a 

sordid struggle of opposing self-interests’ (Perelman ‘Rhetoric and Politics,’ 132, 133)” 

(de Velasco 59). De Velasco emphasizes that Perelman understood epideictic discourse to 

be that which reinforced  “spiritual unity.” Frank also notes the importance of epideictic 

for creating community: 

The epideictic, according to Perelman, is essential in forming the 

community of minds  (Perelman, New Rhetoric and the Humanities 6-7). . 

. . ‘The orator’s aim in the epideictic genre is not just to gain a passive 

adherence from his audience but to provoke the action wished for, or, at 

least, to awaken a disposition so to act. This is achieved by forming a 

community of minds. . .(6, 7, italics in original). (Frank 320)5

If, as Frank suggests, modern Jewish identity is constructed through epideictic discourse 

which is a way of achieving the “community of minds” and a stimulus to particular kinds 

of action, then it seems that the concept should help us better understand and intervene in 

conflicts over none other than Jewish identity. De Velasco’s understanding of how the 
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universal audience provides the medium through which political hegemony is negotiated 

helps us to recognize that the universal audience functions as a kind of epideictic tool. 

Both Frank and de Velasco underscore the community-building components of epideictic 

discourse that appeal to values the universal audience is supposed to represent.  What is 

perplexing about the universal audience, however, is how it functions both as 

battleground for hegemony and also as an epideictic tool that assumes and asserts new 

first premises that are not explicitly argued for.  

 Part of this confusion might be better understood by taking a closer look at one of 

the problems Maurice Charland identifies in how rhetorical theory deals with the problem 

of audience. In “Constitutive Rhetoric: The Case of the Peuple Quebecois,” Charland 

argues that “persuasive discourse requires a subject-as-audience who is already 

constituted with an identity and within an ideology” and so “theories of rhetoric as 

persuasion cannot account for the audiences that rhetoric addresses” (134). Charland uses 

Althusser’s concept of interpellation to discuss how subjects get persuaded by being 

constituted through the discourse itself: 

[I]nterpellation has  a significance to rhetoric, for the acknowledgement of 

an address entails an acceptance of an imputed self-understanding which 

can form the basis for an appeal. Furthermore, interpellation occurs 

rhetorically, through the effect of the addressed discourse. Note, however, 

that interpellation, does not occur through persuasion in the usual sense, 

for the very act of addressing is rhetorical. It is logically prior to the 

rhetorical narratio. In addition, this rhetoric of identification is ongoing, 
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not restricted to one hailing, but usually part of a rhetoric of socialization. 

Thus, one must already be an interpellated subject and exist as a discursive 

position in order to be a part of the audience of a rhetorical situation in 

which persuasion could occur. (Charland 138) 

 While he discusses the case of the peuple Quebecois where the discourse presumes a 

subject into existence, his lucid explanation of how discourse uses a series of ideological 

effects to call an identity, in particular a collective identity, into existence can help us 

better understand what happens discursively in the 1971 Jewish identity contestation.  

Charland terms this kind of discourse “constitutive rhetoric” and emphasizes how “it 

positions the reader towards political, social, and economic action in the material world 

and it is in this positioning that its ideological character becomes significant” (141).  As 

he understands the process it has at least two steps,  

First, audience members must be successfully interpellated; not all 

constitutive rhetorics succeed. Second, the tautological logic of 

constitutive rhetoric must necessitate action in the material world; 

constitutive rhetoric must require that its embodied subjects act freely in 

the social world to affirm their subject position. (Charland 141) 

 It is precisely at the level of action, and political action in terms of the recognition of 

citizenship claims, that the Jewish identity conflict gets stalled. Perelman and Olbrechts-

Tyteca also discuss the importance of action, linking it explicitly with epideictic oratory 

which  “strengthens the disposition toward action by increasing adherence to the values it 
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lauds” (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 50). Though Charland has not connected 

epideictic and constitutive rhetoric explicitly, the connection is noteworthy.   

 Charland calls attention to the potential for such constitutive rhetoric to be 

inventional in very specific ways: “Successful new constitutive rhetorics offer new 

subject positions that resolve, or at least contain, experienced contradictions. They serve 

to overcome or define away the recalcitrance the world presents by providing the subject 

with new perspectives and motives”(Charland 142). What is happening in 1971 is that 

Jewish groups are using constitutive rhetoric to call a new kind of Jewishness into 

existence in such a way that it will call forth specific types of political action, namely the 

recognition of Israeli citizenship for Black Hebrew Israelites. In this way, there are a 

combination of discursive forces at work. Although Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca do 

not link the new explicitly with epideictic, they introduce the concept of dissociation 

explicitly to address this inventional aim for argumentation: “. . .techniques of 

dissociation, which are mainly characterized by the modifications which they introduce 

into notions, . . .aim less at using the accepted language than at moving toward a new 

formulation” (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca,  TNR 192). Perelman and Olbrechts-

Tyteca’s description of dissociation is remarkably similar to Charland’s explanation of 

how constitutive rhetorics operate: 

Constitutive rhetorics of new subject positions can be understood, 

therefore, as working upon previous discourses, upon previous constitutive 

rhetorics. They capture alienated subjects by rearticulating existing 

subject positions so as to contain or resolve experienced dialectical 
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contradictions between the world and its discourses. The process by 

which an audience member enters into a new subject position is therefore 

not one of persuasion. It is akin more to one of conversion that ultimately 

results in an act of recognition of the “rightness’ of a discourse and of 

one’s identity with its reconfigured subject position. (Charland 142, 

emphasis mine) 

It is no small coincidence that Charland uses the term “conversion” to describe how this 

process of self-recognition operates, for it is precisely the issue of conversion which 

became such a sticking point for the Jewish communities, black and white.6 Although 

Black Jews’ self-proclamations result in an act of “recognition” of the rightness of this 

new, Jewish identity for their particular Black Jewish audiences, their “reconfigured 

subject position” runs into interference when it is introduced to the recognized Jewish 

audiences. The problem is, who gets to decide who is authorized to make and legitimate 

these claims to Jewish identity by birth and heredity? 

 In this particular case, the competing definitions of the term “Jewish” had political 

and material consequences, and thus decisions needed to be rendered. Frank contends that 

Perelman’s argumentation yoked the “universal and the self evident” with the “local and 

the experiential, making rhetoric and argumentation the process of bridging opposites 

(the dissociation of concepts) for the purpose of judgment” (Frank 313-314). Frank 

argues that Perelman’s theory in general and the concept of dissociation in particular 

provides the tools for making such decisions in a just way.  In order to see if Frank’s 
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arguments hold in the face of a particular, historical context I turn now to the concept of 

dissociation. 

 

Perelman and Olbrects-Tyteca’s Theory of Dissociation and Antinomies 

In this New York example we have at least two competing claims to authentic 

Jewish identity, and thus a conflict of contradictory propositions. Perelman and 

Olbrechts-Tyteca argue that the dissociation of concepts helps to “remove an 

incompatibility arising out of the confrontation of one proposition with others, whether 

one is dealing with norms, facts, or truths” (413).  The removal of this incompatibility is 

important because it “remodel[s] our conception of reality” in such a way that the new 

reality “preserves, at least partially, the incompatible elements” (413). Perhaps more 

importantly, they contend that once this new reality is created, “once the concepts have 

been dissociated and restructured, compromise tends to appear as the inescapable 

solution. . . .” (415, emphasis mine). But it is unclear, at least practically speaking, how 

such “compromise” necessarily results or who is granted the authority to do the 

restructuring.  

To better understand how dissociation functions, we need to take a closer look at 

how it connects to other interpretative parameters. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 

maintain that dissociation takes a concept and splits it into a paired antinomy, e.g., 

“order[ing] the terms resulting from the dissociation in a hierarchy,” where the second 

term is the privileged one that provides the standard (417). Moreover, they continue: 
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The dissociation expresses a vision of the world and establishes 

hierarchies for which it endeavors to provide the criteria. For the effort to 

be successful, other sectors of thought have to lend their assistance. It very 

often happens that a discussion involving term II will have to be founded 

on another pair whose terms I and II are not disputed. (420) 

In other words, dissociation does not function independently, but instead relies on “other 

sectors of thought” to be successful. Since a restructuring of world vision depends on 

how dissociations are mapped out, it is not surprising that they are complicated and 

contingent upon other value systems. These other value systems may have been 

established as “truths” for particular audiences, but not all audiences will grant the same 

propositions truth value, so finding an undisputed pair can be challenging. To this extent, 

the relationship between antinomies and the multiple identities one claims is complicated. 

What that relationship is, and whether or not one’s antinomies are prescriptive and 

constitutive, i.e., one’s identity is constructed from the antinomies one embraces and is 

derivative from them, or reflective, i.e., one’s identity determines the antinomies one 

embraces; is a question to which this chapter will return.  

 

Antinomies, Identities and the American Cultural Milieu 

 In the U.S., race is perceived as an antinomy of “black” and “white,” and a 

discussion of “black Jews” is necessarily influenced by this culturally undisputed pair. 

Though questioned and challenged by numerous scholars for its artificial binary, this race 
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antinomy girds the structuring of many other values and power relations in American 

culture. It provides the hierarchy into which other identities must be fit, and affects the 

ways that other identities get interpreted and perceived in American contexts. This 

structuring element has had changing and historically important effects on how 

Jewishness, traditionally conceived by Jews and others as both a racial and religious 

identity, is understood in America.7

But the fact that Jews are not just black or white complicates the American racial 

landscape. As Azoulay says, Jews don’t fit this binary: 

 As a collective, the diversity of Jews in the Diaspora reveals itself, 

particularly in Israel, in ways that refuse classification along ethnic or 

racial lines. . . .Although the majority of Jews in the United States look 

white and trace back to immigrants from Europe, American Jews today 

include Black, brown, and beige Jews of Afro-Asian background. . . as 

well as the children of Jews married to non-Jews who are not white. (107) 

On the one hand, Jews are neither “black” nor “white,” yet on the other hand, they remain 

distinctly “Other” at least until the mid-twentieth century. As Azoulay emphasizes, 

Jewishness “refuses classifications along ethnic or racial lines” (107). Jews thus bring 

with them their own complicated history of how their essence is perceived, both by others 

and themselves. 
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Jewish Identity as Essence 

One can see the antinomy of essence and accident in the question of Jewish 

identity. Jewish identity is conceptualized as essence, in terms of both race and religion in 

that, if born to a Jewish mother, a person cannot renounce his or her Jewishness, even if 

she or he becomes an apostate. Since those not born as Jews, however, can also convert 

into Judaism, to a certain extent both race and religion can be posited as “accident.” 

Jewish status then presents a provocative example of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s 

explanation of dissociative antinomy where  “the dissociation of a notion provides shelter 

from the incompatibility it resolves” (431). The larger category of Jewishness allows for 

both definitions. On the one hand, Judaism or Jewishness is something one is born into, a 

racial “essence” that cannot be denied regardless of one’s religious practices, beliefs, or 

performance. On the other hand, if by “accident” one happens to be born as something 

other than Jewish, one can become a Jew through conversion. Conversion is thus 

understood as returning to one’s true “essence” by performing Jewish religious practices, 

and converting to his or her  “true” faith by means of a formal, ritual conversion, giyur,

according to orthodox Jewish law, halacha. Practice alone, without official conversion, 

however, cannot enable the transformation from “accident” to “essence” to take place.  

Conversion became the key issue for the Hebrew Israelite community in Israel as 

well as the Black Jewish communities in New York. On the one hand, the established 

Jewish community wanted to preserve its norms and standards for determining who was 

and was not a Jew and many of them were unwilling to accept Black Jews on the basis of 

their self-identification as Jews. On the other hand, for Black Jews, claiming Jewish 
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identity was one way in which they reconnected with a more autonomous, pre-slavery 

concept of self. The fact that the Jewish mainstream questioned their identity claims to 

Jewishness, also seemed to call into question the Black Jews’ sense of autonomy.  From 

the outside, it may seem “simple” that in order to satisfy the mainstream community all 

the Hebrew Israelites in Israel or the Black Jews in New York had to do was to convert 

according to halacha (Jewish law) and then they would have received the material 

benefits that recognition brought with it. But for the Hebrew Israelites and Black Jews, 

acquiescing to the mainstream Jewish community’s requests seemed to mean that they 

had to give up some of their own power to determine who they are.  They wanted to be 

recognized on their own terms.  

Since the essential characteristics of Jewishness involve both race and religion, 

the dissociation allows one to be privileged over the other, depending on historical and 

political circumstances. In Whiteness of a Different Color,8 Matthew Frye Jacobson 

shows how conceptions of Jewishness like other “probationary whitenesses” fluctuate 

and vary over time (174). He cogently argues that the notion of Jewishness as race has 

functioned as both a “perceptual” and “conceptual” category (173). According to 

Jacobson, in the early days of the American republic Jews were recognized as “free 

[though unchristian] white persons” and “ it was not their ‘blood’ but their religion that 

marked the[m] . . .as a people apart” (177, 178 respectively).  

As political conditions worsened in Europe, particularly in the 1880s, more and 

more Jews emigrated to the United States and EretzYisrael.9 With throngs of swarthy 

European, Jewish immigrants arriving on American shores, it is not surprising that 
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Jacobson notes that the second half of the nineteenth century witnessed a shift in how 

Jews were constructed; Jews were now seen as racial Others: 

Now it was not only that Jews could be known in their greed (or their 

Jacobinism or their infidelism or their treachery) by their physiognomy, 

but that their physiognomy itself was significant—denoting, as it did, their 

essential unassimilability to the republic. Only now did the ‘Israelitish 

nose’ stand for something in and of itself-not greed, or usury, or 

infidelism, or well-poisoning, but simply ‘difference.’ Only now was the 

dark Jew equated with ‘mongrelization,’ that catch–all term for unfitness 

in American political culture. (Jacobson 178) 

In Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s terms, American culture shifted conceptual emphasis 

from the religious part of Jewishness to the racial part. Rather than recognizing Jews by 

their religious beliefs, practices, or even “stereotypical” behaviors, one could now 

recognize them by their racial essence—Israelite and Hebrew—reflected in the physical 

body. As racial qualities became manifest and recognizable in the physical characteristics 

of Jews, this unchangeable, embodied racial difference then made them “unfit” for 

assimilation into the republic as citizens. If the primary term of identity is “accidental” or 

behavioral, it can be changed and assimilated, but embodied difference cannot. This 

belief was materially realized in the passage of the 1924 Immigration Act, which 

identified Jews as an “undesirable race” and thus limited the number of Jews admitted to 

the United States (Azoulay 95). 
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Once physical appearance becomes the signifier for difference, the relationship 

between the racial and religious aspects of Jewish essence becomes even more 

complicated, as Jacobson aptly describes: 

. . . visible Jewishness in American culture between the mid-nineteenth 

and mid-twentieth centuries represented a complex process of social value 

become perception: social and political meanings attached to Jewishness 

generate a kind of physiognomical surveillance that renders Jewishness 

itself discernible as a particular pattern of physical traits (skin color, nose 

shape, hair color and texture, and the like). . . .The visible markers may 

then be interpreted as outer signs of an essential, immutable, inner moral-

intellectual character; and that character, in its turn –attested to by physical 

‘difference’—is summoned up to explain the social value attached to 

Jewishness in the first place. . .. (Jacobson 174, italics in original, other 

emphasis mine) 

This tautological sequence of “racing” a group, constitutes the qualities assigned to race 

as “unquestionable” or “inarguable,” in Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s terms they 

become part of a visual epideictic—qualities inherent in a universal audience’s 

conception and thus something that is assumed or recognized but not argued for. As 

Jacobson astutely notes the shifting categories used to define American Jews as “white 

persons,” “Hebrews,” and ultimately “Caucasians,” show how “historical circumstance, 

politically driven categorization, and the eye of the beholder . . .create distinctions of race 

that are nonetheless experienced as natural phenomena, above history and beyond 
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question” (Jacobson 199). Once these constructed qualities became “naturalized,” they no 

longer presented themselves as eligible for argumentation or contestation.  

Though there were categorical distinctions between East and West European Jews 

(Germans who had arrived earlier looked with disdain upon Yiddish-speaking Jews from 

Eastern European countries who arrived later), most American Jews had come from 

Europe. Hebrew and Israelite qualities thus registered as both physical and other 

difference, but they did not register as African or black, and they were not immediately 

associated with slavery. As Jacobson points out, “looking” Jewish carried a different 

social value. To this extent, actual blackness (as reflected in African-American Jews) 

disrupted the visually discernable traits of “Jewishness” as conceived in America; they 

shifted the image of Jewish-American, visual epideictic rhetoric. 

 

Hebrews and Israelites, Black and White 

Interestingly enough, at this point in history when Jewish identity was becoming 

racialized on the American scene, large numbers of African-Americans in the United 

States began to identify as Jews, Hebrews, or Israelites and to adopt varying degrees of 

Jewish religious practices.10 Ironically, the language blacks used to claim Jewishness, as 

Hebrews and Israelites, carried with it racial resonances for Jews. American blacks were 

using these same terms to re-imagine and re-claim their blackness, because they 

designated racial origins without reference to color, the key factor in American social 

terms. Identifying as Israelites or Hebrews thus allowed African Americans to claim a 

kind of chosenness that “fostered a definition of race which allowed blacks to counter the 
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assaults of Anglo-American supremacy and the stigma of African-American inferiority” 

(Chireau 20). At the same time, these terms reminded Jews of their own racial 

“otherness.”  

When greater numbers of African Americans started claiming Jewishness in the 

twentieth-century,11 Jews had already begun to ascend the rungs of social mobility and 

become more “caucasion” in the American cultural sphere. The attendant privilege that 

accompanied this new “whiteness” was something Jews had not fully secured and were 

constantly attempting to reinforce, often by their attempts to work with African 

Americans.12 This history was further complicated in the 1960s when American Jews 

allied with African Americans in the battle for civil rights.13 While the contingency of 

Jews’ status made them more willing to help African Americans, it also made them less 

willing to recognize blackness as part of Jewish racial physiognomy.  

 The establishment of the modern nation-state of Israel in 1948 and the Law of 

Return, which enables any Jew to claim automatic citizenship along with other material 

and political benefits, further increased both the “normalization” of Jews as a nationality 

and the stakes for having one’s Jewish status recognized and authenticated. Historically, 

many Zionist leaders had understood greater Jewish peoplehood in racial terms and 

appealed to this concept to persuade Jews to migrate to and work in EretzYisrael. But this 

larger vision of Jewish peoplehood has generally been circumscribed by Ashkenazic 

prejudice, and thus excluded black or darker-skinned Jews from Iraq, Iran, Yemen, 

America, or Ethiopia. This prejudice is reflected not only in Ashkenazic imaginings of 

Israel as a “Jewish” and thus “white” state, but was also reinforced by American 
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nationalist goals. As Jacobson notes, “. . . America’s client state in the Middle East 

became, of ideological necessity and by the imperatives of American nationalism, a white 

client state” (Jacobson 188, emphasis in original). Consequently, when Jews ascribe 

Jewishness to essence, they tend to privilege the religious aspects, and when they 

emphasize aspects of “peoplehood,” their conception tends to exclude darker peoples 

even if they simultaneously assert that “Judaism is colorblind.” 

 The political consequences of whiteness and Zionism were not limited to the 

American realm, and were amplified on Israeli soil, because the Israeli Law of Return 

allows any Jewish person to gain automatic citizenship, once they settle in Israel. 

Originally written and passed in 1950, the Law’s supporters argue that it must be 

considered within the context of World War II and the Holocaust’s effects on worldwide 

Jewry. It was designed to allow all Jews worldwide to repatriate to the land of “their 

forefathers” and to offer Jewish self-determination and refuge from anti-Semitism. It was 

modified in 1970 to extend citizenship rights to children, spouses of Jews, and anyone 

who had at least one Jewish grandparent. The 1970 amendment also specified a definition 

for Jewishness.  Section 4B reads: “‘Jew’ means a person who was born of a Jewish 

mother or has become converted to Judaism and who is not a member of another 

religion.”  The terms for conversion are not specified.14 The absence of criteria is 

tremendously important, as there are monetary and legal consequences of recognition. If 

one is recognized as a new, Jewish immigrant, one is entitled to a variety of benefits that 

can include temporary housing, rent/mortgage subsidies, free Hebrew language 

instruction (usually for about 5 months), an interest-free moving loan, a free one-way 
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ticket to Israel, tax exemptions on household goods, and reductions in property taxes. 

These issues were especially pressing for the Hebrew Israelites who so affected the New 

York Jewish communities’ perceptions of Black Jews.  

This wider context is necessary to understand a specific series of 

misunderstandings between the established Jewish community and the Black Jewish 

community in New York in 1971. This year provides a particularly useful set of 

controversies for testing the practical application of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s 

theory. Even though both Black and white Jewish communities clearly privileged essence 

over accident, the race/religion antinomy is at the heart of their disagreements. As 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca argue, “Value hierarchies are, no doubt, more important 

to the structure of an argument than the actual values. Most values are indeed shared by a 

great number of audiences, and a particular audience is characterized less by which 

values it accepts than by the way it grades them” (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 81). In 

1971, there were several key events that demonstrated that the Black and white Jewish 

communities prioritized different elements of Jewish identity. In these cases, the groups’ 

hierarchy of race over religion, or vice versa, determined or structured their interpretation 

of Jewish status and their readings of historical events, specifically their response to the 

Hebrew Israelites’ initial immigration to Israel in 1969 and the Israeli government’s 

subsequent dealings with them in August and October of 1971.  The New York Black 

Jewish communities’ responses to the Hebrew Israelites were further complicated by 

their own struggles for recognition, which were highlighted when several Black Jewish 

students were expelled from a prestigious New York, orthodox yeshiva in October of 
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1971. Though these controversies suggest that the identities one sees as primary structure 

the values or hierarchies one ascribes to other antinomies, they merely raise but do not 

answer the question of what is the relationship between antinomy and identity?  

 

Who are the Hebrew Israelites? 

The Hebrew Israelites are a group of African Americans who first emigrated from 

Chicago to Israel in 1969.15 They claim to be Hebrews or Israelites and perform rituals in 

accordance with biblical articulations. They refuse, however, to be classified as Jews and 

deny that they follow a religion. Instead, they argue that “religion divides humankind.” 

At the same time, they attempt to earn citizenship status under Israel’s Law of Return, 

and at this civic level wish to be recognized as full Israelis, and Jews by default. Though 

several Black Jewish communities had been in close contact with white Jewish 

communities in the United States in New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia throughout the 

early part of the twentieth century, the Hebrew Israelite emigration provided the first 

instance in which questions of Black Jewish identity raised legal issues of citizenship.  

The history of their emigration and treatment by the Israeli government is not a 

simple one, but what is important to understand in order to set the stage for the New York 

scene in 1971 is that they arrived in waves and the Israeli government responded to each 

group somewhat differently. In all cases, the Israeli government did not want to 

immediately recognize them as Jewish or grant them all the benefits accorded to new 

Jewish immigrants. Some groups received more benefits than others, but none were 

expelled outright until October 1971.16 By this point, tensions were already high because 
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of several factors. Though the Israeli government was willing to provide full recognition 

of the community and all the material benefits that come with such acknowledgment, this 

recognition was contingent upon the Israelites converting to Judaism under traditional 

halacha— Jewish law—something the Israelites refused to do. In March of 1970 Ben 

Ammi, 17 the group’s leader, arrived with a large segment of the community and insisted 

that they were Israelites and not Jews.  He also claimed that blacks were the only 

legitimate Jews. His claims sparked significant controversy and received widespread 

media coverage in Israel and the U.S. The controversy escalated when Ben Ammi and his 

group staged a protest in August of 1971 reiterating these exclusionary claims and 

accusing the Israeli government of racism.  

 

The Conversion Issue Breeds Conflict in New York’s Jewish Communities 

The Israelites’ immigration and the problems it presented for the Israeli 

government exacerbated a host of problems the New York Jewish scene was already 

confronting, especially concerning the issue of conversion. Specifically, New York’s 

black Jews and Black Jewish organizations had not been fully recognized as “authentic” 

by the mainstream and mostly white Jewish community. Although Black Jews made a 

variety of claims to legitimate their status, the recognized Jews refused to recognize 

anything other than proof of halachic conversion. This lack of acknowledgment not only 

created deep rifts of resentment, but also prevented the black Jewish groups from gaining 

access to community and economic resources.
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Hatzaad Harishon, composed of both black and white Jewish membership, 

advocated on behalf of black Jews to help them gain recognition and legitimacy from 

New York’s established Jewish community. Initially, the organization strategically 

avoided the conversion issue to preserve unity amongst its own members.  As tensions 

mounted in New York, Hatzaad Harishon formed a subcommittee which proposed a 

constitution in October 1969, two months before the Hebrew Israelites emigrated to Israel 

in December of 1969, drawing wide media coverage. After the Israelite emigration, 

Hatzaad Harishon was forced to take a stand on the conversion issue it had been 

conscientiously avoiding. They decided in favor of halachic conversion as reflected in 

their 1969 constitution. Hatzaad Harishon specified that its members must recognize: “the 

traditional definition of a Jew as being a person born of a Jewish mother or a person 

reaffirming his Judaism before a Bet Din, who expresses his desire to be a part of the 

organization and to work toward its objectives, and who pays his annual membership 

dues” (Hatzaad Harishon Constitution 1). If one was not a Jew as defined by these 

criteria, one could consult with the Education Chairman to learn about conversion 

procedures—what H.H. termed “normalization” (Hatzaad Harishon Constitution 2). The 

term “normalization” is closely related to that of “regularization,” both of which are 

problematic because they establish black Jewish identity as “abnormal” or “irregular” 

until halachic conversion takes place. This terminology was often perceived as offensive 

because it de-emphasized what Black Jews perceived to be their legitimate claims to 

Jewish identity, either through historical ancestry or direct descendence from Biblical 

peoples. Like Israel’s 1970 Law of Return amendment, H.H.’s constitution also did not 
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specify the terms for reaffirmation or the type of Bet Din required to confer legitimacy on 

the process. A number of members left, and the organization seemed to literally divide 

over the conversion issue. 

In July of 1970, one of Hatzaad Harishon’s white Jewish founders and longtime 

executive director, Yaakov Gladstone, resigned because members of the organization 

failed to endorse halachic conversion in the name of upholding “Klal Yisrael,” the unity 

of all Jews. In October of 1970, black Jewish James Benjamin took over as Executive 

Director. He was confronted with the dual task of making connections and bridging 

relationships with the greater Black Jewish community in New York (many of whom 

were not members of Hatzaad Harishon and did not endorse halachic conversion) and the 

established (and mostly white) Jewish community who would only recognize black 

Jewish members if they could “prove” direct matrilineal descent or that they had 

converted halachically. Because of its accomodationist stance and endorsement of 

conversion, Hatzaad Harishon lost its authority among other Black Jewish and Black 

Judaic communities in New York. Because it advocated on behalf of Black Jews whom 

the white Jewish community had a difficult time recognizing as legitimate, Hatzaad 

Harsihon faced challenges within the recognized Jewish community. 

 

A Visit From Ben Ammi Backfires 

As part of Benjamin’s attempts to strengthen ties to both communities, Hatzaad 

Harishon sponsored a visit by Ben Ammi, leader of the Hebrew Israelites, in May and 

early June of 1971. Although the visit was envisioned as an outreach program to white 
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and especially Black Jewish and Black Judaic communities, many of the events were 

poorly attended. The vehement anti-white sentiment Ben Ammi expressed at them only 

furthered the gap between Hatzaad’s black and white Jewish members. The aftermath 

was so disastrous that Hatzaad’s executive committee met on June 2, 1971 and voted to 

dissociate officially from the Hebrew Israelite group “. . . and all that it stands for.”  They 

sent out a memo “. . . to the entire membership which discreetly said that Mr. Ben 

Ammi[’s] [sic] views are his own and not those of HH” (Benjamin, “Letter to Kaplan 

June 14, 1971”). Needless to say, the Israelites’ immigration in December 1969, Ben 

Ammi’s visit in May and June of 1971, the Israelites’ protest in Israel in August of 1971, 

and the expulsion of several black Jewish students from a mostly white, orthodox 

Yeshiva in October of 1971, complicated  Hatzaad’s ability to successfully achieve its 

goals of greater unity amongst Jews of all colors.  This already difficult situation was 

further complicated by media coverage of the Hebrew Israelites and Israel’s responses to 

them. Later that summer in August of 1971, Ben Ammi and his group held a protest in 

Jerusalem, claiming that the Israeli government’s dealing with them had been colored by 

racism. Media coverage of this protest and the Israeli government’s decision to deport 

several Hebrew Israelites in October of 1971 further increased tensions in New York.  

 

Media Coverage Sparks Strong Reactions from Black and White Jewish 

Communities 

On August 30, 1971, a New York Times article, “Black ‘Israelites’ Challenging 

Israel’s Policies,” stoked the fires of discontent burning in both recognized and Black 
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Judaic communities. Covering a protest the Hebrew Israelites staged in the “form of a 

news conference. . . in front of Zion Gate, at the Old City [of Jerusalem],” Eder 

summarized the Israelites’ emigration struggle in Israel and characterized their claims to 

“national” identity as Hebrews rather than Jews, though he also pointed out that 

religiously the Israelites “observed the practices of the Old Testament, but not 

specifically those of Orthodox Judaism.”  Eder emphasized that “Mr. Carter was more 

emphatic than the earlier arrivals in stressing that his people were Israelites and not Jews” 

and that Carter questioned the “right of Jews from Europe and the Middle East to live 

there.” According to Eder, Ben Ammi Carter accused the Israeli government of 

discrimination akin to the Jim Crow policies they had left behind in America. Eder quotes 

[Ben Ammi] Carter saying, “We want them [Israelis—white Jews] to remain. . .if they 

recognize us as the children of the God of Israel.”  

Eder’s piece brought attention to the value hierarchies the Israelites invoked in 

their identity claims, both national and religious. In response to the Israeli government’s 

demands that the Israelites convert halachically to authorize their “essence” on religious 

terms as Jews, the Israelites made racial claims that their essence was not religious, but 

rather “Hebrew” or “Israelite.” In so doing, the Israelites privileged their “Israeliteness” 

or “Hebrewness,” both racialized identities, as essence, while claiming that their religious 

practice was incidental. Prioritizing race over religion and insisting that “Hebrewness” or 

“Israeliteness” are present from birth, the Israelites argued that the Israeli government’s 

failure to recognize the authenticity of their racial claims to Israeliteness, and thus 

citizenship in the land, was due to the fact that their skin is black.   
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The Israelites’ and Ben Ammi’s privileging of race also allowed them to question 

the legitimacy of the (mostly white and Jewish) Israelis’ claims to and actual presence in 

the physical land of Israel. In rhetoric that closely approximated Arab anti-Jewish 

sentiment and that worked to undermine Jewish claims to land in the region, the Israelites 

hinged their acknowledgment of Jewish legitimacy in the land on the Jewish Israeli 

recognition of Israelite legitimacy. Failing the mutual reciprocity and recognition of such 

legitimacy, the Israelites reversed the antinomy the Israelis set forth, priviliging race over 

religion instead, and thus delegitimizing the white Israelis’ claims.18 It is important to 

note that the Israelites begin to make their claims in 1969, a mere two years after the 

1967 war had changed Israel’s borders by introducing significant and contested territory 

to Israeli sovereignty. 

The particular controversy that this chapter focuses on took place in 1971, right in 

between what Jewish Israelis call the Six Day War of 1967 and the Yom Kippur War of 

1973. The 1967 victory changed not only Israelis’ opinion of themselves, but also the 

relationship between Israel and American Jews who took great pride in Israel’s military 

success and prowess. Moreover this military success affected Israel’s position in the 

international arena. Israel captured lands of significant size and symbolic power: 

Jerusalem was re-united, portions of the West Bank and Gaza were acquired (only to be 

disputed ever since), and the Green Line was formed. The refugee problem leftover from 

the 1948 War (Jewish Israelis call this the War of Independence and Palestinians refer to 

it as Al Naqba, literally “The Disaster” in Arabic) was exacerbated.  In the American 

cultural context, many leaders and organizations of the Black Power movement identified 
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with the Palestinian underdogs and saw the Israeli government as unfairly disempowering 

the Palestinians. Ben Ammi’s rhetoric, to the extent that it works to undermine Jewish 

Israelis’ legitimacy in the land, reflects identification with the tenets of the Palestinian 

cause. Contemporary Hebrew Israelite discourse has undergone many changes since then,  

and consequently, has reversed this position, as they now embrace the Israeli 

government’s legitimacy and have even sent their first community member to serve in the 

Israeli Defense Forces.  

The New York Times piece thus brought the Israelites’ saga to the forefront of the 

American Jewish community, particularly in New York and Chicago. A series of letters 

and news articles were written in response to the piece in an attempt to 1) interpret the 

Israelites’ situation and 2) determine the relationship between Hebrew Israelites in Israel 

and other Black Jews in both Israel and America. The Black, Black Jewish, and Black 

Judaic communities, like Ben Ammi himself, tended to interpret the Israelites’ claim to 

the Law of Return as legitimate and the Israeli government’s treatment of them as racist. 

Recognized Jewish communities, on the other hand, tended to interpret the Israelites’ 

claim to the Law of Return as questionable, and the Israeli government’s treatment of 

them as equal to that of any other community with questionable Jewish status, and 

therefore not racist at all. Though the Hebrew Israelites, the Israeli government, and the 

Jewish communities black and white all agree that Jewishness is an essential quality, they 

differ as to whether they perceive this essence as religious or racial. Each of the following 

responses from the established American Jewish community privileges religious rather 

than racial understandings of essence to demonstrate how the Israelites’ treatment in 
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Israel was not due to the fact that they were black, but due to the fact that their 

Jewishness was in question.  

Kivie Kaplan, former National President of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and a long-time member and supporter of 

Hatzaad Harishon, wrote to James Benjamin on June 29, 1971, in response to an earlier 

letter that Benjamin had sent to describe the effects of Ben Ammi’s visit to the New York 

area.19 Although Kaplan recognizes and acknowledges that issues of race and pride are at 

work in the Israelites’ situation, at this point in time, he is not willing to classify the 

problems that the Israelites raise as racial ones resulting from discrimination by the 

Israeli government:  

The feeling that I have is that our Black Jews are being treated exactly the 

same as White Jews, but it is impossible to have a Black Jew feel the same 

as a White one because a black person just can’t feel White, and we are 

doing all we possibly can through the Israeli Government to have these 

inequities straightened out.  (emphasis mine) 

His letter to Benjamin draws upon a common topos; i.e., the Israelite issue is more of a 

question of “Who is a Jew?” than it is a question of the Israeli government’s 

discrimination against Black Jews or Black people. Kaplan prioritizes Jewish religious 

identity over that of American national or Jewish racial identity. Though Kaplan makes 

claims that race affects behaviors and relations, for him, these effects are demonstrated 

only in the ways that blacks interpret the situation.  Refusing to acknowledge that race 

plays a role in the Israelis’ treatment of the Israelites, he argues from the priority of 
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religious Jewishness, and asserts the “fact” that Black and White Jews are not being 

treated differently. Rather, Black Israelites and the Black Jewish community in America 

feel as though the Black Jews are being treated differently (read: subject to discrimination 

based on skin color), because “a black person just can’t feel White. ” This distinction he 

draws between fact or principle and consequences enables him to both exculpate the 

Israeli government from charges of racism, and explain the African-American and Black 

Jewish commnunities’ alleged mis-reading of the situation. According to Kaplan, since 

“blacks can’t feel white,” they are destined to always interpret situations through the lens 

of race.  

Oddly enough, though he refuses to explicitly hold the Israeli government 

responsible for racist treatment, he assures Benjamin that “we are doing all we possibly 

can through the Israeli Government to have these inequities straightened out” and thus 

suggests that while the government may not be responsible for causing these “feelings of 

inequity” somehow they are the appropriate vehicle to work through to make sure that the 

“inequities are straightened out.” Kaplan’s ambivalent syntax reflects equally ambivalent 

positions about who is and isn’t responsible for feelings of inequality, yet his premise that 

“Black Jews are being treated exactly the same as White Jews” is one that is echoed 

throughout the mainstream Jewish communities’ interpretations of the Israelite situation 

in Israel.  

 Like Kaplan’s letter, David Geller’s staff memo to the American Jewish 

Committee,20 “Background Memo Re Black Israelites,” September 1, 1971, reflects a 

similar interpretation. Writing in response to Eder’s August 30, 1971 New York Times 
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article “Black ‘Israelites’ Challenging Israel’s Policies,” Geller explains: “This memo is 

occasioned by recent stories in the newspaper in which a black Jew accused the Israeli 

government of racial discrimination. The man who made the accusation is a leader of a 

group who came to Israel from Liberia in 1969.” Throughout the memo, Geller recounts 

his version of the Israelites’ history in Israel both to emphasize that Israel’s treatment was 

fair and a result of the fact that there were “serious questions as to their [the Israelites’] 

authenticity.” Underscoring that religious identity is the privileged part of essence, Geller 

refers to Ben Ammi Carter as a Black Jew—not an Israelite. His choice of adjectival 

identifier emphasizes that he is concerned with the religious, not racial, underpinnings of 

identity. Using their religious practices, not racial origins, as the basis for his argument, 

Geller describes them in terms that would be both familiar and amenable to the 

established community: 

Religiously they resemble the Karaites. . . adhering strictly to the laws of 

the Torah and ignorant of and rejecting the Rabbinic law. They strictly 

observe the Shabbat, Kashruth (most are vegetarians) and those holidays 

mentioned in the Torah. From the time of their arrival, they became 

increasingly amenable to the idea of undergoing Halachic ritual 

conversion.21 

The discourse here is religious and accentuates practices as well as the Israelites’ initial 

willingness to convert halachically.

His framing of his discussion in religious terms allows him to make claims about 

cause and consequence different from those made by the black, Black Jewish, and Black 
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Judaic communities. According to Geller’s history, the Israelites were at least initially 

interested in and amenable to conversion. But when a larger group arrived in 1969 this 

initial willingness soon changed: 

In 1969, 39 members of the group suddently[sic] ‘appeared’ in Israel and 

asked to be admitted under the Law of Return. Because of serious 

questions as to their authenticity, they were not admitted as Jewish 

immigrants but as visitors. Nevertheless, they were granted special 

privileges accorded immigrants. They were taken to Dimona, a newly 

developed town in the Negev, where they received loans, housing and 

jobs. They were well accepted in the community and their integration was 

made easier by the large numbers of North African and Indian Jews who 

live in Dimona. Indeed, their reports of the good treatment they were 

receiving as well as the favorable stories that appeared in the American 

black press, served as an impetus for those remaining in Liberia to come 

to Israel. (Geller, emphasis mine) 

Geller’s version of “Israelite history” asserts several “facts” that allow him to exculpate 

the Israeli government from what others term “racist” behavior.  First he asserts that 

questions about the Israelites’ authenticity as Jews cause them to be admitted as visitors 

and not as Jewish immigrants. Despite this liminal status, they were still given the 

“special privileges” Jewish immigrants usually receive.  He then asserts that they were 

“well accepted” into the greater Dimona community and that this assimilation was “made 

easier” because there were other, darker-skinned Jews living there. Then, Geller asserts 
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that this “good treatment” and positive media coverage provided an incentive for those 

Israelites still in Liberia to come to Israel. Through this series of assertions, Geller 

emphasizes that the Israeli government treated the Israelites well and consequently more 

of them came to Israel.  

Arguing from fact or principle to consequence, he then blames Ben Ammi and not

the Israeli government for causing the poor treatment the group received. In Geller’s 

opinion, Ben Ammi was directly responsible for the group’s unwillingness to identify as 

Jews: “[Ben Ammi came with the] later arrivals and immediately began to aggressively 

affirm that his group were descendents of the original Jews who were black, and indeed 

that all other Jews are not authentic. Part of the reason this exclusionary rhetoric struck 

such a strident chord is due to the ways in which it echoed Arab anti-Jewish sentiment 

and threats that, “We’re going to throw you into the sea.” Ben Ammi’s claims that white 

Jews lacked authenticity echoed the “lack of legitimacy” claims that Arabs attributed to 

Jewish presence in the Middle East (and the Zionist project as a whole) especially after 

the 1967 war where so much territory was acquired/occupied depending on who is telling 

the story. He further declared that his group are Israelites and not Jews.” Geller’s 

characterization of Ben Ammi’s rhetoric stresses how Ben Ammi flips the antinomy of 

essence to prioritize race over religion—privileging blacks as the “original, authentic 

Jews.” These claims irked the recognized Jewish community because they use genealogy 

to undermine non-Black Jews’ authenticity and incorporate rhetoric similar to Arab anti-

Jewish sentiment that challenges the legitimacy of Jewish presence in the Middle East. 

Geller asserts that Ben Ammi influenced “those members of the group who had originally 
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intended to undergo conversion” to change their minds; consequently, “. . .the Israeli 

government feels much less inclined to afford them [the Israelites] those privileges 

granted under the Law of Return.” Citing Ben Ammi’s “. . . attempt to put pressure on the 

government by employing Third World rhetoric, echoing some of the statements made by 

the small extremist group who style themselves Black Panthers.” 22 Geller concurs that 

relations between the Israelites and the Israeli government had become strained.   

Like Kaplan, Geller is quick to emphasize that the strained relations between the 

Israelites and the Israeli government were due to religious rather than racial reasons: “It is 

important to emphasize that the issue here is the old troublesome one of ‘who is a Jew’. . 

.that this question has been raised by many whites, and that there is absolutely no 

question of racial discrimination or as Mr. Carter terms it ‘intellectual racism’.” His use 

of parallelism underscores that the question is an old and familiar one, that it applies to 

white-skinned Jews, and that the Israeli government has not behaved in a racist fashion. 

Geller uses the religion/race antinomy to frame his interpretation of facts and 

consequences. By privileging the religious elements, he can hold Ben Ammi and his 

failure to conform religiously, and not the Israeli government, accountable for the poor 

treatment Ben Ammi’s group received.  

Whereas Kaplan characterizes the problem as one of how Blacks (and Hebrew 

Israelites) are perceiving or interpreting the Israeli government’s actions, Geller goes one 

step further in that he actually accuses Ben Ammi of being directly responsible for 

bringing the poor treatment upon his group. Just as Ben Ammi flips the privilege of the 

identity claim from religion to race, here Geller similarly flips the fact/principle that 
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causes the Israelites’ poor treatment from the Israeli government—in Geller’s terms: 

namely the Israelites, and in particular Ben Ammi. 

Rabbi Simon, a white Rabbi in Chicago and long-time member of Hatzaad 

responds similarly in a letter he penned to Benjamin on November 18, 1971. He explains 

hat he has had “close personal contact with Ben Ammi Carter and his group” and that he 

“personally put[s] another interpretation on the manner in which the Israelis dealt with 

that problem.” Repeating the word “personal” twice, Simon emphasizes his first-hand 

experience to earn credibility. Simon, like Geller of the AJC, argues that the Hebrew 

Israelites’ conditioned worsened only after Ben Ammi arrived and began making 

exclusionary claims:  

 . . . .when Ben Ammi, months later, arrived there, he disturbed the entire 

atmosphere of this community. He told them that they did not need to 

convert, and they discontinued their instruction. He informed them that 

they were the only authentic Jews and that the white Israelis were usurpers 

in that land. He has said that the day would come when the blacks would 

take over and the whites would be expelled. 

Simon also calls attention to Ben’ Ami’s exclusionary and threatening rhetoric. 

Here he specificies that Ben Ammi not only wanted to claim Black Israelites as the only 

authentic Jews, but echoing Arab anti-Jewish sentiment he also claimed “white Israelis 

were usurpers in that land.” In discourse that closely models Arab threats to throw “Jews 

into the sea,” Simon’s characterization of Ben Ammi’s claims suggest that Ben Ammi 

threatened that “whites would be expelled” from the land. Simon then continues by 
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arguing that it is Ben Ammi’s racism and not the Israeli government’s that has caused the 

trouble the Israelites suffered: “It is really ironic that the man who accused the Israelis of 

racism was preaching the most blatant racism himself.” Simon throws the racist claim 

back into the Israelite’s court when he accuses Ben Ammi of being a blatant “racist.” 

In contrast to these documents from the recognized Jewish community, James 

Benjamin’s article “Israelites face special problems” demonstrates how the Israelite’s 

plight was read and interpreted by African Americans as a race issue. Penned in response 

to the Israeli government’s deportation of 21 Hebrew Israelites on October 7, 1971, 

Benjamin’s piece appeared in the Harlem weekly, The Amsterdam News, on October 23, 

1971, to inform the New York African-American community about the Israelites’ fate in 

Israel. Benjamin, the newly instated Black Jewish executive director of Hatzaad 

Harishon, works within the framework of African-American identity and collective 

history to critique the Israeli government for turning questions of “who is and who isn’t 

legitimately a Jew” into questions of race. 

 Like Ben Ammi, Benjamin also changes the hierarchies attached to the 

race/religion antinomy of essence and privileges the racial side, but unlike Ben Ammi he 

does not switch the priority to exclude whites. Rather than simply flipping the terms, 

Benjamin tries to enlarge the category to alter the antinomy and reunite both the terms 

and the communities. Unfortunately, this rhetorical move was neither satisfactory for nor 

sanctioned by traditional Jewish audiences. Rabbi Ralph Simon’s responses to this article 

clearly illustrate this point, and this chapter will discuss them in more detail after first 

analyzing Benjamin’s piece. 
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In the article’s lead sentence, Benjamin characterizes the Hebrew Israelite’s 

emigration to Israel, not as a Black Jewish or even Israelite issue, but rather as one 

affecting all Black people: “On October 7, 1971, the government of Israel made known to 

the world how it intends to deal, in the future, with Black people who wish to emigrate to 

the State” (emphasis mine). This sentence enables his mostly Black audience to identify 

with the concerns that the Israelite emigration and the Israelis’ treatment of them raise. 

Only after he classifies the issue first as a Black one, does he then further specify that it 

concerns Blacks who consider themselves Israelites. His prioritization of race over 

religious affiliation allows him to then suggest that the Israeli government’s actions 

against a specific, religious minority actually jeopardize its reputation among African 

Americans and Americans as a whole: “Running the risk of being labled [sic] ‘Racist’, 

the Government deported 21 American-born Israelites, claiming that they had no money 

and that they refused to be called ‘Jews’.” He argues from fact or principle—the Israeli 

government’s deportation of 21 Black Israelites—to consequences—the effects of 

Israel’s decision on all “Black People.” His use of “claim” suggests that he believes the 

Israeli government’s grounds for deportation –the refusal to acquiesce to specific 

terminology such as “Jew” and the alleged lack of economic resources—are unfounded. 

He relates his experiences and conversations with “Mrs. Asheri, the only 

employee at the Israeli Consulate in New York that would speak with [him],” to 

demonstrate solidarity with his audience on racial terms, to relate the Israeli 

government’s position concerning the distinctions between “Israelis and Israelites” and 

also to set forth his own, differing explanation of these terms. According to Benjamin’s 
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characterization of Asheri’s conceptions of Israel as a nation-state and herself as a citizen 

in it, Israel is a “Jewish State” and if one is Israeli, in Asheri’s syllogism, then one is also 

a Jew. While this characterization does not take into account the Palestinian-Israelis 

living within the new 1967 borders, nor does it account for the Druze, Christians, 

Bedouins, and other Palestinian Muslims, it does reflect the recognized Jewish 

community’s desire to equate Israelis with Jews and to emphasize religious rather than 

racial aspects of Jewish identity.  

Benjamin continues the piece with his own explanation that initially follows 

Asheri’s lead in emphasizing the term “Israeli,” but ultimately equates all Jews, Israelis, 

and Israelites. He uses an actual translation (from Hebrew to English) to enact his own 

“translation” and thus attempts to dissolve the bifurcation of essence into race and 

religion. Rather than flipping the antinomy’s hierarchy, he tries to transcend it by 

enlarging the category: 

Actually, the word, ‘Israelite’, which appears in most English-language 

versions of the Bible, is more correctly translated from the original 

Hebrew text as ‘Israeli’—make the words one in the same. The word 

‘Jew’, which also appears in the English Bible, appears in the original text 

as ‘Yehudah’ (English: Judah). Both terms have been used throughout the 

ages as collective discriptives [sic] of the offspring of the ancient patriarch 

Jacob. But the term ‘Yehuda’ or Jew was originally used to describe only 

the sons and daughters of the tribe of Judah. 
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Benjamin appeals to the authority of English, the language with which his audience 

would be most familiar, and argues that “Israelite, Israeli, Yehuda, Judah, and Jew” can 

be used interchangeably. Then he performs another act of translation to explain why 

Black Israelites prefer not to be called Jews: “Most Black American adherents to the 

ancient faith of Israel have shied away from the terms Israeli and Jew for very obvious 

reasons.” Presuming the reasons to be obvious, Benjamin uses an enthymeme to enable 

his audience of mostly black, non-Israelite readers to connect with his unstated premises. 

His Harlem audience would understand the ways in which Jews had economically 

exploited African Americans from their personal experience;23 and therefore, they likely 

would have had negative associations with the term and would not want to self-identify 

as those who exploited blacks. 

 Benjamin uses geography and history to suggest that African tribes originally 

may have been Israelites, but unlike Ben Ammi, Benjamin does not use these 

genealogical claims to exclude white Jews. Rather, he expands the inclusivity of the term 

Israelite in both directions, and calls attention to the fact that Black history gestures in the 

more inclusive interpretation he suggests:  

We understand that all three of the so-called major faiths were created or 

contributed to by Black men—the ancient culture of Israel being the base 

of all three. Black history directs us to Africa; but never to the origin of 

tribes—many of whom trace their beginnings to ‘the other side’ of the 

Nile. 
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Arguing that the culture of ancient Israelites is the basis of all three major faiths—

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—and repeating the work Black, Benjamin emphasizes 

his racial appeals but does so in a way that enables him to include more blacks and also 

legitimate white Jews’ claims to the term “Israelite” as well. He uses discourse similar to 

that of Ben Ammi, by making claims to origins and locating ancient Israel in Africa, but 

he does so in a non-exclusionary way.  He substantiates his claims with an appeal to 

Rudolph Windsor’s text “The Hebrew Heritage of Our West African Ancestors” to 

illustrate how  

. . . ‘few Jewish textbooks discuss the fact [that] most White Jews are 

descendants of Greeks, Romans, Armenians and others who adopted 

Judaism as their religion during the period of its greatest expansion in the 

Mediterranean area’. . .or that ‘Jewish foods such as bagels and Matzo 

Ball soup are not Hebrew but Slavic in origin’. . . or that the ‘the lingua 

franca of European Jewry called Yiddish is really 11th century High 

German with an admixture of Slavic and Hebrew words. 

Benjamin debunks popular myths about European or Ashkenazic Jewry by making 

claims similar to those made by, about, and for Sephardic and Mizrachi Jewry in 

contemporary times.24 He uses history to demonstrate that the Jews who are most 

recognizably Jewish in America are actually those of European descent. By calling 

attention to such “little known facts” about Jewish origins, he de-essentializes both the 

cultural signifiers and racial physiognomy most commonly associated with New York 

and other American Jews—matza ball soup, Yiddish, and “whiteness.” In the historical 
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chronology he traces, the white Jews and not the “originary” black Israelites, are the 

late-comers to the faith.  The history he recounts thus authenticates and privileges the 

(black) Hebrews’ place as historically prior, but also recognizes and allows for the 

existence of white Jews.  

 He continues this move toward greater inclusion by acknowledging and calling 

special attention to the difficulties that European Jews have faced. At this point in the 

piece he performs yet another act of translation by accounting for white Jews in a way 

that Blacks who did not identify as Jewish (as well as other Black Jews and Israelites), 

might be able to identify with them more easily: “What Black Israelites may not be fully 

aware of, or concerned about is the price European Jews paid for their beliefs at the hand 

of other Europeans—whether they were the original Jews or not.” He downplays the 

question of who was Jewish first, to focus on the shared experience of oppression by 

others in power. He moves away from exclusive claims and broadens the definition of 

Jew or Israelite. He argues for the need to acknowledge the historical difficulties 

European Jews have faced. He emphasizes that while American Jews might look “white,” 

they were not always treated with the same kind of attendant privilege that skin color 

often elicits on American soil. He links African-American apathy toward Jews with the 

negativity associated with Jewish treatment of African Americans in America, and then 

extends that relation to hold true for Israeli treatment of American Israelites as well: 

“Such apathy, no doubt, has its roots in relations between Blacks and Jews in America. 

And the new tough stand by the Israeli Government is not likely to improve those 

relations.” By once again enlarging the scope of history under consideration, he 
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successfully historicizes the circumstances in American culture that have made it difficult 

for African Americans to identify with the persecution of Jews and that make it difficult 

for African Americans to identify and be recognized as Jews.   

 Although throughout the piece he argues for greater recognition of both black 

and white Jews, the terms which frame his entire discussion are those of race and skin 

color. He concludes his piece by suggesting that the conflict in Israel both is and is not a 

race issue, “They agree that the conflict in Israel is not one of Black vs. white, but rather 

one of History vs. Law—all of which leads back to the time honored question of ‘Who is 

a Jew?” Here he literally claims that the issue of the Israelites in Israel is not one of race, 

but one of history (that of African Americans’) versus that of Law (Jewish halacha).  

Benjamin, valiantly even if unsuccessfully, attempts to break free from the “race vs. 

religion” dichotomy. However, the parallelism he uses to set up this claim works against 

the terms he is literally arguing and instead supports the claim that in fact the “History vs. 

Law” issue is none other than a question of race.  His concluding sentence supports this 

reading as he calls attention once again, to the larger category of Blackness rather than 

Israeliteness: “The irony is, that while Israelis admit that they cannot answer that question 

[who is a Jew] conclusively, when it comes to admitting Blacks as citizens, they’re 

suddenly aware of who isn’t a Jew.”  Even Benjamin, who attempts to expand the 

category of Jewishness to include both black and white Jews in a way that both can feel 

“authentic,” reads the Israelites’ situation and the Israeli government’s response to it in 

terms of race.   
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Does Rhetorical Criticism Yield Resolution? 

Throughout this close analysis, Perelman and Olbrechts-Tytecas’s theory of 

dissociation and antinomies helps to explain the fundamental misunderstandings of these 

two communities, but can it help us resolve them? To begin to answer this question, we 

must return to the questions about identity and antinomy raised at the beginning of this 

chapter. Though Perelman and Olbrects-Tyteca do not explicitly discuss conflicts over 

identity per se, in The New Rhetoric, they do reflect upon the relationship between 

interpretation and one’s conception of the world: “The mere fact of giving a preference to 

a certain interpretation, or even of believing in the existence of a single valid 

interpretation, may indicate a particular system of beliefs, or even a conception of the 

world” (122). This “particular system of beliefs” or “conception of the world” may be 

either prescriptive or reflective of one’s conception of oneself, but they do not answer 

this “chicken/egg” predicament. Instead, they claim that  

. . . it is impossible to qualify without at the same time choosing the 

classification to which preeminence will be afforded. This choice is rarely 

devoid of argumentative intent. Classes are indeed characterized not only 

by the features common to their members but also, and sometimes mostly, 

by the attitude adopted toward them, the manner of judging and treating 

them. (127, emphasis mine)  

Again, the issue of hierarchy and the prioritization of values is key. Of course, if one has 

multiple identities (as we all do), the classification that takes precedence in a given 

situation, then determines the ordering principles for other values. The particular 
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classification may change, depending on the context, but in the case of the Black and 

white Jewish communities in New York—the recognized Jewish community privileged 

religious classification while the Black Jewish and Black Judaic communities privilege 

racial classification.  

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca address some of the hermeneutical questions that 

underlay conflicting claims to collective identity, which involve claims to a “class” or a  

“categorization.” While they recognize both the importance of classification and 

interpretation, they do not provide a mechanism for evaluating between multiple 

interpretations or classification: 

The study of argumentation compels us to take into account not only the 

choice of data but also the way in which they are interpreted, the meaning 

attributed to them. . . . data constitute elements on which there seems to be 

an agreement that is, at least provisionally or conventionally, considered to 

be univocal and undisputed. . . .It is precisely when incompatible 

interpretations make us hesitate as to how we are to conceive the datum 

that the problem of interpretation is very important. . . . (120-121, 

emphasis mine) 

In the specific case of New York’s Jewish community, the controversial “data” was 

identity itself and who had the authority to authenticate or legitimate claims to it.  The 

conflict over identity operated on multiple levels: 1) the New York Black Jewish and 

established Jewish communities could not agree as to which New York blacks were 

really Jews, 2) the New York Black and established Jewish communities could not agree 
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on the classification of the Hebrew Israelites, and 3) because the New York Black and 

established Jewish communities could not agree as to the Jewishness of the Hebrew 

Israelites, they could not agree on how to interpret the Israeli government’s response to 

and treatment of them.  Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca clearly provide a powerful tool 

for rhetorical criticism, which enables scholars to better understand how the historical 

actors mis-understoond one another, but does their theory provide a means that the 

participants in the conflict could have used to intervene in the conflict as it was 

unfolding? 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca astutely point out how incompatible 

interpretations highlight how important the issue of interpretation is, but they leave us 

wondering how we are to determine which claims are indeed legitimate, especially when 

one group has institutional and material power that the other does not? Since each 

individual audience constructs its own conception of universal audience, this audience 

doesn’t seem to function in the adjudicatory role that Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 

imagine for it. Although at times Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca suggest that the 

universal audience provides the convention for mediating claims about the “real,”25 in 

practical application it seems to fall apart. In fact in other parts of The New Rhetoric,

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca argue that such a mediating criterion is illusory and 

would be impossible to determine:  

. . .passage from the subjective to the objective can be accomplished only 

by successive enlargements, none of which can be regarded as final. The 

person who effects a new enlargement will necessarily emphasize that the 
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previous statements had involved a choice of data, and he will probably be 

able to show quite easily that this was indeed the case. (120)  

Perelman and Olbrects-Tyteca’s explanation of how the enlargement of data works is 

helpful, but they leave out questions of power and authority. Who has it and how it 

affects and constructs the criteria for the legitimate means of presenting information have 

great influence on the mitigation of conflicting interpretations, and the possibility of 

resolving conflict itself. In this case, both Ben Ammi and Benjamin attempted to enlarge 

the data and offer different interpretations, albeit in very different ways, but the Israeli 

government and recognized Jewish community deemed their moves, and the claims to 

Black Jewish identity they supported, preposterous. 

 

The Refusal to Enlarge the Category: Correspondence Between Benjamin and 

Simon 

 In fact, Rabbi Ralph Simon’s response to Benjamin’s Amsterdam News piece 

illustrates just how troubled the recognized Jewish community was by Benjamin’s 

attempts to enlarge the category of Jewishness.  Simon’s extended correspondence with 

Benjamin took place over the course of four letters and nearly one full month, October 27 

to November 18, 1971. The exchange revolves around questions of defining criteria for 

Black Jewishness, Simon’s rejection of Benjamin’s enlargement of the Jewish category, 

and a series of accusations of racism.  
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The first letter in the four letter exchange, dated October 27, 1971, consists of a 

request from Rabbi Simon for clarification of Benjamin’s and Hatzaad’s positions vis a 

vis the Israelites. This exchange illustrates how Benjamin’s “universal audience” of 

Black Americans in the Amsterdam News piece misses the mark in terms of the 

established Jewish community who also read the piece. Simon opens his letter in friendly 

enough terms, but he seems particularly troubled by Benjamin’s attempts to enlarge the 

Israelite category and equate it with Jewishness: 

I am somewhat puzzled by the sentiments that were expressed by you in 

the article which appeared in the New York Amsterdam News, I hope you 

can give me clarification [sic]. Is it your opinion that all Blacks are 

automatically Israelis or Israelites, and are, therefore, entitled to the law of 

return to Israel without in any way accepting Judaism in a formal manner?

Is the term, ‘Black Israelite’, applied to all members of the Black race, or 

is there some form of admission to the community? If so, what is the ritual 

that is required for such admission? (1, emphasis mine) 

Simon wants to know the terms of in-grouping, out-grouping, and the criteria for 

membership and exclusion that Benjamin sets forth for determining which Blacks are, 

and which are not, Israelites or Jews.  He repeats the words “all” and “admission” twice 

in reference to Blacks and their relationship to Jewishness, Israelis, Israelites, and the 

material benefits afforded by the Law of Return.  The rapid-fire pace at which Simon 

unleashes question after question, suggests that he is quite uncomfortable with the 

possibility that all Black are Israelites.  
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Framing his questions in the religious terms of ritual, Simon is preoccupied with 

“formal manners” for adopting Judaism. He asks more specifically:  

Is it your opinion that any Black man who arrives at a port or airfield in 

Israel and states that he is an Israelite [is] (check orig) entitled to 

admission to the country as a citizen and to receive the support of the 

Jewish agency in receiving housing and furniture and food allowances? Is 

the term Jew and Israelite synonymous, or are they referring to two 

different religions? (“Letter to Benjamin October 27, 1971,” emphasis 

mine) 

Simon’s comments reflect that an equation of terms such as that which Benjamin 

advocates in the Amsterdam News article, would not be acceptable to Simon. Indeed 

Simon seems most troubled by this possibility for greater inclusiveness that might include 

all Blacks. Simon’s emphasis on the current incidents (the 39 Israelites who arrived at the 

Lydda airport in December 1969 and “simply stated” they were Jewish) and his use of the 

words “any” and “states” underscores how much anxiety the idea of Black self-

proclaimed Jewishness was producing for him specifically, and the recognized Jewish 

community more generally.  Again, reframing the discussion in religious terms, Simon 

asks if the terms “Jew and Israelite [are] synonymous, or are they referring to two 

different religions?” Simon closes the piece with a polite reiteration of his request for 

clarification: “I hope you can clarify these matters. Since I have been a member of 

Hatzaad Harishon for a number of years, I would have to rethink my membership if the 

position which the organization now takes is contrary to my own convictions.” 
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Interpreting Benjamin’s views as representative of Hatzaad Harishon’s, Simon threatens 

to reconsider his own membership in the organization if the ideology behind it has moved 

in a direction different from his own support of the need for halachic conversion.  

 On November 2, 1971 Benjamin responds to Rabbi Simon’s requests for 

clarification. Benjamin’s response to Rabbi Simon’s inquiry clearly exemplifies Kaplan’s 

claims, discussed earlier in this piece, that it is “impossible for a black man to feel white” 

(emphasis mine). Couched in terms that would be more amenable to mainstream 

Judaism’s understandings of Jewishness, the letter both contextualizes and illustrates the 

sensitivity with which Black Jews in the New York community, even those affiliated with 

Hatzaad, approached any kind of inquiry from recognized Jews. His attempts to clarify 

terms, use history to legitimate black Jewish claims, and then counterattack Simon by 

accusing him of “weariness” in the fight to achieve equality for black and white Jews, 

illustrate how painful past interactions with mainstream Judaism had been and how deep 

the scars of offense ran.   

In Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s terms Benjamin addresses the “religious” 

questions that Simon raises, but he does so by using racial terms that would not have 

been acceptable or even comprehensible to Simon. Then, failing these explanations (or 

frustrated by being forced to rearticulate them again), Benjamin goes on the offensive and 

accuses Simon of having “racial hang-ups.” In this respect both he and Simon “miss each 

other” because of the value systems they prioritize, racial identity in Benjamin’s case and 

religious identity Simon’s case. Their value systems lead to incompatible interpretations 

of the “facts” that do not even “make sense” in the other persons’ frame of reference.  
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This miscalculation of audience stultifies the dialogue rather than helping both parties 

reach resolution of the “who is a Jew” issue. Their interpretations are so divergent that 

they cannot really persuade each other, even though they both seem genuinely engaged in 

the argumentative process.  

Benjamin’s letter to Simon addresses Simon’s concerns one-by-one. It also sets 

forth Benjamin’s understandings of the relationship between Israelites and Black Jews 

both in New York and Israel. His letters reflect the painful scars left by the quest for 

legitimacy/ acknowledgment by the mainstream Jewish community. It is a sophisticated 

and well-crafted response whose content and attempts to use Biblical sources would 

suggest that it might assuage Simon’s fears. But the subtext and juxtaposition of the 

actual translation he employs work to undermine this cause, because of their racial 

content. 

Benjamin opens and closes the letter with cool cordiality, “Thank you for your 

letter of October 27th in which you asked for clarification of certain statements I made in 

the Amsterdam News article of October 23, 1971” (Benjamin, “Letter to Simon 

November 2, 1971” 1). He immediately attempts to assuage Rabbi Simon’s fears that 

Benjamin and Hatzaad Harishon think all Blacks are Israelites and therefore entitled to 

the Law of Return. He qualifies his initial claim with his support of the need for formal 

conversion: 

It is not my opinion that all Black [sic] are Israelites automatically and are 

entitled to privileges under the Law of Return [sic]. . without a formal 

conversion. It is a fact, however, that many Blacks in America are indeed 
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descendants of African tribes whose origins can be traced to the dispersion 

of the ancient Israelites after the destruction of the first Temple in 586 

BCE. Many of these tribes settled eventually in West Africa where they in 

fact fulfilled the Mosaic prophecy. . . ‘And you shall serve gods of wood 

and stone whom your fathers never heard of. . .I shall take away your 

identity. . .and your children shall be sold into slavery’ (Deut. 28:64). The 

chapter emphasizes that the children of Israel will not be destroyed but 

rather, shall lose their identity and unity as a nation. (Benjamin, “Letter to 

Simon November 2, 1971” 1, emphasis in original) 

Benjamin attempts to frame his largely racial claims in historical terms that would have 

been more familiar to a mainstream Jewish audience, those of Jewish history. Similar to 

his sophisticated use of syntax in the Amsterdam News article itself, here in Benjamin’s 

letter, the content appears to say one thing—that only Black Israelites who have 

undergone a formal conversion are entitled to the Law of Return—while the juxtaposition 

of the ideas, and the formal arrangement of that content, conveys the very opposite 

idea—that indeed all Blacks are Israelites. He follows statements which claim that formal 

conversion is a necessary condition for Blacks to “automatically” be entitled to Law of 

Return privileges with a narrative of African history that suggests that with or without 

conversion, all blacks in America might be descendents of the ancient Israelites and 

therefore also Jews. He asserts as facts precisely the information that the recognized 

Jewish audience would not accept. 
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This fascinating racial claim to origins helps Benjamin to authenticate and 

legitimate both his Blackness and Jewishness.  But his use of the word “many” in 

connection with “Blacks in America” and “[African] tribes” is particularly troubling for 

mainstream Jewish audiences in general and Simon in particular, because is does not 

clearly delineate which Blacks are and which Blacks aren’t “African descendents” of the 

ancient Israelites. Without an explicitly stated boundary for determining who is and isn’t 

Israelite, and therefore also Jewish in his interpretations, Benjamin’s usage of the word 

“many” opens up the possibility that all Blacks might be Israelites.  This possibility is 

particularly threatening in light of the alleged threats Ben Ammi had made that Black 

Israelites would overtake Israel. 

The literal text suggests that Benjamin supports the necessity of formal 

conversion for Black Jews and Israelites and the biblical texts he incorporates to 

substantiate his claims move in the direction of what Simon might want to hear. Rather 

than quoting the original Hebrew which might have been more impressive to a 

mainstream Rabbi such as Simon, however, Benjamin quotes the source from 

Deuteronomy in English without specifying the edition to which he is referring. 

Moreover, he does not use a traditional translation of this passage, but rather one that 

speaks explicitly in terms of identity, emphasizing that the Israelites would not be 

destroyed but instead would “lose their identity and unity as a nation” (emphasis in 

original). With this selection of text, Benjamin once again links Israelite subjectivity to 

the pre-slave self and thus allows reclaiming it to be a source of black pride. Yet at the 

same time, his use of non-traditional translation and interpretation works at cross-
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purposes to his goal of gaining recognition from the mainstream Jewish community on 

the religious terms it recognizes. Although he attempts to make his claims within the 

genre constraints of Biblical sources, the material he quotes and his interpretation of it 

work to further the racial claims that the mainstream community is afraid to accept. The 

understanding of the ways that Jewish essence splits into the antinomy of race and 

religion allows us to understand how Simon and Benjamin see their own interpretations 

as correct and yet incompatible with what the other is offering.  

Benjamin continues his response by relaying a version of the “Middle Passage” 

with his family’s personal, historical twist: 

 It was on the shores of Western Africa that the antecedents of most Black 

Americans were captured, forced into servitude, and sold as cattle by 

white men—some of whom were Jewish. My own last name is proof of 

the latter fact. The Benjamins of old St. Thomas, V.I. were European Jews 

and were among the largest slave traders in the new world. With Slavery 

being abolished in the Caribbean before it was here, the family resettled in 

the Carolinas where the youngest son eventually became the first Attorney 

General of the Confederacy—Judah P. Benjamin. (Benjamin, “Letter to 

Simon November 2, 1971” 1) 

In this passage, Benjamin uses a set of cultural referents that enable him to legitimate his 

blackness, Americanness, and Jewishness all at once.  

These claims function rhetorically in several powerful ways, because they are 

framed within the conventionally undisputed context of several “accepted” explanations 
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for the origins of Black Jews: 1) that there was intermixing between Jewish slave-owners 

and the enslaved Africans in their possession and Black Jews were their descendents, 2) 

that Black Jews were the offspring of enslaved Africans who had adopted Judaism under 

their Jewish slave-owners. On the one hand, Benjamin’s references to being part of the 

“original” Americans in the Carolinas and to Judah P. Benjamin (who has been talked 

about at length in the Jewish historical journals) seems to build credibility as far as 

“Americanness” goes. On the other hand, the references to being sold like “cattle” would 

have resonated very differently in the minds of mainstream Jews whose memories of the 

Holocaust and the discourse surrounding it—that the Ashkenazim were “led like cattle” 

to the gas chambers. This slippage of cattle might help Benjamin earn credibility along 

mainstream Jewish lines. Amazingly Benjamin blends Holocaust references with 

references to African-American history and the vicissitudes of slavery.  On another level, 

however, these claims are a bit bizarre, because Benjamin’s narrative would force Jews to 

own up to a part of Jewish American history that paints Jews in a hue that many Jews 

would prefer was unfamiliar to their history—that of being slave-owners. This picture 

that Benjamin paints of Jews in a position of power as slave-owners does not mesh well 

with largely Ashkenazic, Jewish-American interpretations of their own history that 

choose to see themselves as victims rather than perpetrators, i.e., a view that would be 

less willing to call attention to the presence of Jewish slave-owners in the South. 

Benjamin begins by framing things in terms that might have been understandable to 

mainstream American Jews—that of the Holocaust, but he ends up retracing the racial 

arguments through the attention he calls to slavery. 
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After this explanation of the history behind Black Israelite identity, Benjamin 

continues with another attempt to assuage Simon’s fears:  

Black Rabbis in New York agree that, “for the sake of peace”, [sic] Black 

Jews wishing to emigrate to Israel should undergo a formal conversion. 

However, since such conversions would not serve to clarify our history as 

a people (a history that most white Jews regard as ‘mythical’), our Rabbis 

have elected to wait for the M’shiach before returning home. (Benjamin, 

“Letter to Simon November 2, 1971” 1) 

Here his qualification “for the sake of peace,” underscores his more radical belief that all 

Black Jews should be able to emigrate to Israel without a formal conversion.  He further 

emphasizes that conversions would not clarify the “history” in which he firmly believes 

and that he has just recounted, but that most mainstream Jews denigrate as “mythical.” 

Consequently, he explains, Black Jewish Rabbis have decided to wait for the messiah to 

come, bringing peace among people with him, rather than emigrating at the present time. 

He addresses the issue elusively in an attempt to avoid further conflict. His claims here 

illustrate that he did not see conversion as “reaffirmation” of Israelite origins (as Jacobs 

advocates in his letters to Ben Ammi and Interior Minister Burg which will be discussed 

in Chapter Four), but rather in the terms Jews had set forth as “regularizing” or 

“normalizing” and accommodating to their rules and terms for recognition. Despite the 

racial subtext, however, the literal content suggests that Benjamin wants to defer ultimate 

judgment to a time when a higher authority—in fact the highest authority of all—G-d—

can decide. 
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Benjamin responds to Rabbi Simon’s concern over the use of terms.  He attempts 

to clarify his position: 

The Term Israelite is preferred by most members of our community to the 

terms ‘Jew’ or ‘Israeli’. Even the use of the adjective ‘black’ is frowned 

upon except when used by the press only to distinguish between black and 

white Jews. Many Israelites never use the terms Jew or Jewish while 

others are less fussy. (Benjamin, “Letter to Simon November 2, 1971,” 2) 

Benjamin’s generalizations about the preferences of the Black Jewish community seem 

rather mundane, but the historical context he uses to legitimate the use of the term 

Israelite is remarkable. He explains: 

Usage of the term Israelite dates back to the time when most families had 

no knowledge of Hebrew and all study and ritual were done in English. 

Permit me to remind you that Hatzaad Harishon adheres strictly to the 

concept of KLAL YISRAEL and that the word Israelite is as applicable to 

white as it is to black.(Benjamin, “Letter to Simon November 2, 1971” 2) 

Benjamin’s explanation here warrants closer attention because it does not seem to mesh 

with either the “reclaiming of African roots” or the “African tribes as dispersed 

Israelites” theories he articulated earlier in this very same letter.  The idea that “most 

families had no knowledge of Hebrew” and that “all study and ritual were done in 

English” suggests that these traditions were somehow revived during the time that Black 

Americans were actually enslaved, otherwise why wouldn’t they be performing these 

rituals in either their native African languages or the Hebrew that mainstream Judaism 
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would recognize as authentic? This particular claim appears to be a seam along which 

several narrative traditions both come together and fall apart.  

Despite this strange blip in the story, the latter portion of this explanation affirms 

that Benjamin and Hatzaad Harishon are more inclusive than Ben Ammi’s claims to 

exclusivity, for Benjamin repeats  “the word Israelite is as applicable to white as it is to 

black.” Benjamin thus suggests, in the true spirit of Hatzaad, that the term Israelite can be 

applied to all Jews, regardless of color. But the expanded inclusivity of the term is 

precisely what Simon refuses to grant. 

 Not recognizing that the Israelite term is the source of conflict, and after making 

the somewhat strange claim that Black Israelites had preserved Ancient Israelite 

traditions in the English language, Benjamin returns to reassuring Rabbi Simon and 

begins his offensive attack. He emphasizes that, “Normal standards of Halachic 

conversion have been introduced and are slowly being accepted by most Black Rabbis in 

the New York area. Hatzaad is proud of the small role it played in bringing about this 

change. I hope that your group is making similar progress in the Chicago area” 

(Benjamin, “Letter to Simon November 2, 1971” 2). Benjamin both calls attention to the 

progress Hatzaad has made in persuading “most Black Rabbis in the New York area” to 

accept “normal standards of halachic conversion,” and then turns on the offensive by 

politely hoping that Simon’s group was “making similar progress in the Chicago area.” 

 As the letter continues, Benjamin’s offensive strategies increase in severity. He 

continues:  
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The answer to your third question, which shows that you have not read the 

article carefully, is that Israelites do not want to emigrate to the state of 

Israel at this time—with or without Halachic conversion. Israel has given 

us little reason to believe that we would be accepted with open arms. 

While members of our community are openly opposed to Mr. Ben Ammi 

Carter, we think the manner in which the Israelis dealt with the problem is 

equally repulsive. (Benjamin, “Letter to Simon November 2, 1971” 2) 

In this section Benjamin begins to accuse Rabbi Simon of misreading the original article, 

and then attempts to speak for the Black Jews in a way that would not offend the 

mainstream Jewish community. He argues that regardless of conversion, “Israelites do 

not want to emigrate to the state of Israel at this time” because Israel’s behavior does not 

suggest that such Black Jews “would be accepted with open arms.” He returns to a 

racialized interpretation of events, and one that the mainstream Jewish community wants 

to deny as possible. Benjamin then distances his own group from that of Mr. Ben Ammi 

Carter, but does so while simultaneously criticizing the Israeli government of treating the 

Israelites repulsively.  

 The closing portion of the letter attacks Simon for asking questions that clearly 

did not appear explicitly in the text of Simon’s letters. Rather it reflects the degree to 

which Benjamin takes the issue of differing interpretations of legitimate definitional 

criteria as a personal affront:  

I must admit, in closing, that I’m somewhat dismayed at the tone of your 

letter considering the many years you have been a member of Hatzaad and 
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with the fine work you have been involved with in the Chicago area.  The 

question your letter seems to be asking is ‘Are you still a “white” 

organization?’—a question which reflects your own racial hang-ups. The 

answer of course is YES, as white as we’ve ever been and we intend to 

stay that way. (emphasis mine) 

Benjamin first expresses his frustration with Simon by attacking Simon’s tone. Benjamin 

seems to be interpreting Simon’s questions and requests for clarification as personal 

attacks, and seems surprised that such a longstanding member of Hatzaad Harishon 

would ask such questions. In an interpretive act that suggests Benjamin is projecting his 

own anxiety onto Simon, Benjamin accuses Simon of questioning the racial make-up of 

Hatzaad Harishon and suggests that such an implicit question only reflects Simon’s 

“racial hang-ups.”   

Benjamin then continues to accuse Simon, along with the mainstream American 

Jewish community he represents, for lack of involvement with Black Jewish issues: 

It is tragic that your letter expresses no concern for the three Halachically 

Jewish children who were expelled from a Yeshiva recently because they 

were Black.  Nor does your letter express any concern about the racist 

insults made recently by Meir Kahane to all Black Jews. I’ve heard very 

little from some of your distinguished colleagues in these dark days when 

the concept of Klal Israel, that we have worked so hard for for the last 

seven years, seems endangered.  
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Benjamin attacks Simon for not addressing the most recent scandal concerning the 

allegedly unwarranted and undeserved dismissal of black Jewish students from 

recognized, orthodox yeshivot in New York. He accuses the mainstream Jewish 

community of remaining silent in the face of the challenges that the concept of a unified 

Jewish people was presenting at that time.  His use of parallel structure in the following 

remarks further underscores his disappointment with Simon’s attitude, “We need letters 

of strength, not notes of weariness.”  Benjamin closes the letter with a vote of confidence 

in Simon’s “sincere” interest in seeing Hatzaad succeed and a final personal narrative that 

corroborates Benjamin’s own strength during difficult times: 

I have every reason to believe that you are sincerely interested in seeing 

our work succeed and its[sic] at times like these that we want to feel free 

to call on  you. The other day, a young black student read the enclosed 

editorial. Then, with a look of anger and disgust on his face, he asked me 

‘Can we really co-exist?”. We sat down and 2 hours and six cups of coffee 

later, I assured him we could. How would you answer that question? Let 

me hear from you soon. With best wishes and a cordial Shalom. Very 

sincerely yours. 

By relating this story of his personal encounter with a young black man in which he 

reassured the youth that coexistence of black and white Jews really was possible, 

Benjamin uses his own ethos to challenge Simon about his own practices. 

 The closing narratives that each incorporates reflect the degree to which each is 

entrenched in his way of reading, either in terms of race or religion.  Benjamin’s closing 
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narrative shows that Benjamin understands the question of co-existence as one of racial 

bifurcation within the Jewish people, whereas Simon’s response demonstrates that he 

understands the co-existence question as that of all Jews regardless of color with regard 

to non-Jews and anti-Semitism in the world.  

In Simon’s next letter to Benjamin on November 18, 1971, Simon begins by 

praising Benjamin’s attention to details. He writes, “I very much appreciated your 

detailed letter. It provided much clarification.” He also praises Benjamin’s position on the 

issue of conversion and reassures Benjamin that in fact such conversions only work to 

serve the economic and other interests of Black Jews:  “I am also pleased that you are 

urging all Black Jews who wish to emigrate to Israel to undergo formal conversion. This 

procedure speeds the entire process. They then receive the services of the Jewish Agency 

both in the United States through the Aliyah Centers and Israel.” Simon continues his 

letter by citing customs from within the mainstream Jewish tradition to mildly chastise 

Benjamin for his willingness to “pull the race card”: 

Judaism tells us that we should be slow in passing adverse judgments 

about other people. I have asked questions, but reserved judgment. I regret 

that you have already accused me of racial hangups. I was not asking 

whether you are ‘still a white organization.’ Judaism is color blind. The 

same questions that are asked of blacks who arrive, are also asked of 

whites to who come from Russia and other countries. 

Here Simon employs rhetoric similar to that which Kaplan and the American Jewish 

Committee employ; i.e., “this is not an issue of race,” but an issue of Jewishness which is 
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applied to all newcomers of questionable status, regardless of race. He takes a more 

apologetic tone in what follows: “What Israel wants to know is whether there have been 

inter-marriages and whether the line of Jewish continuity has been interrupted by such 

intermarriages. If this has occurred, they ask people to regularize themselves through the 

process of conversion. What is wrong with such a procedure when it is applied to people 

of all races and backgrounds?” Again, Simon reiterates that Israel’s treatment is the same 

for all Jews, regardless of color. This question crystallizes how Simon has difficulty 

understanding how anyone could mis-interpret the situation as reflecting racist behavior.   

After clarifying his interpretation of the Israelite situation, he addresses the direct 

attacks Benjamin made against him by emphasizing his “tremendous concern”: 

You refer to other problem[s] about which I did not express myself in my 

letter to you. It is quite natural that I couldn’t deal with all our problems in 

one letter. I am tremendously concerned about what happened with the 

Jewish children in Yeshiva. It is unforgivable and I believe it has been 

condemned by many rabbis who are close to the New York scene. Meir 

Kahane is a man for whom I do not have much respect. I have attacked 

him in sermons and in my communications. (emphasis mine) 

Simon uses the word  “our” as a way to reach out and re-build common ground with 

Benjamin. With it, he builds a sense of collectivity and shared responsibility for the Black 

Jewish children.  Additionally, Simon reaffirms that his letter was not an expression of 

weariness but rather a desire for clarity and sharp thinking concerning Judaism: “My 

letter did not express weariness. It was merely a desire to keep our lines of 
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communication open and to avoid confusion and fuzziness in our thinking concerning 

Judaism.” Like Benjamin, he includes narrative background to increase his credibility: “I 

am continuing to enroll black children in our religious school and families in our 

membership. I am looking to find adequate housing for several black Jewish groups in 

Chicago.” He calls attention to his own experience to show Benjamin that he is working 

hard to do similar work in his Chicago community. He uses “we” to refer to greater 

Chicago mainstream Jewish community and move outside himself to show how his 

community is operating: “We are trying very hard to bring our black brothers into the 

regular Jewish community and to make available to them all the services which the 

Jewish community provides for its members.” 

 In an interesting shift of paradigms, in response to Benjamin’s personal narrative 

about his discussion of racial co-existence with a young black man, Simon appeals to 

what he sees as a larger question ostensibly all Jews confront: that of anti-Semitism. 

Simon writes: 

Many Jews, including my own children, have often been exposed to 

vicious anti-Semitism and have asked, ‘Can we co-exist with Christians?’ 

My answer has always been that we must not take on the evil attitudes of 

our neighbors. This is still my attitude, and I shall be prepared at all times 

to join hands with all Jews in furthering our mutual interest. I sent [d? 

check original] my best wishes and regards. Sincerely Yours, Rabbi Ralph 

Simon. 
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Rather than defining co-existence as an issue of race, Simon discusses it as a question of 

religion. His references to “joining hands” with “all Jews” to further  “our mutual 

interest” show that he is attempting to address and include Benjamin as a fellow Jew. His 

careful response of not taking on the “evil attitudes of our neighbors” can be read in 

several ways. On the one hand, he might literally mean that one should not take on the 

“evil attitude” of hating one’s neighbor simply because his religion is different. On the 

other hand, Simon might be using this reference to both describe his own attitude and 

simultaneously critique Benjamin for taking on the racist attitudes of his black neighbors 

in Harlem, many of whom actively disliked white Jews. Regardless, he clearly “enlarges” 

the category from that of New York Black and white Jews to the problems that all Jews 

face, and then ends the letter warmly.  

 

Invention but Not Intervention? 

 Perelman and Olbrects-Tyteca’s theory of dissociation and antinomy allows 

scholars to describe how misunderstandings function in this conflict, but it doesn’t enable 

productive intervention and it doesn’t enable the historical participants to transcend the 

antinomy. Even a person who tries to do just that, like James Benjamin, does not succeed. 

To that end, this chapter might explain why Booth’s heroes have been “sadly neglected” 

(73).  Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca do not provide the tools, or to borrow a term from 

Burke, “equipment” to intercede and avoid the misunderstanding while it is happening. 

But what The New Rhetoric does provide is a labeling system that allows scholars to talk 

about how “real” arguments are made.  So even if they do not provide a heuristic for 
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judging between conflicting interpretations, Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca illuminate 

how bridges between communities might get constructed and created in language. At the 

very least, they help scholars understand why those communities are often so difficult to 

build.  
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Endnotes 

 
1 In a recent post to H-Rhetor, Jeff Walker explains that, “[t]he larger context of this 
statement does suggest that rhetoric (wisdom/eloquence) is a (the) alternative to violence 
in the regulation of public life (e.g.1.2.3),” even if “[t]he syntax of the sentence quoted 
seems to suggest that sapientia alone is the moderatrix” (June 2, 2005). 
2 I have consciously chosen to use Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca to refer to their work 
in order to help bolster recognition for Olbrechts-Tyteca. Warnick has detailed the ways 
that rhetoric scholars have “overlooked” Olbrechts-Tyteca’s contribution (Warnick 59). 
Due to this article’s particular interest in the practical application of their work, and 
Warnick’s compelling arguments that Olbrechts-Tyteca “was the empiricist, providing 
the examples, description, and ‘middle level’ theory that Perelman’s more global theories 
required for application. . . .Her interest in literary and philosophical writings resulted in 
close study of the uses of values in discourse, in particular philosophical pairs, values 
hierarchies, and dissociation (Olbrechts-Tyteca 1979)” (Warnick 71), whenever I refer to 
their work, I use the full Perelman and Olbrehts-Tyteca, unfortunately, the scholarly 
tradition in our field usually uses Perelman to refer to both. Whenever I use Perelman, it 
is because the scholar I am quoting has referred to their work as “Perelman” or to a work 
that Perelman single-authored.     
3 Terminology in this conflict is one of the very issues up for debate, and so I carefully 
choose the ones I employ here. For clarity of reading, I use the terms Black Jewish 
community and white Jewish community to refer to what in reality were a 
conglomeration of Black Jewish and white Jewish communities. For the purposes of the 
conflict I am analyzing here, they can be seen as “two” distinct communities in that they 
differed as to interpretation of specific historical events in 1969 and 1971, even though 
they may well have disagreed amongst themselves about other issues; i.e., white, 
orthodox Jews and white Reform Jews disagree about Jewish law, halacha. Throughout 
this chapter I will use the term “recognized Jewish community” to refer to the 
mainstream and (mostly white) Jewish community in the U.S. The term is meant to be 
inclusive of both what I will term “traditional” or orthodox Jews and Reform Jews 
(conservative, reform, reconstructionist) all of whom are recognized as part of the Jewish 
community in the United States, even though they do not always recognize each other’s 
practices or legal rulings, e.g., some orthodox and ultra-orthodox communities will not 
recognize Reform Jews as Jews. It is also meant to include those Jewish organizations 
(i.e., Federation and The American Jewish Committee) affiliated with the established, 
Jewish community. I use the term “Black” because not everyone taking on Jewish 
identity was African American or would have self-identified as such, in fact Rabbi 
Wentworth Matthew, leader of the Commandment Keepers in Harlem, and many of his 
congregants were of West Indian descent.  
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4 The Hebrew Israelites and the Israeli Law of Return, which grants automatic Israeli 
citizenship to any Jew recognized as such by the Israeli government, will be discussed in 
further detail later in this piece. 
5 It is important to note that in the continuation of this quote Frank quotes Perelman 
explicitly linking epideictic with what “Kenneth Burke . . .calls identification’” (320). 
6 In their article “Soul Citizenship: The Black Hebrews and The State of Israel,” Israeli 
sociologists Markowitz, Helman, and Shir-Vertesh reflect on this notion of self-affirming 
identities and term it: ‘soul citizenship,’ an alternate discourse of belonging, [which] 
emphasizes the right of individuals and groups to assert who they are by matching their 
self-defined identities with existing states” (Markowitz et al 302).
7 Here “traditional” denotes those within the recognized Jewish community who follow 
Orthodox halacha, Jewish law. Reform Jews, for my intents and purposes are also part of 
the “recognized” Jewish community, though most other streams do not consider them to 
be “traditional” in their religious observances. For example, they also recognize 
patrilineal descent, while other streams (orthodox, ultra-orthodox, and conservative Jews) 
do not.  
8 See also Brodkin. For a related discussion of Irishness and whiteness see Ignatiev. 
9 EretzYisrael, literally “land of Israel” in Hebrew, is the name Jews use to refer to 
Palestine, or what became known as the contemporary nation-state of Israel, before 1948. 
10 See Chireau and Landing for a fuller account of the historical developments of African-
Americans taking on Jewish identity.  
11 See Chireau (22). 
12 See Diner’s introduction (xvi). For an insightful discussion of how this ambivalence 
was reflected in both the African-American and Yiddish Press representations of Black 
Jews see Gold’s “The Black Jews of Harlem: Representation, Identity and Race, 1920-
1939.” 
13 The role of Jews in the Civil Rights movement and their motivations for participating in 
it should is complicated. Their help was not always wanted, and it was often perceived as 
condescending or patronizing by African Americans. While this issue is worthy of 
scholarly attention, a fuller discussion of this historical alliance is beyond the scope of 
this chapter. Given these close alliances, however, it is not surprising or coincidental, that 
“The Civil Rights era was a period of intense Black Jewish activity in Chicago and 
Harlem (the main centers of the movement), and in Philadelphia and other localities)” 
(Landing 319). 
14 In 1988, many orthodox Jews wanted to further amend the law to read “converted to 
Judaism in accordance with Jewish law,” but they were defeated largely because diaspora 
Jews mobilized to prevent such changes which would have legally undermined the 
legitimacy of Conservative and Reform conversion procedures (The American Jewish 
Committee).  Practically, the Law has tended to be interpreted to mean people who have 
converted under Orthodox Jewish Law (halacha), and many individuals and groups have 
been “forced to convert” because their Jewishness was not recognized; i.e., Ethiopian 
Jews, many Jewish immigrants from the Former Soviet Union, and others.  The Law 
continues to be controversial in light of the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict and 
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because of perpetual debate over “Who is a Jew.”   
15Actually, when they first left the U.S. in 1967, they emigrated first to Monrovia, Liberia. 
It was not until 1969 that they emigrated from Liberia to Israel. 
16 This historical “fact” is a complicated one. According to Landing’s history, eighteen 
Hebrew Israelites arrived in Israel from the U. S. on October 6, 1971 (399).  The were 
“denied tourist visas at Lod on the grounds they lacked sufficient funds for a stay of three 
months. Their spokesman, known only as Ko-Lah-Yah, termed the decision a ‘racist’ 
one. They were to be returned the following day to the United States” (399, see also his 
note 33, p. 427). Landing recounts that it was in response to this decision, the Hebrew 
Israelites were quoted as saying “We want the Jews to remain, if they recognize us as 
children of the God of Israel” (399). According to Landing this remark was cited in the 
Jewish Observer and Middle East Review October 15, 1971, but this quote appears 
almost verbatim in the New York Times piece Eder had run nearly two months earlier 
before this group of Israelites were deported. Moreover, Landing continues that “The 
group of eighteen Hebrew Israelites were combined with an additional six who were to be 
deported but won a reprieve when the Israeli Supreme Court stayed the order for thirty 
days to allow Joseph Burg, Minister of Interior, to explain why they should not be 
allowed to remain in Israel. During this period the Hebrew Israelites kept a low profile, 
largely confining themselves to their apartments. Ben Ammi denied making the statement 
that the Hebrew Israelites would eventually drive the Jews out of Israel, attributing it to 
others with an implication that there was trouble within the groups” (400). It is unclear to 
me the exact dates of their deportment or how Benjamin arrives at the number 21. What 
is important, however, is to recognize that some Israelites were indeed deported and that 
they were interpreting their deportation as a “racist” act by the Israeli government. 
17 According to James Landing, Ben Ammi Carter was originally called Ben Carter, and 
later given the name “Ben Ammi Carter,” which means “righteous teacher,” at age 
twenty-four (325).  Rabbi Reuben of the Congregation of the Ethiopian Hebrews in 
Chicago gave him this name (Landing 325). Although Ben Ammi calls himself and 
prefers to be called Ben Ammi, others in the Israeli and white Jewish community 
continue to refer to him as Ben Ammi or Ben Ammi Carter. To avoid confusion when 
discussing the documents I analyze, I will follow his preference and refer to him as Ben 
Ammi in this article.   
18 For a discussion of how this strategy works in group psychology terms, see C. Fred 
Alford’s “If I am You Then You Are…Fake.” 
19 Kaplan and Benjamin had been corresponding for several months and had sent at least 
seven letters back and forth, the last one from Benjamin to Kaplan dated November 9, 
1971.  The correspondence was initiated by Kaplan in a letter dated May 20, 1971 in 
which he had solicited Benjamin for more information regarding the Israelites. Kaplan 
had returned to the U.S. after visiting the Israelites in Israel on an NAACP-sponsored trip 
in May of 1971. He knew about the Ben Ammi visits Hatzaad had scheduled to take 
place in May and June of 1971, and requested a report of those events. In a letter dated 
November 4, 1971, Kaplan claims that the Israelites were being discriminated against, 
but here his position is similar to that of other mainstream Jews and Jewish organizations.  
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20 According to the Encyclopedia Judaica, the American Jewish Committee is “The oldest 
Jewish defense organization in the United States established in 1906 ‘to prevent the 
infraction of the civil and religious rights of Jews, in any part of the world.’” (822). 
Founded by prominent German Jews the organization “combined philanthropic activities 
and hofjude (‘court Jew’) diplomacy on behalf of their fellow Jews.” (822) Though it 
sponsors many publications, it perhaps is most famous for the monthly magazine 
Commentary (825).   
21 Originating in the eighth century, Karaites are a sect of Jews who did not accept the 
authority of the Oral Law (the Talmud and the rabbinic tradition). Their name, “Kara’im”
“is assumed to imply the main characteristic of the sect, the recognition of the Scriptures 
as the sole and direct source of religious law. . . .” (Ormiah and Hassan 762). Though 
small in number in contemporary times, they occupy a precarious position vis a vis 
acceptance and legitimacy in contemporary Jewish society. Despite the fact that they are 
not recognized as a separate community, in Israel they do have their own bet din (Jewish 
court of law) for the purposes of marriage and divorce. Moreover, “according to the 
halakha and their own laws, they are not permitted to intermarry with the rest of the 
Jewish population” (Ormiah and Hassan 777). It is worth noting that in Nazi Germany 
Karaites were not counted as Jews.   
22 This statement most likely refers to the Israeli Black Panthers, a group of Moroccans 
and other Mizrachi Jews who had been staging protests against the E. European, Labor 
Zionist hegemony since March of 1971. However, since the Israeli Black Panthers took 
their name and inspiration from the American Black Panthers, reference to either group 
would make sense in this context. 
23 See Diner (73). See also Dunlap’s “Vestiges of Harlem’s Jewish Past.”  
24 See Alcalay. 
25 See also Scult and Gross. 
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Chapter Four: Is Anyone Listening? Booth’s Rhetorology and the Co-

Creation of New Realities 
 

Listening will be useless unless you let it change your rhetoric. 

--Wayne Booth Rhetoric of Rhetoric 

 

In the preceding chapters I have analyzed how contemporary rhetorical theory 

attempts to deal with two main questions. First, how do we, as both scholars and citizens, 

apply rhetorical theory pragmatically to increase community; I am particularly concerned 

about how to resolve conflicts that arise when multiple communities are using similar 

terms but ascribing different meaning to them. Second, how might contemporary 

rhetorical theory allow us to invent new identities, identifications, and subject positions 

that expand the scope of an established community, thus enabling greater participation? 

In other words, how might intervention take place in such a way that new inventions 

satisfy the criteria set by an established group with the power and authority that comes 

with recognition?  

As I have already noted, rhetoric has long made promises of providing an 

alternative to violence. Along with Burke, Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, and others, 

Booth firmly believes in the power of symbols to prevail over such violence. In his most 

recent work, The Rhetoric of Rhetoric, a self-proclaimed “manifesto,” Booth argues for 

the power of what he terms “listening-rhetoric.”  He claims that such  “listening rhetoric” 
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can provide “our primary resource for avoiding violence and building community” (xi-

xii), and he defines listening rhetoric as “(LR): The whole range of communicative arts 

for reducing misunderstanding by paying full attention to opposing views” (10). Those 

who successfully engage in listening rhetoric are practicing what Booth terms 

“rhetorology” or the  “deepest practice of LR: not just distinguishing defensible and 

indefensible forms of rhetoric but attempting to lead both sides in any dispute to discover 

the ground they share—thus reducing pointless dispute” (10). Like Burke’s identification, 

Booth’s listening rhetoric is a way for audiences with different values to find shared 

space. 

As Booth articulates them, the stakes for listening rhetoric are high. He claims 

that   

Unless we pay more attention to improving our communication at all 

levels of life, unless we study more carefully the rhetorical strategies we 

all depend on, consciously, unconsciously, or subconsciously, we will 

continue to succumb to unnecessary violence, to loss of potential friends, 

and to the decay of community. (xii)  

The “we” he employs is an ambivalent one. It implies a more generalized “we” that 

includes all potential rhetors, and also a more selective, scholarly “we” that consists of 

rhetoricians and rhetorologists. Booth distinguishes between the rhetor and the 

rhetorologist. While the rhetor participates in the acts of understanding or 

misunderstanding, the  “[r]hetorologist” is  “[t]he rhetorician who practices rhetorology, 

pursuing common ground on the assumption—often disappointed—that disputants can be 
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led into mutual understanding” (11). This remark suggests that rhetorologists participate 

in disputes from a remove. Whether that distance is established in time or space, Booth’s 

language suggests that it is difficult to be both a rhetor and a rhetorologist 

simultaneously.  This distinction and the blurring of the roles of rhetors and rhetorologists 

are issues that this chapter will revisit. 

Booth argues that listening rhetoric not only provides a way to avoid violence, but 

it also provides a mechanism for invention: 

 Here both sides join in a trusting dispute, determined to listen to the 

opponent’s arguments, while persuading the opponent to listen in 

exchange. Each side attempts to think about the arguments presented by 

the other side. Neither side surrenders merely to be tacktful or friendly.. . 

.Both sides are pursuing not just victory but a new reality, a new 

agreement about what is real. (47, emphasis mine) 

Here Booth contends that listening rhetoric enables both sides “to move-beyond [their] 

original beliefs to some new version of the truth” (46). Consequently, listening rhetoric 

and rhetorology “can yield more than a mere truce: not just a bargain, but genuine joint 

inquiry, based on mutual trust and a sense of—or at least hope for—actual progress”

(149-150, emphasis mine). This process by which “the new” is co-created is an intriguing 

idea, but he doesn’t tell us how it works pragmatically. In fact, he laments that the kind of 

listening rhetoric he desires—the kind that warrants his term “rhetorology—an even 

deeper probing for common ground” is also “sadly rare”  (46).  
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Like Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s dissociation, Booth’s listening rhetoric 

aspires to help disputing individuals or groups reach new agreements about the realities 

that they apprehend. Similar to Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, Booth also insists that 

argument must begin in agreement. Disputing parties must share the basic tenet that  

“whatever the dispute, whatever the language standards, communication can be improved 

by listening to the other side, and then listening even harder to one’s own responses”

(Booth 21). He writes that any “quest” for listening rhetoric is “based on. . . the 

assumption that, after all, there must be some warrants that are shared”(160, emphasis 

mine). As such, his listening rhetoric does not appear to enable us to bring two or more 

groups into conversation, if they don’t already recognize that there is shared ground. 

Moreover, in the case of competing identity claims, how do we employ listening rhetoric 

when listening to the other side threatens your own position? What happens when 

listening to the other calls your own existence into question?  While he spends most of 

his text advocating for “rhetorology,” the deepest form of LR (xiv), Booth simultaneously 

acknowledges its rareness and the uphill battle it faces during the times when it is most 

needed. He laments that “deep listening has fewest successes when violence and war are 

at stake” (150), but when is this ever not the case? What does the inverse proportion of 

success to need suggest about the viability and practical application of such listening 

rhetoric?  

Despite Booth’s stature in the field, relatively little has been written about the 

Rhetoric of Rhetoric. Since the text was only published in 2004, perhaps the lack of 

scholarly attention might be attributed to the fact that not enough time has elapsed for 
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peer-reviewed scholarship to be generated and published. Thus far, Deborah Hawhee’s 

book review, published in Spring 2005, is the only scholarly piece that has been 

published in print. Collin Brooke at Syracuse University spearheaded a blog project in 

which scholars in the field read and posted their responses to the text, ruminating publicly 

about their reading experiences.  The “Carnival,” as Brooke termed it, began in Febraury 

2005 and was completed by March 15, 2005, when Brooke posted the last response to his 

Collin vs. Blog site. John Lovas at De Anza College and Byron Hawk at George Mason 

University also kept “hubs” of responses on their own sites. Nearly a dozen additional 

scholars contributed comments to these main sites. Their readings were sophisticated; 

responses, typical of the blog genre, were critically engaged, but informal. On the whole, 

the reading community was concerned with the applications for Booth’s listening 

rhetoric. 1

Byron Hawk expresses his disappointment that Booth did not push “listening 

rhetoric” far enough. He compares Booth’s project to that of Rogerian rhetoric and 

critiques both for looking for “common ground and assumptions” without providing a 

“more overarching architechtonic that might account for greater complexity” 

(http://whateverdesire.blog-city.com/boothch8.htm). Although Hawk self-consciously 

recognizes that he wished the book would be more “rhetorical theory rather than 

manifesto,” his comparison to Rogerian rhetoric is one that warrants greater attention.  

Both Rogerian rhetoric and Booth’s LR prioritize the necessity of listening to 

multiple sides, initially withholding judgment in order to truly listen, and ultimately 

attempting to find shared ground, but Booth’s listening rhetoric seems like it will provide 
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a more powerful rhetorical tool--one that can both acknowledge and then integrate 

difference and, as he says, enable both parties to embrace a new, shared reality. But 

“sharing” necessarily privileges a move toward consensus.  In “The Context of No 

Context: A Burkeian Critique of Rogerian Rhetoric,” Wayne Pounds uses Burke’s 

conceptions of identification, transformation, and representation, to slam Rogerian 

rhetoric for artificially occluding and thereby removing difference (49). According to 

Pounds, Rogerian rhetoric partakes in “mystifications” which collapse dialectical terms 

into monological ones and thereby erase difference. Consequently, “[t]he socio-economic 

dimensions of the conflicts” disappear and then “conflict is confined within the individual 

organism and is perceived as psychosomatic reactions” (49). Although Booth’s LR wants 

to profer a more nuanced way to handle difference, it can easily fall into the same trap of 

Rogerian rhetoric, where the quest for shared ground eliminates differences that should 

be preserved. Part of the difficulty scholars had with Booth’s manifesto is that he failed to 

provide examples of how it worked pragmatically either on a person-to-person, political, 

or pedagogical level.  In the piece he co-authored with Peter Elbow, “The Limits and 

Alternatives to Skepticism: A Dialogue” which appeared in College English in 2005, he 

leaves it to Elbow to articulate the classroom applications for listening rhetoric. Elbow 

articulates the minor differences between his own and Booth’s understanding of the goals 

of rhetoric, and then introduces the “believing/doubting” game as a way to enact the kind 

of empathetic listening rhetoric that Booth’s rhetorology advocates. What is fascinating 

about this piece is how Elbow recognizes that Booth is ultimately trying to bring multiple 

parties to a new reality which means they must make decisions and render a shared 
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consensus, something Elbow is reluctant to do. In his resistance of this move toward 

consensus building,  Elbow advocates for the preservation of difference.  

In his 2005 “Arguing Differently,” Barry Kroll articulates a classroom pedagogy 

that proves instructive for the kind of listening rhetoric that Booth and Elbow would like 

to see enacted. In describing the goals for the course he taught, “Arguing Differently,” 

Kroll explains that he wanted his students to understand the benefits that came from a 

broader understanding of what argument is. He wanted his students to learn alternative 

methods for arguing that were different from the typical adversarial tactics they most 

often associated with the term “argument” (40).  He explained that such “traditional 

argument has limitations” and that “adversarial tactics had limitations, as well as valid 

uses” and broke the course into three units which explored the merits and strategies for 

what he termed conciliatory, integrative, and deliberative argument (40).  The unit on 

conciliatory argument focused on “how to shift from describing the opposition’s view to 

presenting one’s own,” the integrative unit focused on the “how to convince the parties 

that there was basis for cooperation or agreement,” and the deliberative unit focused on 

“how to assess, reject, and endorse proposals without falling into familiar patterns of 

critique and rebuttal” (45). Although he remarked, “the three approaches were more like 

siblings in a family than distinct types and that certain tactics (such as conciliatory 

gestures) were appropriate for several” rhetorical situations (42). While all three modes 

seem to be part of what Booth calls listening rhetoric, the terms Kroll employs seem more 

useful than Booth’s for the describing the varying kinds of listening rhetoric. Booth 

breaks his into five different categories: 1) “LR-a: I have reason to hope that my 
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opponent here will respond to my invitation for both of us to engage in genuine listening” 

(Booth 46),  2) “LR-b: Though I am quite sure that my opponent is determined to ignore 

my case, I will listen to his, hoping to discover some way to engage him in dialogue” 

(Booth 47),  3) “LR-c (a shoddy version of win-rhetoric): I know that only by listening 

closely to my opponent can I hope to outsmart her—and thus gain what I want, no matter 

what it costs her” (Booth 47),  4) “LR-d (what might be called ‘surrender-rhetoric’ or 

‘self-censorship’): Unless I give in and pretend to have been persuaded, I will suffer this 

or that bad consequence—loss of job, of money, or even of life” (Booth 48), and 5) “LR-

e: I’ll be so committed to my listening dogma that I will insist on it even when I can see 

that the results will be disastrous, both for me and for others” (Booth 48). What Booth 

hopes to accomplish with these varieties of listening rhetoric, or at least the kind which 

he privileges, LR-a, is closest to what Kroll terms integrative rhetoric which assumes that 

“even when people disagree, they can be convinced to cooperate and pursue a common 

goal if they believe they will achieve something important to them or if they see their 

values or interests are compatible with pursuing that goal. . . .” (42). Consequently the 

writer or the rhetorologist’s task “is to identify shared interests, compatible goals and 

common values that can serve as a basis for urging adversaries to cooperate” (42). In 

what follows, I look at examples where individuals attempted the conciliatory and 

integrative kinds of argument that Kroll describes with greater and lesser degrees of 

success. I argue that these exchanges provide exemplary models of what Booth might 

term “listening rhetoric in action,”  and then evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of 

Booth’s theory. First, I examine a letter from Sybil Kaufman (youth advisor for Hatzaad 
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Harishon) to Florence Dore (youth advisor to Rabbi Wentworth Matthew’s 

Commandment Keepers’ youth group), then I analyze excerpts from a dialogue 

Symposium that took place between black and white Jewish youth in January 1969. Next 

I explicate letters from two of the Black Jewish leaders in Hatzaad Harishon—Jim 

Benjamin and Mordecai Joseph—to the mainstream and Black Jewish communities, 

respectively. Finally, I examine an exchange of letters that white Jewish Steven Jacobs 

sent to Ben Ben Ammi, leader of the Hebrew Israelites, and Avraham Burg, then Minister 

of the Interior in Israel, in an attempt to use listening rhetoric to resolve the political 

conflict between the Israelites and the Israeli government.  In each of these exchanges, 

the participants seemed to truly believe in the possibility that their words might positively 

impact the discourse and rhetorical situation. I argue that they exemplify Booth’s LR in 

practice, and employ Kroll’s “conciliatory” and “integrative” strategies to accomplish 

their goals.  

Woman-to-Woman: An Advisorly Listening Rhetoric 

 By October 1968, Hatzaad Harishon Youth had become relatively successful in 

their quest to gain recognition from established Jewish communities in New York. Their 

relationship with other Black Jewish communities, however, especially that of Rabbi 

Wentworth Matthew of the Harlem Commandment Keepers, was more complicated. 

Although the Hatzaad Harishon youth had discussed the issue of integration with white 

youth groups (Hatzaad Harishon Newsletter February 1967, “Hatzaad Harishon Youth 

News”), and often had social functions with them, they did not often, if at all, interact 
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with the other Black Jews or Black Judaic groups in Harlem. Of all the groups that 

Landing terms “orthodox” Black Jewish congregations, Matthew’s was surely the most 

well-known and the one that attempted to gain legitimacy and recognition in the eyes of 

the recognized, mainstream Jewish community. In order to understand the deep chasm 

between Rabbi Matthew’s community and the recognized, Jewish mainstream had 

become, it is important to consider its history. 

Ever since 1931 when Rabbi Matthew received “certification” papers from Rabbi 

Ford, an active member of Garvey’s UNIA and also a devout “orthodox” black Jew, who 

was then in Addis Ababa, Rabbi Matthew attempted to gain recognition from the 

mainstream community by applying to the New York Board of Jewish Ministers 

(Landing 206).2 Although his requests were denied, his community attracted media 

attention, and as a result, Dr. Salit, then chairperson of the American pro-Falasha 

Committee, visited Rabbi Matthew’s congregation.  Dr. Salit “bitterly denounced” Rabbi 

Matthew’s congregation, along with several other Black Jewish groups in Harlem, for 

having “faked Jewish services that appeal to the childish and simple hearted” (Landing 

207). Worse still, Dr. Salit said that Harlem synagogues “are not Jewish. The services are 

hybrid and mongrel, but they are faked. . . .The Harlem temples are grotesque phenomena 

rising out of the mystic sensitivity of the Afro-Americans played upon by charlatans” 

(quoted in Landing, 207).  According to Landing, “Rabbi Matthew rose to the defense 

and challenged Dr. Salit’s observations” and even offered to “debate him on the issues at 

any convenient place,” but Dr. Salit did not accept the challenge (207).  Shortly after 

Salit’s attack, other critiques followed, and consequently, the “Black Jews [became] a 
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simple curiosity in the eyes of white Jews” (Landing 207). Not surprisingly, relations 

between the established Jewish community and Rabbi Wentworth Matthew’s 

congregation were tense at best.  As Landing astutely points out, “It would not be until 

the Civil Rights era of the 1950s when white Jews became aware of a rise or anti-

Semitism in the black community that Black Judaism was offered a new look, although 

primarily as a base for Jews to gain an ally in the black community” (207). 

Consequently Rabbi Matthew kept his congregation separated from the white 

Jewish mainstream. Despite his early attempts to gain acceptance, after being rebuked he 

became understandably bitter. Quoted in a Newsweek article, “The Black Jews,” on 

December 26, 1966, Rabbi Matthew complained, “Some years ago, the New York Board 

of Rabbis rejected my application for membership” and since then he claimed “we have 

learned to do for ourselves, and now every Tom, Dick and Harry wants to take credit for 

it.” Although Rabbi Matthew initially wanted to be recognized by the New York Board 

of Rabbis, documents certifying his attendance at the normative and recognized Jewish 

seminaries were never verified. He attributed the lack of certification to racism, whereas 

the New York Board of Rabbis maintained there were no documents verifying his 

qualification for the title. Ever since the dispute concerning his qualifications to be 

recognized by the Board of Rabbis took place, Rabbi Matthew and his congregation were 

no longer interested in trying to gain recognition from the mainstream community. His 

separatist attitude was not well received by the recognized, mainstream Jewish 

community and Hatzaad Harishon in particular.  
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In Spring 1968 there was a serious miscommunication between Yaakov 

Gladstone, then director of Hatzaad Harishon, and Rabbi Matthew. It is recorded in the 

May and June minutes from the Committee on the Black Jews, a subcommittee of the 

Commission of Synagogue Relations (a branch of the Federation of Jewish 

Philanthropies), and two letters sent from Gladstone to Matthews. The May 9, 1968 

Minutes report that “Mr. Yaakov Gladstone the director of Hatzaad Harishon, noted that 

the Committee on the Black Jews had appointed a bigoted Black Nationalist, Rabbi 

Wentworth Mathews [sic], as its co-chairman”(2).  The comment was protested by Mr. 

Martin Warmbrand and the minutes take special care to note parenthetically that “Rabbi 

Mathews’ appointment was made unanimously by a committee attended by a majority of 

Hatzaad Harishon Board members” (2). The Committee asked Gladstone to formally 

apologize to Rabbi Matthew, and he complied. 

 Gladstone sent his first letter of apology on June 14, 1968. In it Gladstone wrote 

to “set the record straight” and explained that he was “misunderstood and misquoted in a 

discussion regarding your [Matthew’s] leadership role in the Black Jewish Community.” 

He continues: “Because I know of your dedicated endeavors in the past, as well as your 

abiding concern for the future of black Jewry, I want to apologize to you and hope that 

we will work together in the future for the cause that is our common concern.” Gladstone 

closes the letter wishing Matthew a “healthy summer” (Gladstone, “Letter to Wentworth 

Matthew June 14, 1968”).  Although Rabbi Mathew’s response was not in the archives, 

neither he nor the Committee was satisfied with Gladstone’s initial response. The June 

26, 1968 minutes to the Committee on Black Jews report that “The grant to Hatzaad 
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Harishon. . . had been held up by Federation pending apology” but the grant was then 

reinstated after Matthew received Gladstone’s letter; however, it was not satisfactory 

because the minutes continue,“[o]bjections were raised as to Mr. Gladstone’s claim that 

he was misunderstood in his remarks” and “Rabbi Irving Block raised a protest asking for 

apology acceptable to Rabbi Matthew.” Gladstone’s second letter to Matthew, dated June 

25, 1968, first thanks Rabbi Matthew for his response on June 18, 1968 and then 

continues:  

It is precisely I and my fellow workers of Hatzaad Harishon [sic] do not 

want fiction but rather understanding and cooperation between the black 

and white Jews that we have been trying these past five years to instill 

upon you and other Spiritual Leaders of the Black Jewish communities, 

the vital importance of working together. 

Although Gladstone’s desire for cooperation and understanding is clear, so is his 

frustration. He emphasizes the importance of working together, but his use of the phrase 

“instill upon” suggests to “Rabbi Matthew and the other leaders” that Gladstone’s method 

might have been perceived as “less cooperative” than Gladstone intended. To “instill 

upon” suggests that one group is doing the instilling to another, and there is no equality in 

the actions. If one must instill the importance “of cooperation” on another individual, 

then the action becomes far less cooperative.  Although Gladstone’s letter might first 

appear to be an attempt at listening rhetoric, he is still engaging in what Booth terms “win 

rhetoric.”  
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Gladstone offers further elaboration to explain how he was “misrepresented in the 

minutes.” His explanation, however, employs the topos of cause and consequence to 

essentially blame Rabbi Matthew for denying his community the “privilege” of getting 

involved with Klal Yisrael: 

Since you have chosen to remain to keep your congregation separate from 

Klal Yisrael and since through your actions your congregation and their 

children are being denied access to the very many educational, cultural 

and social activities which Hatzaaad Harishon offers as well as the very 

many beautiful Jewish experiences which the Jewish community of New 

York offers.  

Gladstone illustrates how he misunderstands why R. Matthew might want to keep his 

congregation separate from Klal Yisrael. He uses cause/consequence to attribute Rabbi 

Matthew’s decision to remain separate as something that has had negative consequences 

on Matthew’s community. But Gladstone’s whole frame of evaluation presumes that 

Rabbi Matthew wants his community to be part of Klal Yisrael, something which 

Matthews might have desired in the past, but clearly had advocated against after the New 

York Board of Rabbis rejected his appeal for recognition. Gladstone continues to use 

cause/consequence to explain his interpretation of the established Jewish community’s 

reaction to Matthew’s separation: 

It is felt in many quarters of the Jewish Community that you espoused 

Black Nationalistic and almost bigoted feelings toward the rest of the 

Jewish Community. At the meeting which was held at the Federation of 
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Jewish Philanthropies, I tried to convey this message. I did not say that I 

feel that way. I certainly did not call you ‘a black egotist nationalist anti-

semite.’ (emphasis mine) 

In fact, even the minutes did not report Gladstone as having said that, though the fact that 

Gladstone quotes this specific phrase in his own letter suggests that the quoted material 

came from the letter R. Matthew sent to him. Gladstone uses the passive voice to show 

that the “Jewish community” feels that R. Matthew “espoused Nationalistic and bigoted 

feelings toward” Klal Yisrael, and also to differentiate that he, Gladstone, did not say he 

felt that way.  Then, Gladstone reassures R. Matthew that 

 I can assure that the minutes which misinterpreted and misquoted what I 

said will never find its way into any newspaper [sic] or periodicals. I also 

want to assure you that on my part, I still admire all that you have done 

for the black Jewish People [check orig] and once again I reiterate the 

sincerest and deepest desire of the leadership of Hatzaad Harishon to work 

with you for the good and welfare of all Jews. I once again apologize if I 

in any way insulted you or caused you hurt. It was certainly unintentional” 

(Gladstone, “Letter to Rabbi Matthew, June 25, 1968,” emphasis mine).  

Oddly enough if Gladstone had begun where he ended—with a clear, conciliatory appeal 

and acknowledgment of the hurt feelings his words had caused, his apologies might have 

been better received.  Although he was trying to engage in listening rhetoric, he got 

caught up in win-rhetoric, in stating his position first so that he could explain how his 

position was mis-represented. As Kroll remarks: 
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If the writer begins an essay on a divisive topic by asserting a strong thesis 

or by engaging in refutation, a likely outcome is a defensive response that 

leads, in many cases, to what might be called oppositional gridlock. . . .the 

alternative . . .is a conciliatory stance in which the goal is to get people 

who disagree with you to listen rather than to respond defensively. (38) 

 In the case of Gladstone and Matthew, the “divisive topic” was the content of the 

minutes and the intention behind them. Since Gladsone begins his second apology by 

asserting his position and refuting claims, it is not surprising the relations between Hatzad 

Harishon and Rabbi Matthew’s congregation chilled considerably as a consequence. 

The distance between them ensued, despite Matthew’s instrumental role in 

training several prominent Black Jewish members of Hatzaad Harishon. Rabbi Matthew 

had taught Hebrew to Esther Bibbins, the first President of Hatzaad Harishon; she was a 

black Jewish woman who had converted to orthodox Judaism. He had also trained black 

Jewish Rabbi Moshe Hailu Paris. Despite his significant contributions to the Jewish 

education of these prominent Hatzaad members, Rabbi Matthew was reluctant to endorse 

Hatzaad Harishon or to encourage his congregational members to participate in Hatzaad 

activities.  

Given this heated exchange between the male leaders of the respective groups, it 

is not surprising that relations between the organizations were minimal. The following 

letter from Sybil Kaufman, youth advisor of Hatzaad Harishon, to Florence Dore, who 

was not only Rabbi Matthew’s daughter but also the youth advisor for Rabbi Matthew’s 

congregation’s youth group, suggests that Hatzaad Harishon very much wanted to mend 
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relations with Rabbi Matthew’s congregation. When I questioned Kaufman in an email 

exchange on March 13, 2006, she had no recollection of the letter to Dore, nor of any of 

the circumstances surrounding it. 

 Kaufman’s October 24, 1968 letter to Florence Dore makes no mention of the 

specific conditions that caused the “strained relations,” but it does present a rich example 

of the potential power of what Booth terms “listening rhetoric.”  Here, Kaufman’s goal is 

to preserve the relationship between the groups and keep the “lines of communication 

open” rather than to win “a particular dispute” (Kroll 40). It is through listening rhetoric 

that Kaufman works as both a skilled rhetor and rhetorologist to attempt to build bridges 

to R. Matthews’s community. The impetus for the letter was a “lengthy discussion” on 

the phone that the women had shared (Kaufman, “Letter to Dore October 24, 1968”). The 

details of the phone conversation are not mentioned, but it was inspiring enough to 

prompt Kaufman to write to Dore “personally.”  Kaufman begins the letter by calling 

attention to the shared ground their conversation uncovered: 

I think the one idea that reoccurred in my mind this afternoon after we 

spoke was that if you and I, the advisors of our two groups, could sit and 

talk as we did and could agree on so many points as we did and could be 

so frank with each other, then it must be you and I as the advisors who will 

work to bridge the gap that exists between our groups.  (Letter to Dore, 1) 

Kaufman begins with “you and I” and directs her letter to Dore as an equal, from youth 

advisor to youth advisor. She repeats “as we did” twice to emphasize how they were able 

to both “sit and talk” and also “ to “agree on so many points.” More than that, Kaufman 
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underscores how the two women were able to be “frank with each other.” Given the 

history of back-stabbing and lack of face-to-face contact between competing Black 

Jewish groups, this “frankness” is especially noteworthy and commendable. Based on 

this shared ground of agreement, Kaufman suggests that she and Dore should be the ones 

to work to “bridge the gap” between their communities. 

 In what follows, Kaufman’s appeals to Dore read as what Booth might have 

chosen to be a “textbook example” of listening rhetoric. Exemplifying the key elements 

that Kroll associates with the conciliatory approach where a writer begins with “gestures 

of empathy or respect” or when the writer  

call[s] the reader’s attention to an urgent problem, thereby moving the 

focus away from the contention debate about how to solve it. This strategy 

is useful not only for conciliatory argument but for integrative and 

deliberative essays as well. If a writer is trying to reconcile and integrate 

positions on a particularly hot topic, one that has reached a state of 

gridlock, it’s often useful to shift attention away from the immediate 

controversy to a larger or more significant problem:  the aim is to build 

some initial agreement that something has to be done. (Kroll 44) 

 And this is precisely the rhetorical strategy that Kaufman employs. She begins with the 

shared ground, reiterates the “we” their two communities could form, attempts to 

describe one of the misunderstandings and where it stems from, and then ends with a call 

for action. Kaufman writes: “We both agreed that there were so many prejudices, so much 

misinformation, so many misunderstandings between your superiors and mine, your 
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youth’s parents and mine that having these filter down to our youth has caused feelings 

which we should try to erase” (“Letter to Dore October 24, 1968”). Kaufman again 

begins with “we” and then underscores how the two women “agreed” about how much 

“misinformation” and “misunderstanding” had circulated among the various members of 

their communities. She calls attention to the “superiors” and the “youth’s parents” in both 

groups to demonstrate how muddled the lines of communication had become and also to 

emphasize how direct communication might provide a remedy. Although she does not 

specify the kind of “feelings” that needed to be “erased,” she suggests that the 

misinformation that produced such bad feelings could be eliminated through direct 

communication. Again Kaufman repeats how they were both frank and how the two 

groups could be seen as complimentary rather than competitive: 

We were both frank in our aims. You feel that your youth do achieve much 

from their group and I’m sure they do just as I expressed what advantages 

our group had as a supplement to members’ religious affiliations and 

congregations. We are a community movement not a religious one and thus 

we strive to serve community goals.

Kaufman emphasizes the shared value of the groups’ activities. As she advocates for 

Dore to allow her youths to participate in Hatzaad’s activities in addition to their religious 

congregations’ activities, Kaufman emphasizes that Hatzaad is not a religious 

organization, but rather a “community movement” striving to serve community needs. 

Her use of the word community is ambiguous and could mean either the “Jewish” 

community or the “Black Jewish community,” or both. Given the context, it seems she 
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might mean the Black Jewish community, but the ambiguity in the terms opens the 

possibility for a new identification—for Dore and Matthew’s congregation to see 

themselves as part of not just the Black Jewish community, but Klal Yisrael and the 

greater Jewish community as well. 

 Kaufman continues to appeal to Dore on a person-to-person level. Now she 

emphasizes the shared ground of motherhood and advising: 

As both a mother and youth worker you bring many skills to your group. 

As a youth worker, I too bring background and skills to my group. My 

point to you was that your group should not feel that the work of ours is an 

overlapping of yours not a substitute for yours: your members could easily 

find themselves in our group learning and facing experiences completely 

unique from those they derive in their synagogue group. As a teenager, 

myself, I belonged to a synagogue youth group, a community youth 

organization and a Zionist youth organization. Each one afforded me 

different experiences, different friends and I both gave and received 

different things from each one. (emphasis mine) 

Kaufman emphasizes the equal footing of their status by employing parallel structure in 

the sentences she uses to describe their respective roles. She draws from her personal 

experience of participating in multiple youth groups, repeating the word “different” three 

times to demonstrate how the more groups she was active in, the more she gained 

personally. Since she has set the argument up to show how their experiences are similar 

as mothers and advisors, her rationale that her experiences as a youth involved in 
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multiple youth groups were beneficial can be extrapolated to apply to Dore and the youth 

Dore advises as well. Kaufman strategically structures her letter in this way to advocate 

for and explain how the youth in Dore’s group could participate in their synagogue 

group, which Dore leads, and Hatzaad Harishon without any detriment to the things they 

were learning at home and in their synagogue. Rather than seeing these experiences as 

detracting from or substituting for the youth’s experiences in their home congregation, 

however, Kaufman advocates that participation in Hatzaad would only increase the 

diversity and value of the youths’ experiences. This is an especially commendable point 

given how proprietary most Black Jewish leaders felt about their respective community 

members.  

In his strategies for conciliatory argument, Kroll recognizes that though “there is 

no formula for every case” he and his class determined that “it was usually best to reveal 

one’s viewpoint early in an essay, stating it simply and succinctly while keeping the 

focus on a fair-minded presentation of the view with which you disagree. That way, you 

don’t hide your view from readers but neither do you advocate your position until later in 

the essay” (46). He notes:  

Even if the writer forecasts his or her position, many conciliatory essays 

break into two parts: an initial section in which the writer empathizes with 

the opposition’s concerns, demonstrates a clear understanding of opposing 

arguments, and acknowledges (when possible) the contexts in which the 

opposition’s position might be appropriate; and a second part in which the 

writer explains, in a parallel fashion, that he or she has somewhat different 
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concerns, leading to a different position that is valid in a particular context 

or problematic situation. (47) 

Kaufman’s approach with Dore seems to fall under the rubric that Kroll has so eloquently 

articulated.  The writer should  “capitalize on the leverage of fairness at the point of 

transition between these sections” because  

[a] lot depends on the way the writer approaches the tricky moment of 

transition. As Richard Coe (1992) has noted if the turn is abrupt, the 

reader may feel vulnerable; it’s as though the writer signals a truce, gets 

the opponent to let down his guard, and then exploits this attitude of 

receptivity to score a quick punch. If the reader feels manipulated, any 

impulse toward reciprocity is lost. (47) 

 In the next parts of the letter, Kaufman begins to make this transition.  She moves from 

the shared territory of their personal experiences to that of the future actions the groups 

might take together; the “new reality” to borrow Booth’s term, that they might co-create.  

First, she reiterates their agreed interpretation of the messy state of Black Jewish affairs: 

As we both also agreed, there is enough dissention in the world, enough 

hate and distrust to have such between fellow Jews. You and I both felt 

that only through direct communication will the problems of the world be 

solved—not through revolt or revolution or rioting or speaking evil behind 

each other’s backs. My young people are young adults capable of holding 

their own, as are your, capable of communicating with others, of speaking 
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their minds, of looking for common ground on which to build not to 

destroy.

Here she again reiterates their shared interpretation of the problem and the equal 

capabilities of both youth groups to build common ground, before she goes on to suggest 

a way to solve the problem: 

 As we said, most of your youth have never come face to face with ours, 

they have never questioned whether the untruths which have come to their 

ears have foundations. The same is true of my youth. They believe the 

words of theirs parents and they have not sought the truth for themselves. 

Both our groups are old enough to question, to seek the truth. This can 

only be done through direct confrontation and communication. (Letter to 

Dore October 24, 1968, emphasis mine) 

In words remarkably similar to those Booth employs nearly 40 years later, Kaufman 

asserts that the time has come for both Dore’s and Hatzaad’s youth to “seek the truth” 

through “direct confrontation and communication.” In the closing part of the letter, 

Kaufman suggests that the two groups should meet either at Dore’s synagogue, the YM-

YWHA, or the moadon (clubhouse) that Hatzaad Harishon youth use, to have “an open 

and frank discussion and get to know each other” (2).  She concludes with an appeal to 

the groups’ shared status as Jews:  “All of us follow the same way of life, we are all part 

of the same peoplehood. ‘Have we not all one father? H[sic]at not one g-d Created us?’” 

(1—2).  Her repetition of “us” and “we” show how she sees both her group and Dore’s 

group as part of the same Jewish people. She closes the letter with a personalized call:  
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Florence, let us as mature, adults, as advisors to those who seek our 

assistance, take this step; let us do all that we can to influence our youth to 

come together, just as we did on the phone, to speak their minds, to get to 

know one another, to eradicate the mistrust, injustice and 

misunderstanding which their elders have perpetuated. (2) 

She hopes to encourage Dore based on the positive interaction in listening rhetoric that 

they had shared on the phone, and she argues it is possible for their youth to meet and 

“eradicate the misunderstanding their elders have perpetuated.”  

 

A “Symposium” of Listening Rhetoric 

 While it is unclear whether or not these two groups ever met, it is clear that 

Kaufman and the Hatzaad Harishon youth strongly believed in the revolutionary power of 

dialogue. On January 5, 1969, they attempted to put their beliefs into practice when five 

Jewish youths, black and white, gathered to discuss the topic “Negroes and Jews in 

America” and issues that were of common concern to Black and white Jewish 

communities alike. The dialogue was sponsored by Our Age, a monthly magazine 

published by the Reform Movement  for Jewish Youth, and excerpts from the 

conversation were later published in the February 16, 1969 issue. Two of the youths were 

white and Jewish: Rick Hoffman, a senior at Pirkiomen, a private school in Pottstown, 

PA and Sarrae Crane, a junior at Tresper Clarke High School in Westbury, NY. Three 

youths were black and Jewish and members of Hatzaad Harishon:  Allen (Avraham) 

Terry, a senior at Weequahic High School in Newark, NJ; Sarah Bibbins, a junior at 
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Seward Park High School in New York City; and Pat (Peninah) Terry a junior at Rutgers 

in Newark, NJ. Although Allen and Pat introduced themselves as such, throughout the 

dialogue itself they and the other participants referred to them as Avraham and Peninah 

respectively. The moderator was Sybil Kaufman, then youth advisor for Hatzaad 

Harishon, though she would step down from her position just days before the dialogue 

was published in Our Age.

The original transcript was 42 pages long, and of these, a mere four pages were 

actually published in the magazine. The dialogue covered a broad range of topics: inter-

faith dating, inter-racial dating, being the only Jew in a non-Jewish suburb, what it’s like 

to be Black and Jewish, the nature of Jewish involvement in the Civil Rights movement, 

the nature of Black Power movement, and the need for more dialogues and direct 

communications between Black and white Jews. While the transcript merits greater 

scholarly attention in its own right, this discussion will focus on three main parts: 1) the 

nature of Jewish involvement in the civil rights movement and its relationship to Jewish 

identity, 2) the nature of the Black Power movement and the need for blacks to develop 

independence, and 3) the closing summary comments which testify to the value of the 

dialogue itself.  The dialogue illustrates that listening rhetoric can work to broach new 

understandings and negotiate new shared territory, but it also demonstrates the limitations 

of even successful dialogues of this sort.  

 In this first segment, white Jewish Rick, and black Jewish Sarah and Peninah 

broach the controversial issue of Jewish involvement in Civil Rights and the relationship 

between that movement and the Black Power movement. Rick has transitioned from 
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white, Jewish Sarrae’s observation that many people do not see a need for contemporary 

religion to discuss the role Jews played in the Civil Rights movement. He raises the 

question of why Jews were ultimately pushed out of Civil Rights organizations: 

Rick: Discussing civil rights from a Jewish viewpoint. . . .in the early civil 

rights movement, look how many white Jews were involved. And then 

they were sort of siphoned out of SNCC, out of CORE no longer allowed 

to be there [sic]. Well, why?. . .Why were the Jews thrown out of these 

organizations? (7) 

He begins with a question that many white Jews had, given that in 1969, Jewish 

involvement was already beginning to be resisted and questioned by African-Americans. 

(This issue would become particularly pressing even for Hatzaad Harishon as Sybil 

Kaufman would resign from the position of youth advisor in February 1969, and white 

Jewish Yaakov Gladstone would step down from the position of direction in May of 

1970.) Rick’s use of the words “thrown out” suggest that he felt that this shift in 

emphasis was not one that Jews voluntarily participated in.  Sarah Bibbins responds to his 

question by explaining black people’s desire for independence: 

Sarah: Because the black people felt that all their lives, whenever they 

wanted something, they had to turn to somebody, whether they were white 

Jews or just plain white. They had to turn to them to have them help them. 

So they thought that now with the times they should stand up on their own 

two feet, and accomplish something and say, well, look, we, in my 

community, we did it. They could tell their friends they did it all alone 
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without saying we had the help of somebody. . . it makes you more 

independent when you can say, well, I built this house and I built it all by 

myself, instead of turning around and saying, well, I built most of it but 

this white person helped me to do it. (7-8) 

Sarah explains how important it is for anyone to feel like she or he has the autonomy 

necessary to accomplish tasks without depending on someone else. Although she 

employs the example of building a house, her repetition of phrases like “stand on their 

own two feet,” “they did it alone,” “makes you feel independent,” “I built it all by 

myself” underscore how she thought that it was  important  for African Americans to feel 

they could accomplish things without the help of whites or white Jews.  

Rick concedes that independence is important, but expresses fear that too much 

independence results in isolation and “schism.” The conversation rises in intensity as the 

two question and answer one another, expressing their different “realities”: 

Rick: This if fine to begin with. Right. A person has to have pride and has 

to believe in himself. But what happens when they’ve begun doing this 

and then everything they do has to be done by themselves? When black 

has to build his own house [sic], build his own community, man his own 

community and can accept nothing from the outside. Then we have a 

schism. . . . (8) 

Sarah: That’s right. It’s because he wants to feel he’s done it all himself. 
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Rick: But what happens when we’ve gotten to the point where there’s 

nothing where they’ll interact? Where it’s two separate societies? Is there 

what we’re moving towards [sic]? 

Sarah: No, I feel that we’re trying to move towards a united society 

between black and white, bit it’s just. . . 

Rick: United through separation?  

Rick and Sarah volley back and forth, as Sarah struggles to articulate why it is so 

important for blacks to feel independent, and Rick expresses the threat that black 

independence presents for his idea of an integrated society. Although Rick expresses this 

concern in regard to Blacks and Jews in the civil rights movement, his concern echoes the 

kind of anxiety Gladstone expressed when Rabbi Matthew insisted on preserving his 

Black Jewish congregation’s separateness. It is not until Peninah chimes in, adding a 

third voice to the mix, that the context for Sarah’s point is deepened: 

Peninah: I don’t think it’s a separation policy. This is what everybody says 

all of a sudden because of the fact that it is occurring. It seems that the 

black man all of a sudden wants to do things on his own. I think 

previously, when he relied on the whites, he didn’t get as much 

accomplished. He would say, would you help me build this house—let’s 

take an example. All right, we’ll do it next week. Then postpone it. It will 

be-next week will come and he’ll say, next month. Then the next month 

will come and he’d say, next year. Eventually it would get done, but it 

would take such a long time. This reliance on other people. . .there’s a 
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statement that goes “if you want things done well, you do it yourself.” 

And this is what the black man’s policy is now. It’s not just because he’s 

black or anything like that. It’s because he wants to, for a change, rely on 

his own people and bring his own people in. You see, what was happening 

was that you’d only get the intelligent bourgeois black man into these 

movements, like CORE and NAACP. The ignorant masses would still be 

left out. This is part of the reasoning behind, okay, let’s forget about the 

whites for a while, Jew or otherwise and let’s bring the masses into these 

movements. As sort of a replacement. (8-9, emphasis mine) 

Peninah attempts to put the blacks’ desire for independence into deeper historical context. 

She returns to the house-building example and stresses how easy it is for whites to 

postpone action on something that does not affect them in the same way.  She emphasizes 

that it is not that blacks “all of sudden” want independence, but rather that independence 

was something that everyone wants, and only now were blacks able to articulate more 

strongly for it.  Both she and Sarah attempt to explain to Rick how blacks interpreted the 

situation differently. 

 Throughout the entire dialogue one of the main points that the black Jewish 

youths reiterate is how it is impossible for them to be seen as anything but Black. Sarah 

explains how everyone “busybodies” when she enters an unfamiliar synagogue, and when 

Kaufman asks Avraham if he would prefer to be “just Jewish,” he cannot even fathom the 

question--he cannot imagine what it would be like to live in a world where race didn’t 

matter. In this particular part of the conversation, Kaufman attempts to reign the 
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conversation back to the topic of Black Jews in particular to see how they fit into the 

conversation about Black Power: 

Moderator: Where does the black Jew fit into all of this?   

Peninah: The black Jew basically fights for the same things. Because it 

goes back to that what you’re seen as first. At first you’re always seen as a 

black man. . . .The black man has to fight—he believes in black power that 

part of black power that says we need self pride, we need self 

determination. This is the part of black power he believes in. So this is 

where the black Jews fits in. He’s both black and Jewish.  (9) 

Peninah reiterates that it “goes back to that what you’re seen as first,” and reminds the 

white participants that Black Jews are always seen as “blacks first.” As black individuals, 

Black Jews need “self pride” and “self determination” just as non-Jewish blacks do.   

Kaufman intervenes to begin to push the conversation toward action--how might a 

new reality be created? She begins by explaining how Jews have always had “this kinship 

with his fellow Jew[s]” (10).  She explains that when “two Jews meet, there’s like 

something clicks between the two [sic]” but when Black Jews are added to the equation, 

the Black Jew has to “sort of prove himself before there can be that click. What do we 

do?” In his response to Kaufman’s question, Rick demonstrates how he has truly been 

listening hard and well to his Black Jewish peers. He says: 

I think we’ve answered that, really, by saying that you see a person is 

black before you see a person is Jewish. Or you see someone by their skin 

color before you know their religion. And while you’re still accepting 
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people at that face value, how can you recognize them for anything 

deeper. . . .you know. . . .Jews are just like everyone else in that sense, 

they’re subject to the social norms of the day. They must register you as 

black before they register you as Jewish but you know this is ignorance 

too and we have to work at this. (10) 

Although Rick clearly has understood the intractability of black difference, he has little to 

suggest by means of changing it other than “we have to work at this.” What is valuable 

about his response, however, is how he takes responsibility for Jews who are “subject to 

the social norms of the day” and admits in these implicit terms the insidiousness of 

racism. The unavoidability of these racist inclinations are reflected in his use of the word 

“must” when he describes how “they” (white Jews) register “you” (black Jews) as black 

first.  

Later in the conversation, Rick begins to synthesize some of the statements that 

Peninah and Sarah had made earlier regarding the need for black independence, and 

wonders what that need for independence might have in common with Black Jewishness: 

Rick: The fact that blacks embrace Judaism to a greater extent, could that 

possibly be because of the fact that they are black, they feel that in this 

society they don’t have the proper recognition and so they turn to Judaism 

as an identity symbol, as something that will give them their sense of 

pride, their sense of being.  

Sarah: Yeah, I think so.  
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Peninah: I don’t know. I wouldn’t say that, blacks turn to Judaism for 

identity, sense of pride. You mean black Jews. I wouldn’t say that a black 

would necessarily convert to Judaism. . . 

Rick: I mean the blacks that accepted Judaism. Did they accept it...now 

that they’ve accepted it, has that become their symbol of identity? Is that 

more important? Because Judaism is a way of life so it’s obvious that it is 

very important as an identity symbol. (30) 

Although Rick raises a question that contemporary scholars, more than 30 years later, 

continue to ask, he doesn’t really receive a response. While Sarah agrees with him, 

Peninah argues that he might have a point but quickly suggests that “a black would [not] 

necessarily convert to Judaism.” What is interesting about his response is that even 

though earlier in the conversation he acknowledged that it is impossible for Black Jews to 

be seen as Jews first, he still wants to believe that Black Jews see themselves as Jews 

first, “because Judaism is a way of life” and an “important. . . identity symbol.” 

 

Dialogue: Possibilities and Limitations 

At the close of the dialogue, all of the participants remarked positively on their 

experiences. Each person suggested that he or she learned something new. Kaufman says: 

“As far as the things we accomplished today, I think this was a very good discussion, 

because I think that I know a lot about this type of discussion, but I did learn here. . .” 

(40-41). In spite of her varied experiences with such activities, even she learned. Sarrae, 

the white Jewish youth remarks, “I gained a lot, because I didn’t know too much about 
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the problems of the black Jews. I didn’t know too much about them at all. It’s the first 

time I’ve actually had a chance to talk with them. I gained a lot in understanding. . .and 

just the idea of being together, and talking  is something.” Although this was her first 

time encountering Black Jews, she repeats the fact that she “gained a lot in 

understanding” twice.  She claims that “just the idea of being together, and talking is 

something.” But what kind of something is it? And what kind of understanding can one 

gain from a single interaction? Avraham is more specific in explaining what he learned: 

I think this is a very interesting discussion and Rick I learned something 

about your community and some more about the white Jews—their 

problems. I know just the general problems Jews have but I understand 

some of the problems white Jews have now. I think it was very interesting 

and I learned a lot. (41) 

He repeats the fact that the conversation was interesting and that he learned something 

twice. Rick responds, “What I really think is important and has to come out of this 

conference is a willingness on our part to have confrontation of white Jews and black 

Jews to interchange ideas, to come together to live together. Because we must realize that 

we can’t improve the situation if we’re not ready to get down and talk to each other” (41-

42).  Rick, like Booth, praises the coming together  to “talk to each other”  and goes on to 

suggest a reciprocal relationship of “interchanging ideas” and ultimately living together.  

Sarah concurs with Avraham that, “. . .it was a very interesting talk,” and agrees with 

Kaufman that even though it was not her first time participating, “Each time you go out 

and talk, you learn a little bit more” (42).   She continues: “And I agree with Rick . .  . . 
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We should go out and integrate in both communities, and see what we can learn from 

each other or teach each other, that we both can benefit by it and make it better known to 

the community” (42). Clearly all the participants left the conversation with a positive 

feeling, and if the goals can be seen as building relationships, then the dialogue was quite 

a successful one. 

 Unfortunately, in spite of all the conversation to the contrary which suggested 

that skin color was eminently important, in the closing remarks to the conversation, 

Kaufman says the following: 

I know that members of our group often say that we’d like to be an 

example to the world because we’d like to show them that as Jews we 

have so much in common that our color is irrelevant—whether I’m white 

and you’re black and you’re black and I’m white. And I think that this 

discussion has shown that it’s communication, it’s dialogue, it’s sitting 

around and exchanging ideas that are going to make for a better tomorrow. 

(42, check orig) 

Although her last words are quite optimistic, that “sitting around and exchanging ideas” 

can help make for a “better tomorrow,” it’s unclear how. Even after what seems to be a 

model case of listening rhetoric, where all parties seem genuinely engaged in the act of 

listening to and learning from the other, at the end of the conversation, very little seems 

to have changed, as Kaufman still insists that as Jews, color can become “irrelevant.” 

While this may be a noble future to aspire and work toward, it’s unclear how the simple 
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exchange of ideas can help bring the requisite changes to make a “better tomorrow” a 

reality.  

I don’t want to devalue the very important relationship-building work that such 

dialogues can and do have, I simply want to emphasize the limitations to such dialogues. 

In order for material changes to take place, more than simply dialogue needs to happen. 

Although Kroll mentions the benefits of “deliberative” argument, the kind of discussion 

this dialogue fostered was less deliberative and more expressive. Each individual 

expressed his or her opinions, and while each listened to the others, as illustrated by 

Kaufman’s closing remark, little might be said to be changed as a consequence. By 

creating a place for opinions to be shared, however, such dialogues might be seen as the 

first step in building relationships, changing attitudes and fostering “incipient acts” as 

Burke terms them. As the youths eloquently point out, talking about building  a house 

and actually building a house are not the same thing. While one might be necessary to 

bring about the other, it is certainly not sufficient.  

 In the years between this hopeful dialogue and the letters I will discuss next, a lot 

happened in Hatzaad Harishon. A short month after the dialogue took place, and days 

before the article representation of it appeared, Sybil resigned from her position as youth 

advisor. As I discussed earlier in the Burke chapter, her stepping down was both an 

acknowledgment of the limits of identification and an attempt to allow for greater black 

independence by enabling a black Jewish leader to take her place. Several months later, 

Yaakov Gladstone would also resign as executive director. In part at the behest of the 

Chair of the Board of Advisors (David Scheinfeld) who thought it would be more 
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appropriate for Hatzaad to have black Jewish leadership (see letter to Esther), and in part 

because Gladstone disagreed with the members who did not see full conversion as the 

best way to achieve and preserve Klal Yisrael. After Gladstone stepped down in May of 

1970, though he did not send his official resignation letter until July of 1970, black 

Jewish Naomi Franklin served as acting director of the group. In September of 1970, 

black Jewish James Benjamin took over.  As I explained in the Perelman and Olbrechts-

Tyteca chapter, 1970 and 1971 were challenging years for Hatzaad Harishon for a 

number of complicated reasons mostly centered around the issue of conversion.  

The Hebrew Israelites’ emigration, the Israeli government’s treatment of them, 

and media coverage of both, put Hatzaad Harishon in a complicated mediating place. As 

mentioned and illustrated by Gladstone’s letters to Rabbi Matthew, discussed earlier in 

this chapter, Hatzaad Harishon’s relations with Black Jewish congregations who were not 

members of Hatzaad Harishon were already difficult.  Since October of 1969, when 

Hatzaad ratified their Constitution which required members to embrace traditional 

Judaism—one needed to have been born to a Jewish mother or to have converted (the 

terms for conversion were not specified)-- even the membership within Hatzaad Harishon 

was divided over the conversion issue. Once the Hebrew Israelites’ situation garnered 

widespread media attention, Hatzaad Harishon had to take an official stance regarding the 

issue of whether or not Black Jews  should be required to convert according to Jewish 

law. 

In fact, Gladstone’s resignation letter alludes to the fact that part of the reason he 

stepped  down was due to the fact that he and a significant part of the membership 
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disagreed over how to best achieve the group’s goal of preserving a sense of Klal 

Yisrael—unity of the Jewish people. Given that the Hebrew Israelites’ widely publicized 

emigration to Israel in December 1969 brought the conversion issue to the public’s 

attention, Gladstone believed that the best way to achieve Klal Yisrael was for members 

with questionable Jewish status to convert, and “normalize” their status with the 

mainstream Jewish community. Many black Jewish Hatzaad members disagreed with this 

policy and left the organization as a result of the Consitutional decision. In fact, it is 

unclear how many members were actively participating in Hatzaad Harishon from 1969 

forward. Esther Bibbin’s article “Hatzaad Harishon--Past Present and Future” in the 

December Hatzaad newsletter begged for greater participation. Board member  Asa 

Sokolow’s discussion of the Hatzaad Annual Benefit’s planning and organization for the 

1969 year, suggested that the responsibility for pulling the event off fell largely in 

Gladstone’s lap at the last minute. While Hatzaad members did perform at the gala, 

seemingly few were committed to doing the “behind the scenes” work to make sure the 

event was a success. The youth group also had experienced difficulties as reported in the 

fall 1969 newsletters.  By 1970, when James Benjamin took over, there was much to 

repair both within Hatzaad Harishon, and outside, in terms of Hatzaad Harishon’s 

relationships with the rest of the Black Jewish and Judaic communities, and the 

mainstream white Jewish community as well. 
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Listening Rhetoric and Political Diplomacy: Mediating Among Black and White 

Jewish Communities 

 Since Hatzaad’s 1969 Constitution supported traditional understandings of 

Jewishness, many Black Judaic congregations in the greater Harlem community thought 

that Hatzaad Harishon was not representing Black Jewish and Black Judaic needs. 

Mistrust existed not only between Hatzaad Harishon’s Black Jews and other black Judaic 

communities, but also between Hatzaad Harishon’s black Jews and the white Jewish 

community. To a certain extent Hatzaad members were stuck in a quandary of “double-

double-consciousness.” Not only were they black Americans, but they were black Jews 

not accepted as Jews by the mainstream Jewish community, and not accepted as Blacks 

by the greater Black Judaic and black community. Many Black Jews and Black Judaizers 

did not trust Hatzaad Harishon because it had had white leadership. Even now that James 

Benjamin was Executive Director and Mordecai Joseph was president, the feelings of 

distrust and suspicion persisted. Hatzaad Harishon wanted to see itself as representing all 

the Black Jewish communities, but many members in the Black Jewish community 

resisted that representational impulse. They did not participate in Hatzaad Harishon’s 

activities and they did not want to be affiliated with the group.  Because so much 

dissension existed among the multiple Black Jewish communities, an Israelite 

Community Convention was planned for March 8-12, 1971 (Joseph, “Letter to 

Community March 8, 1971”). It was to be held at Congregation B’nai Adath Kol Beth 

Yisrael and leadership from all the New York Black Jewish communities were invited to 

attend.  James Benjamin was scheduled to speak on Wednesday evening March 10 
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(Joseph, “Letter to Community March 8, 1971”).  Since there was so much unease 

between Hatzaad Harishon and these other congregations, Benjamin planned to ask the 

group “to endorse” Hatzaad Harishon. 

It is at this point of utter fragmentation among the Black Jewish communities, that 

James Benjamin receives a letter from white, Jewish Rabbi Sidney Green, Director of 

Adult Education Y.M./Y.W. H.A. in Philadelphia, PA.  requesting a meeting between the 

white and Black Jewish communities. In his response to Green, Benjamin exemplifies the 

political diplomacy that rhetorology often requires. Mediating between the black and 

white Jewish communities, he hopes to explain why meeting at this point would not be 

beneficial without seeming to disrespect  the recognized Jewish community.  

On February 2, 1971 Benjamin responds to Green and attempts to explain how the 

timing was not right for such a meeting. Benjamin writes: “ …the possibility of a joint 

meeting between black Rabbis and white Rabbis of the Orthodox persuasion is, at this 

point, tenuous.  My own feeling is that this may not be the right time to suggest such a 

conference and Rabbi Paris seems to agree with me” (Benjamin, “Letter to Green 

February 2, 1971,” emphasis mine). Rabbi Paris, another well-esteemed New York black 

Jew and long-time Hatzaad member, is referenced to bolster Benjamin’s claim. Since 

Paris’s origins were recognized to be Ethiopian, his identity claims seemed more 

authentic, and his opinions carried more currency in they eyes of the mainstream Jewish 

community.  

In order to properly explain to Green why the timing was inopportune, Benjamin 

needed to explain some of the complicated relations within the Black Jewish community. 
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Benjamin knew the New York Israelite Board of Rabbis was planning a community 

convention for March of 1971,“. . . with the expressed intention of uniting and 

strengthening the New York community” (Benjamin, “Letter to Green February 2, 

1971”).  But it is unclear at this point whether or not he was aware of the challenges that 

Hatzaad would face with these Israelite Rabbis.  

From the letter he pens to Green, it seems that Benjamin has hopes for the 

possibility of uniting all Black Jews through the leadership of Hatzaad members. While 

he recognizes that most Black Jewish Rabbis not already affiliated with Hatzaad would 

want to maintain their separate status, he also expresses the possibility that Hatzaad 

members and other black Jews with “formal” or mainstream Jewish education might be 

able to persuade the more separatist groups to work together in Burkean consubstantiality 

rather than division. Speaking of the upcoming Israelite Convention, scheduled for March 

8-10, 1970, Benjamin writes:  

To be sure, the majority feeling will be for ‘separate’ but ‘equal’ 

communities (black & white). Hope for a united  (KLAL YISRAEL) 

Jewish community will be voiced only by those black Jews who have 

received some degree of formal Jewish education or are sympathetic with 

the work of Hatzaad Harishon. It will be through these people that ‘new’ 

ideas will be introduced in the work shops. (Benjamin, “Letter to Green 

February 2, 1971,” emphasis mine) 

Benjamin’s use of terms, especially when referring to “communities” is ambivalent. It is 

unclear whether he means the greater black Jewish community, or the greater Jewish 
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community-- black, white, and everything in between—to be included in this first 

sentence.  It is also unclear whether he saw this possibility as truly achievable or whether 

he was simply trying to “save face” for Hatzaad in his correspondence with 

representatives from mainstream Judaism. If he does believe this “translation” is truly 

possible, then he presumes that Hatzaad members will be both welcomed and present. 

My discussion of Mordecai Joseph’s letter to the Greater Israelite community, written a 

little less than a month later in March 1971, will complicate Benjamin’s idealism.  

It should have been clear to Benjamin, however, that the conditions surrounding 

the New York Israelite Board of Rabbis’ convention were tense, for Hatzaad at least, 

otherwise Hatzaad would not have needed to explicitly ask for the Israelite Board of 

Rabbi’s endorsement. These other Black Jewish Rabbis did not trust Hatzaad because of 

its white membership and former white leadership. Yet Benjamin expresses the desire for 

Hatzaad members to work as mediators between the mainstream Jewish community and 

the more separatist, nationalistic members of the Black Jewish community. He hopes that 

he, and Hatzaad as an organizational whole, can act as “ambassadors of 

consubstantiality,” using their shared blackness to help persuade the other Black Jews to 

become more knowledgeable of the norms of mainstream Judaism. However, regardless 

of their shared skin color, Hatzaad members were not trusted by other Black Jews in the 

greater Israelite community, because their affiliation with whites seemed to somehow 

tarnish their legitimacy as representatives of and for Black Jews. Benjamin expresses his 

hope in the following passage:  
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Whatever the outcome of the convention is—my feeling is that the black 

Rabbis will discover a need to know more and will be in a better frame of 

mind to ask. At that time I can suggest whom they might ask as a group. 

How they are responded to is up to you and your group. Attitude—is the 

key word. (Benjamin, “Letter to Green February 2, 1971,  emphasis in 

original, italics mine)  

This letter suggests that Benjamin, perhaps naively, would like to think that the separatist 

issue is simply one of lack of knowledge, and that if he and other Hatzaad Black Jewish 

members can expose the Israelites to mainstream Judaism, then the Israelite convention 

will result in a desire on behalf of the Israelites to become more knowledgeable and 

participatory in mainstream Judaism. If such a change in response would occur, and the 

Israelites would became more interested in becoming affiliated with and educated about 

mainstream Judaism, he hopes that at that time he can refer them to Rabbi Green and his 

Division of Adult Education. Given the sophistication of the multiple documents he 

authored, it seems unlikely that Benjamin was completely naïve. Rather, as a savvy rhetor 

and an optimist, he argues that it might be possible to persuade the other Black Jews to 

take a more normative stance. 

Unlike Gladstone who, in the letters to Rabbi Matthew discussed at the beginning 

of this chapter, thinks that it is possible to “instill upon” others the need not to remain 

separate, Benjamin is keenly aware that it is essential that the mainstream community 

wait to be approached by the Black Jewish community, rather than doing the 

approaching. Benjamin recognizes that in order to escape the rhetorical gridlock over 
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conversion, both sides must be willing to come to the table to discuss. Benjamin 

understands that in order to preserve Black Jews and Israelites’ sense of integrity, they 

have to actively participate, and it cannot simply be a process where the white Jews make 

demands on the Black Jews.

It is fascinating that Benjamin emphasizes the word “attitude,” since this is 

precisely Burke’s term for an incipient act. As Burke understands it, it is through 

“attitude” that new realities can be brought into the world. Booth recognizes this 

potentiality in the shared “vision” that disputing sides come together to co-create. In this 

letter Benjamin is attempting to articulate the conditions that would be necessary for such 

co-creational discussions to take place.  

Benjamin emphasizes that the response the Israelites receive from the mainstream 

Jewish community will be in Rabbi Green’s hands, and that they must be approached 

with an appropriate “attitude.”  Benjamin is well aware of the incredulity and suspicion 

with which the mainstream Jewish community tended to approach Jews of color, and he 

fears that this kind of reaction will be off-putting to the Israelite community. Rather than 

emphasizing division by calling attention to the Israelites’ and Black Jews’ lack of 

“official” Judaic status, however, Benjamin implicitly suggests that Green, should he be 

asked to get involved, must prioritize the shared territory of Jewish identity, before 

making moves to suggest normalization and conversion. Working as a good rhetorologist, 

explaining what would be necessary for the next integrative step, Benjamin focuses on 

shared values. 
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While Benjamin does not specify what kind of “attitude” should be used or even 

how, pragmatically, Green might best exemplify it, he does call attention to the fact that 

attitude matters. Significantly, he also recognizes that before mainstream Judaism can get 

involved, they first have to be asked by the Black Jews (Israelites) themselves. Without 

this “invitation to inquiry,” any “education” the mainstream community attempts to 

provide may indeed be interpreted as unasked for, unsolicited, unwanted, and ultimately 

not useful. At worst, it may be perceived as patronizing, condescending, and insulting to 

the legitimacy or authenticity of the Israelites’ Jewishness and independence. The 

necessity of allowing Black Jews to preserve their sense of autonomy and self-

determination is a point the youth eloquently made in their earlier 1969 dialogues. 

Throughout this letter, Benjamin has acted as “translator” and “diplomat” explaining the 

situation of Black Jewish New York to mainstream Jewish Chicago. 

Diplomacy with the Black Jewish Community 

Just as Benjamin was working hard to persuade the white Jewish community to 

make conditions ripe for actual dialogue to take place, black Jewish Mordecai Joseph, an 

active member and then president of Hatzaad Harishon, was working to ensure that 

conditions improved with the greater Black Jewish and Israelite community. In the 

following letter dated March 8, 1971, Mordecai Joseph pleads Hatzaad’s case to the 

greater New York Black Jewish community. He attempts to translate Hatzaad’s embrace 

of both integration (in its membership) and mainstream Judaism as helpful to the black 

Jewish community in particular and the wider black community more generally.  
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Presumably the audience consisted of those community members in New York who 

considered themselves Black Jews or Israelites but who were not necessarily members of 

Hatzaad Harishon.  

In his letter, Joseph attempts to persuade the greater New York Israelite 

community to attend Benjamin’s speech, ostensibly so Hatzaad’s attempt to “clear the 

air” will not go unheard. He also hopes the meeting will encourage more interaction 

between Hatzaad and the greater New York Israelite community. Like Benjamin, Joseph 

skillfully employs the ambiguities of the term “community.” He attempts to create 

consubstantial space with the Israelites in that he tries to show how both they and 

Hatzaad Harishon share similar interests: “As you know, Hatzaad Harishon is a 

community service organization that has never really reached the community it was 

designed to serve even though 90% of its members come from that community” (Joseph, 

“Letter to Community March 8, 1971”). Joseph explains that Hatzaad was meant to serve 

the Black Jewish community and highlights that 90% of Hatzaad’s members are indeed 

black Jews, an important point to emphasize given that he perceived the community’s 

main objection to Hatzaad to be that of its white membership. 

 In fact, he explicitly calls attention to the primarily race-based objections made 

against Hatzaad:  

The stated primary objection has been that white people are involved in 

our organization. This objection seems to overrule our successful 

education camping, and youth programs which were designed and 

financed in the same fashion as other sophisticated community 
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organizations. This same objection has attempted to make Hatzaad 

Harishon a dirty word in the mouth of (and minds) us all. (Joseph, “Letter 

to Community March 8, 1971”) 

Repeating the word “objection” three times, Joseph confronts the race issue head on, and 

questions why this sole fact has overshadowed the many positive goods that Hatzaad has 

brought to the greater Black Jewish community. His use of “us” is interesting, and shifts 

in meaning throughout the course of the passage. With it, Joseph includes both Hatzaad 

and non-Hatzaad members in the Black Jewish community and suggests that even 

Hatzaad members feel ambivalent about their own membership, perhaps due to the mixed 

messages they were receiving from both the mainstream Jewish community and the wider 

Black Jewish and Black communities in Harlem. 

Joseph continues with his shift from negative to positive and reiterates the 

ground-breaking social programs that Hatzaad has made possible: “prior to Hatzaad, no 

such programs existed anywhere, exclusively for the members of our community. . . . 

Whatever we do, we do with the intention of improving the quality of life in our 

community” (Joseph, “Letter to Community March 8, 1971”). Here the use of  “we” 

(meaning Hatzaad) gets conflated with “our” which seems to mean the greater black 

Jewish community of New York. Through his use of the collective “we” and the 

possessive “our,” Joseph again uses the shared space of “community” to build a 

consubstantial “us” of Black Jewish Hatzaad Members and other New York Black Jews 

and Israelites.  It is only after he has thus overcome his audience’s main opposition and 

attempted to highlight valuable shared interests and mutual benefit created/facilitated by 
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much-needed social programming, that he attempts to convince his audience to come 

hear Benjamin talk. He continues:  

In order to set the record straight for once and for all, our director will answer the 

following questions for the I.B. of R. [Israelite Board of Rabbis] and any others that 

might come from the floor: A) Who runs Hatzaad Harishon? B) What does Hatzaad do? 

C) Who finances it? D) Does the community need Hatzaad? E) What are our resources 

(expertise)? F) What will an I. B. or R. endorsement mean? G) Why our director took the 

job? H) Who hired him? –And who pays him? I) What does a Board of Advisors mean to 

a community organization. (Joseph, “Letter to Community March 8, 1971”) 

After making his request, he concludes the letter with a strange statement.  “To be 

sure, Hatzaad Harishon, like any other organization, has made some mistakes—and we’ll 

be the first to admit it. But we cannot let a few mistakes read us out of the picture .We 

feel we owe it to ourselves and to our posterity to keep this work alive. We’ve made no 

errors that cannot be corrected.” (Joseph, “Letter to Community March 8, 1971,” 

emphasis mine). Just as earlier in the letter he repeats the word “objection” three times, 

here he repeats the concept of “making mistakes” or “erring” three times. This parallel 

structure links the idea of mistakes with precisely what the Israelites had objected to—

Hatzaad’s white leadership and membership—but Joseph also emphasizes that this is not 

an “error that cannot be corrected.” It seems that it’s important for him to admit 

culpability so that he can create a space for the larger Israelite community’s criticism. 

Although he does not specify what the mistakes were in explicit terms, he does explicitly 

say that such mistakes should not allow Hatzaad to be “read out of the picture”; they 
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should not preemptively exclude them from participating and identifying with the greater 

New York Israelite community.  Again he emphasizes the positive effects of the work 

Hatzaad had been doing and also the fact that the errors, whatever they were, were not so 

egregious as to preclude future correction. 

 Unfortunately, both Benjamin’s and Joseph’s efforts seemed to be in vain.  

Despite the fact that Benjamin was told that Hatzaad “could have the convention floor on 

Wednesday evening  (3-10) to clear up some of the grave misunderstandings about our 

organization” on the Wed. evening that Benjamin was scheduled to speak,  “[a] short 

Purim service was held and without prior notice, and announcement was made from the 

Bimah [speaking stage] that the speech had been cancelled. No reason or apology was 

given” (Memo, “Who’s Fooling Who?????---Think!!!!!! March 14, 1971,” emphasis in 

original).  In an unsigned memo addressed to the Hatzaad Commuity, the leadership of 

Hatzaad criticized the Israelite Board of Rabbis sharply: 

The Israelite Community Convention, which was supposedly designed to 

unite our fragmented community and re-awaken the spirit of its many dis-

illusioned [sic] members, has come to a colorless end. With poor planning, 

no organization, little attendance and plenty of good old fashioned back-

biting, the thinking Israelite is hard pressed to find its meaning or to see its 

success. (Memo, “Who’s Fooling Who?????---Think!!!!!! March 14, 

1971,” emphasis in original) 

The scathing letter exposes the “adolescent” behavior of the other congregations, and 

emphasizes that “the membership of H.H. is made up of people of various congregations. 
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This indicates there was never a conflict between the congregations—it was only certain 

Rabbis who couldn’t get along” and contends that “ the whole convention appears to have 

been designed and executed by and for the benefit of only two men—who were really 

only concerned about each others [sic] welfare anyway.” The memo does not specify 

which congregations participated in Hatzaad Harshion, nor does it name the leaders who 

were mis-behaving in its eye. The letter proclaims Hatzaad’s ability to rise above the 

circumstances: “We are certainly not going to let the short-sightedness of a few power-

struck individuals stop our work in the community now,” rather they plan to “continue to 

work on behalf of the community. And when it is necessary. . .[to] exercise our right to 

be critically truthful.”   

Listening Rhetoric as Political Diplomacy: Intervening on Behalf of the Israelites 

Just as Benjamin and Joseph were working as political diplomats on the local 

New York Jewish scene, Steven Jacobs, a white Jew and founding member of the 

Philadelphia Association of Black and White Jews—an organization formed in December 

1969 to foster greater fellowship and interaction between Black and White Jews in 

Philadelphia--was attempting to do the same kind of work on the international level.  As I 

discussed in the chapter preceding this one, 1971 proved to be an especially challenging 

year for both Hatzaad Harishon and the Hebrew Israelites. Although this history is by 

now familiar from reading these analyses, it is worth repeating that Ben Ammi Carter, 

leader of the Hebrew Israelites, clashed with the Israeli government and religious 

authorities when he attempted to claim Law of Return benefits for himself and his 
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community, all the while denying that he and his followers were Jews and proclaiming to 

be Israelites instead. 

Jacobs attempted to act as a political diplomat and mediator between the Hebrew 

Israelites and the Israeli government. He sent several letters that attempted to use 

listening rhetoric to resolve this political conflict. The first letter, dated October 14, 1971, 

was addressed and sent to Ben Ammi Carter, the spiritual leader of the Hebrew Israelites. 

Included with this letter was a model “statement of clarification” that Jacobs prepared for 

the Israelites to help them better articulate what he perceived as their legitimate claims to 

the Law of Return. The second, undated letter was sent to then Minister of the Interior of 

Israel, Rabbi Joseph Burg (1970-1977 

http://www.ou.org/yerushalayim/lezikaronolam/burg/default.htm, accessed 12/23/04). In 

this letter, Jacobs explains how the Israeli government should handle the Hebrew 

Israelites’ claims, in order to facilitate a compromise that would satisfy both groups. 

These “seemingly simple” letters epitomize some of the very complicated issues that 

arise when two groups claim the same identity but define and perform it differently. 

Through these letters, Jacobs embarks on a project of listening rhetoric; he tries to resolve 

Ben Ammi’s political problem by advocating consubstantiality rather than division.  

To understand the fray into which Jacobs entered, it is important to get a clearer 

sense of the Israelites’ history. One of many Black Jewish groups in Chicago in the 1950s 

and 1960s with emigrationist plans, Ben Ammi’s group was the first to act on them 

(Landing 326, 327).  There are conflicting stories concerning the inception and 

implementation of Ben Ammi’s plans to go to Israel. According to James Landing, Ben 
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Ammi had a vision in which the prophet Gavriel revealed to him that his people should 

begin the exodus to the Promised Land during Passover of 1967. And indeed in 1967, 

they did leave the U.S., though it was not until the summer and it was to land in 

Monrovia, Liberia and not Israel. Merrill Singer’s account demonstrates, however, that 

only after two difficult and unsuccessful years in Liberia did the group consider Israel. In 

July 1969, after Ben Ammi returned to Liberia from a fundraising and recruiting trip in 

the U.S., he wrote “a letter to the Israeli embassy requesting permission and assistance to 

immigrate to Israel, ‘our land and land of our forefathers’ (quoted in an undated 

statement issued by the Consulate General of Israel, New York, 3)” (Singer 66).  Though 

Ben Ammi and his group claim his letter was never answered, the Israeli officials claim 

that the embassy not only answered the letter but also  “explained that Israel’s Law of 

Return did not apply to them” (Singer 66).  According to Singer, shortly after the letter 

was sent, Ben Ammi sent five individuals to Israel to seek admission under the Law of 

Return, sometime in October 1969. While their status was “undecided” they did receive 

the same “benefits offered to new Jewish immigrants including apartments and 

employment in the Negev development town of Arad” (66).  

In December of 1969, another 39 Israelites traveled from Liberia to Israel (they 

were often referred to as the “Chicago 39” in the Black Jewish and mainstream press in 

the U.S.). When the new group arrived, they also requested to be admitted as Jews under 

the Law of Return, but the Israeli government was suspicious and wanted to investigate 

the Israelites’ claims before determining their final status. Though the Israelites were 

admitted with only temporary visas, they were still assigned to apartments— this time in 
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Dimona, another development town in the Negev. After investigation, the chief Rabbi of 

Dimona declared that the Hebrew Israelites were not legitimate Jews, and therefore had 

no basis for claims to Israeli citizenship, but he did offer them the option to begin the 

giyur (conversion) process (Singer 66). After several months of consideration, the 

Hebrew Israelites, “informed the chief rabbi that, as the true descendants of the biblical 

Hebrews, they would be happy to begin conversion procedures” (Singer 67, emphasis 

mine). And if they had indeed converted the story would have ended there.  

Everything changed, however, in March 1970 when Ben Ammi arrived in Israel 

from Liberia with the remaining 70 group members. He now claimed that they were not 

“Jews” but rather “Hebrews.” While Israelis did not recognize this as a meaningful 

distinction, for the Hebrew Israelites this was a distinction with a significant difference.

Even more controversially, “Ben Ammi asserted that Black Hebrews and not the Jews 

were the ‘true inheritors’ of Israel. White people could not be genuine Hebrews because 

Abraham and Moses were black. The term, ‘Jew’, . . .was a seventeeth –century 

corruption of the word “Judah,” and [that] whites who call themselves Jews were 

usurpers of a black land and culture” (Singer 67).3 This later contingent was admitted on 

tourist visas and did not receive any new immigrant benefits from the Israeli government.  

A few months later, nine more group members came from the U.S., and over the course 

of 1970, 150-200 new group members arrived from the U.S. (Singer 67). And so the plot 

thickened.  

At this point the hundreds of newly arriving members did not receive new 

immigrant benefits such as housing and employment, consequently, they were crowding 
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into the apartments of those who had arrived earlier. Unable to work legally, these 

newcomers faced the threat of potential deportation if they attempted to find 

employment. The rapidly growing community now faced the multiple difficulties that 

accompany overcrowded living situations and economic distress. Their plight received 

significant media coverage both in the U.S. and in Israel.  

 In Burkean terms some very interesting things were happening.  At first, the 

Hebrew Israelites were attempting to use identification to assert themselves as Jews and 

claim Jewish identity. When the Israeli government required that they convert according 

to orthodox, Jewish Law in order to qualify for the Law of Return and all the benefits 

new immigrants are entitled to under this classification, the first group initially agreed to 

undergo the conversion process. In so doing, they agreed to perform this identity in ways 

familiar to the Israeli authorities, and they agreed to these terms while maintaining they 

are the “true descendents” of the biblical Hebrews.   When Ben Ammi arrives, however, 

he refused to assent and convert. By his reasoning, why should he and his group convert 

if they are the “true Hebrews?” Rather than identify under the terms specified by the 

Israeli government—full identification by means of conversion and all the ritual 

ramifications implied, Ben Ammi opts for division, asserting that he and his group 

members are not Jews, but rather Hebrews and moreover, that they are the true (and 

implicitly only) Hebrews.  

Ben Ammi’s claims that white Jews were not real Jews were nothing new or 

unfamiliar to many Black Jewish sects. In fact as early as 1886 in Chattanooga, 

Tennessee, Prophet Frank S. Cherry of the Church of the Living God, was making similar 
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claims (Landing 340-341). The difference for Ben Ammi and his group was that these 

claims now had political consequences. How could these claims possibly help the group 

to achieve Israeli citizenship under the Law of Return?   

Enter Steven Jacobs. Like Ben Ammi, Jacobs was also a visionary leader. Though 

rather than founding a spiritual, religious movement, Jacobs created several organizations 

of biracial fellowship with the explicit purpose of facilitating positive relations between 

Black and White Jews.  As founding member of the Philadelphia Association of Black 

and White Jews, Jacobs had interacted with a great number of Black Jews in the US and 

was familiar with and sympathetic to the claims to Biblical, lineal descent that Ben Ammi 

was making. In fact another member of the Philly Association was none other than 

Rudolph Windsor, Black Jew and author of the ‘historical text’ From Babylon to 

Timbuktu: A History of the Ancient Black Races Including the Black Hebrews, which 

traced “the influence of Judaism on blacks throughout East and West Africa” (Landing 

355). Acting from what seems to be goodwill alone, employing his skills as a 

rhetorologist and arguing for what Burke terms “consubstantiality,” Jacobs’s letters to 

both Ben Ammi and Avraham Burg, attempt to enable positive relations to take place and 

to prevent the disastrous conflict he predicted would result if a compromise was not 

reached.   

By employing listening rhetoric, he invents and advocates a new option that 

would allow the Israelites to maintain their separate identity and integrity as Hebrew 

Israelites, but would also allow them to be accepted by the Israeli government as new 

immigrants under the Law of Return, thus entitling them to citizenship and all the 
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benefits accorded to new Jewish “olim” (immigrants). As he writes in his letter to the 

Israeli Minister of the Interior, “these views. .  . . are offered to enable all parties to find a 

compromise without sacrificing their self-integrity” (Jacobs, Undated letter). Jacobs’s 

understanding of his task reflects the goals that Booth advocates listentng rhetoric as a 

tool for accomplishing.  

In his letter to Ben Ammi, Jacobs explains how Ben Ammi’s exclusionary claims 

to Hebrewness would be perceived by Israel as threatening, particularly within the 

context of more than 150 African Americans immigrating per year. He begins: “Such 

statements as taking control of Israel and ousting white Jews is, in the eyes of the Israeli 

authorities, a direct threat to their control and serves them with a pretext for deporting 

you.” Jacobs then explains why specific names make all the difference to the authorities 

who would determine the legitimacy of Ben Ammi’s groups’ identity claims “. . .anyone 

who says ‘we are not Jews’ even though they may use similar terms such as Israelite 

automatically lessens if not eliminates his chances of becoming citizens under this Law 

of Return” (1). Jacobs hopes to persuade Ben Ammi that attempts at division would not 

result in the successful achievement of Ben Ammi’s political goals. Though Jacobs 

acknowledges the challenges of Ben Ammi’s “dilemma which has been aggravated by 

the recent public statements taken out of context,” he “none-the-less,” urges Ben Ammi 

to make “a public statement of clarification” akin to the one he has included.  

Interestingly, nowhere in the letter does Jacobs urge Ben Ammi to convert outright and 

pursue “pure” identification under Israeli terms.  
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Instead, Jacobs uses the model “public statement of clarification” to affirm Ben 

Ammi’s ancestral claims while reframing them in a context that he hopes will be 

recognized and acknowledged by the Israeli religious authorities. He begins by linking 

and equating the terms Israelite and Jew, without making explicit reference to practices, 

rituals, or beliefs, but appealing strictly to lineage and genealogy instead: “We, the 

Hebrew Israelites of Israel, proclaim that we are the lineal descendants of Abraham, Isaac 

and Jacob. We also are the lineal descendants of David of Judea. For these reasons, we 

are at one and the same time Israelites and Jews.” In a deft rhetorical move, Jacobs 

advocates consubstantiality which would allow the Hebrew Israelites to identify in terms 

familiar to the Jewish tradition, all the while preserving their separate, collective 

difference without resorting to absolute division. In order to appease the Israelis and other 

Jews who might have been turned off by Ben Ammi’s attempts at division through anti-

white statements, Jacobs uses the statement to reassure them that Ben Ammi’s group 

would recognize and in fact co-exist with other Jews:  

We acknowledge that others, through conversion, intermarriage and other 

means through the ages, have come to worship the God of Israel and 

accept His Holy Law as revealed by Moses and the Sages of Israel. In the 

broader context, therefore, we all, black and white, are entitled as Jews to 

return to the Land of our forefathers and to be admitted under the Law of 

Return. 

After ‘resolving’ these definitional issues, Jacobs provides evidence for the lineal claims 

by drawing from the revealed text itself.  Jacobs hopes this evidence would be acceptable 
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to a nation whose foundational laws come from scripture and religious understandings of 

the Jewish Bible. Jacobs writes:  

The Bible clearly states that Babylonia at the time of Abraham was called 

Ethiopia, was also known as the Land of Shinar which the Encyclopedia 

Americana says was ‘inhabited’ by Cushites or black people, and which 

was ruled by Nimrod, himself a Cushite, whose Chief Minister of State 

According to both Islamic and Jewish Talmudic historical tradition was 

Terah, the father of Abraham. In addition, the Prophecy of Daniel, written 

in Babylonia, says the ‘Ancient of Days,’ an allusion to the original or 

proto-Israelite, Abraham [who] had ‘hair of pure wool,’ a texture confined 

to those of black heritage. These in a few words are some of the reasons 

why we are the direct lineal descendants of Abraham, the original 

Israelite.” Rather than attempt to explain the differing practices of Hebrew 

Israelites and contemporary Jewry, whether Ashkenazi, Sephardi, or 

Mizrachi,  Jacobs returns to origins and links Hebrew Israelites with none 

other than Abraham, the first “Jew.”  

By linking Abraham with Ethiopia and Cushites, however, Jacobs affirms the Israelites’ 

claims that the original Jews were indeed Black but also allows for the existence of other 

non-black Jews through conversion and intermarriage.  

In the final paragraph of the statement of clarification, Jacobs attempts to 

contextualize Ben Ammi’s anti-white remarks. Calling attention to the humiliating 

treatment the Israelites received from the Israeli government, Jacobs writes:  
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Since our arrival in Israel, we constantly have been bombarded with 

assertions denying us our own heritage. Our children have been ridiculed. 

We constantly live under the threat of deportation. In short, we have been 

threatened and harangued to the point where emotions and intemperate 

statements on all sides have arisen. This, none-the-less, does not alter the 

fact that as descendants of Israel and Judea, we are entitled to full 

citizenship as Jews under the Law of Return. 

 Jacobs does not deny Ben Ammi’s controversial remarks, rather Jacobs attempts to 

justify them as stemming from the treatment the Israelites’ had received from the Israeli 

government. Moreover Jacobs asserts that such remarks do not invalidate the Israelites’ 

ancestral heritage and legitimate claims to the Law of Return.  

In his letter to the Minister of the Interior, Jacobs uses a different tack. He works 

from within the mainstream Jewish tradition to draw upon older but less utilized halachic 

customs and midrashic explanations to justify a “middle path” and a change of 

terminology as well.  Using the “Jewish halachic tradition that a wedding guest can tell 

the groom that his bride is beautiful even if the guest does not really believe his own 

words. [because]….beauty is in the eyes of the beholder and such a statement by the 

guest is a mitzvah [good deed/commandment]” Jacobs argues for a change in 

terminology concerning the conversion process:  

. . . it is fair to say  that what the Orthodox rabbis might view as 

conversion can only be considered ‘re-affirmation’ by persons who 

already consider themselves Jewish. Thus, someone who reaffirms his 
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Judaism, even in a manner considered necessary for conversion by others, 

preserves his self-integrity and performs a mitzvah towards the other party 

in whose eyes the reality may differ.  

In other words, “reaffirmation” would still allow for the halachic conversion that the 

Israelis desired, but it would do so without invalidating the Israelites’ ancestral claims.  It 

would allow them to convert not because they are forced to, but as a gesture of goodwill.  

He thus shifts the focus from one of “we won’t recognize you” to one that focuses on 

what the two groups share. Jacobs also offers several explanations from the midrashic 

tradition which argue that conversion is not even necessary for one to be considered a 

Jew.  Quoting from Tanhuma specifically, he cites Rabbi Shalom’s position as explained 

by Rabbi Halafta that “IT IS ENOUGH FOR A PERSON TO ABANDON HIS ALIEN 

RELIGION AND WISH INDENTITY AS A JEW TO BE CONSIDERED 

AUTOMATICALLY AS A JEW” (2). In his letter’s conclusion Jacobs explains that if a 

resolution is not reached that  

any attempt to expel or otherwise mistreat our black Jewish brethren will 

be considered a result of their initially being singled out because of their 

color and, as such, discriminated against. This attitude is particularly 

representative of the many thousands of Jewish youth in the Diaspora who 

are very sensitive to the treatment of black people by whites. (2, emphasis 

in original) 
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Jacobs forewarns the Israelis that their every move regarding the Israelites necessarily 

will be interpreted through the lens of potential racism, no matter how allegedly color-

blind the Jewish law (halacha) was meant to be in its application.   

There is no evidence to suggest that either Ben Ammi or Burg responded to 

Jacobs’s letters in the ways that Jacobs had hoped. Starting in 1971, and throughout the 

80s several individual were deported, and it is not until the mid-90s that the Israeli 

government grants the Israelites temporary status thus allowing them to work. In fact it is 

not until August of 2003 that the Hebrew Israelites are granted permanent resident status, 

which allows them to vote in local, but not national elections. In July 2004, they sent 

their first member, Oriyahu Butler into the Israeli Defense Forces. Unlike his fellow 

Israelites, Butler is actually an Israeli citizen because his mother is Jewish; she is the 

daughter of a Dutch Holocaust survivor and an African-American man and was born in 

Eilat. In an Jerusalem Report article about his enlistment, Butler says, “I’m praying that 

serving in the army is the last phase in Israel recognizing us as citizens. . . .It seems to me 

that would be the final call.” Yet even his enlistment does not settle the question for 

Israelites in general, since his legal status is different.  In the case of the rest of the 

Hebrew Israelites—identification with an already established group identity who defined 

and performed it—Jewishness-- increased rather than ameliorated conflict between 

differing groups. Their situation and Jacobs’s letters leave us wondering what happens to 

the persuasive value of either shared ground and listening rhetoric when identity is 

precisely the issue at stake. 

In an article for the Sunstone, Booth likens rhetorology to political diplomacy: 
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But unlike skillful dipolmoats, rhetorologists do not just try to discover the 

rival basic commitments and then ‘bargain.’ Nor do they just tolerate, in a 

spirit of benign relativism. Instead they search together for true grounds 

then labor to decide how those grounds dictate a change of mind about 

more superficial beliefs. Any genuine rhetorologist entering any fray is 

committed to the possibility of conversion to the ‘enemy’ camp. 

Benjamin, Joseph, and Jacobs can be said to be acting as diplomats for rhetorology in 

these situations.  Unlike the dialogue group where all participants were equally willing to 

hear the other participants out, these exchanges as well as the letter from Kaufman to 

Dore, are only one side of the conversation. As Booth emphasized both (or all) parties 

must be present and willing for true LR to take place. In fact all parties must be open to 

the possibility of being “converted to the ‘enemy’ camp.”  In these cases we see how 

skilled one might be at using the strategies for listening rhetoric, but how listening 

rhetoric alone cannot force another party to participate when they have already 

determined that there is either 1) nothing in common or 2) nothing to be gained from such 

interactions.  At the end of Rhetoric of Rhetoric Booth writes: 

Even if every one of us promised to practice LR, or even rhetorology, in 

all disputes, human conflict would remain with us, sometimes in violent 

form. Yet the history of rhetoric teaches that learning to listen, and 

encouraging our opponents to listen, can sometimes yield moments of 

sheer illumination: a trustful pursuit of truth replacing what had appeared 

to be a hopeless battle. (Booth RR 172)
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Perhaps these moments of illumination are the best that we can hope for.  But scholars 

and rhetors alike are left wondering, how Booth’s listening rhetoric can help us persuade 

“the other.” This concern was fundamental with many of the situations I discuss in this 

chapter. 
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Endnotes 

 
1 See especially Jenny Edbauer and Donna’s comments to Brooke’s posts, and Hawk’s 
responses on his hub, especially his reflections on Booth’s last chapter. 
2 The details of the history that follow are possible because of the significant historical 
research Landing has provided. For a more detailed account see “The Commandment 
Keepers of Harlem, 1930-1950” and “The Commandment Keepers of Harlem Since 
1950,” 205-280. 
3 This is according to Singer’s account and not a direct quote from Ben Ammi himself. 
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Epilogue 
Each chapter of this project has explored the ways the “recognized” Jewish, Black 

Jewish, and Black Judaic communities attempted to interact with one another to resolve 

conflicts over their competing claims to “Jewish” identity in the late 1960s and early 

1970s. In each episode, the parties engage one another without consciously 

acknowledging how their communicative attempts are infused with convictions and 

assumptions about “legitimate Jewishness” that often undermine their genuinely good- 

willed desire to cooperate and communicate productively.  The rhetorical theories help to 

both explain the strategies the disputing groups employ and also to illuminate where the 

groups “miss each other.” To this end the rhetorical criticism generated by scholars 

applying rhetorical theory can help scholars and disputants alike to better understand  

how groups were attempting to “expand” the definition of legitimate Jewishness and 

which strategies were most successful at achieving this expansion.  Even if the rhetorical 

strategies are unable to actually bridge the gap in misunderstanding, understanding where 

the “misunderstandings” emerge and how they functioned, allows disputants and scholars 

to move one step closer to being able to resolve them. 

The examples I analyze show how the rhetorical tools and concepts are pushed to 

their limit well before the final goal of “understanding” or “persuasion” is reached.  This 

was the case with “identification” in Chapter Two, where the youth group devolved 

shortly after it earned “recognition” from the mainstream community. Such identification 

could not be sustained without more equal input from Black Jewish participants. In some 

cases, because the tools assume shared ground that is not yet present or that is believed to 
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be present, but is understood differently by the multiple participants, true argument 

cannot even begin to happen. This was the case in Chapter Three, where the Black Jewish 

and recognized Jewish communities could not agree on how to interpret the Israeli 

government’s treatment of the Hebrew Israelites, because they could not agree who was 

truly Jewish. In the last chapter, it is difficult to interpret how “listening rhetoric” might 

or might not have succeeded, because there are not enough documents to determine what 

happened on the “other side.”  I do not have the responses from all those who received 

the attempts at listening rhetoric, and where I do have responses from all the participants 

(e.g., with the dialogue group), they are mixed at best. Participants clearly felt as though 

something positive had happened because they all expressed that they had “learned” from 

their experience. Perhaps at the level of attitude, positive changes did occur, but without 

follow-up materials it is hard to see whether or not those “incipient” acts became actions 

in the material world. 

Even though each of my chapters push these rhetorical theories to their limits, I 

am not suggesting that such theoretical concepts are valueless when attempting to 

pragmatically enact rhetoric. On the contrary, by showing how much these tools are able 

to accomplish before they break down or face defeat due to circumstances outside the 

linguistic or rhetorical realm, I maintain that if we continue to refine these tools, we have 

cause for hope. Although this project began with a question of invention, it will end with 

a question concerning intervention, both on the part of scholars who write rhetorical 

criticism and theory, and on the part of rhetors who actively participate in disputes. To 
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ask this question more specifically, I will analyze the strong potential for identification’s 

power, illustrated by a speech that sadly was never delivered.  

After the disastrous series of Ben Ammi-related events in which Hatzaad 

Harishon had asked Ben Ammi to visit in order to mend relations with the Black Judaic 

and recognized Jewish communities, but the intentions backfired, Black Jewish James 

Benjamin, the last executive director of Hatzaad Harishon wrote a speech to be delivered 

at the Justice Rally for Soviet Jewry in Washington, D.C.  The rally was scheduled to 

take place on June 25, 1971.  Unfortunately, due to the fact that two protesters were 

arrested earlier on the morning the demonstration was supposed to take place, the 

demonstration itself was cancelled, and Benjamin never had the opportunity to deliver it.  

In the undelivered speech, Benjamin attempted to use identification to approach 

an audience of recognized and presumably mostly white Jews. Though the purpose of the 

rally would have been to show solidarity with Russian Jewry, he uses the occasion to 

confront the racial divide among American Jewry or what he refers to as the “second iron 

curtain.” Here, his appeals to Klal Yisrael, the unity of Jewish peoplehood, work on 

several fronts and allow him to make a case for the place of Black Jews within 

mainstream Judaism: 

It is with great pleasure that I stand before you as the representative of 

Hatzaad Harishon, and [sic] organization of black and white Jews 

dedicated to strengthening the bonds that link us. I feel particularly proud 

because my presence on this platform has two meanings vital to the cause 

for which we are gathered. First, the very name “Hatzaad Harishon” 
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means ‘first step.’ The fact that both black and white Jews are represented 

here to speak in support of Russian Jewry is a first step of historic 

importance. Secondly, today marks a day when we lift one iron curtain 

while we strive to lift still another. The second iron curtain to which I have 

reference is the one that separates our Russian brothers from ourselves. 

The first iron curtain to which I have reference is the one which has 

divided black and white Jews for these many years. 

In a deft rhetorical move, Benjamin appeals to the already presumed unity among 

American Jewry in support of Russian Jewry to call upon the American community to 

recognize its own inability to fully recognize Black Jews. As if working from a Burkean 

textbook on consubstantiality, Benjamin appeals to the “common aims” shared by black 

and white Jews alike. He cleverly inverts the order of the “iron curtains” he discusses. 

Although he mentions the iron curtain between Russian and American Jews first, he 

maintains that it is the second iron curtain he will talk about.  Although he mentions it 

second, he prioritizes the “iron curtain” between white and black Jews. He continues: 

My presence here is a sign and symbol that the American Jewish 

community is beginning to recognize that black and white Jews must live 

and work together if they are to achieve their common aims—one of 

which is the survival and liberation of the Jewish community here and 

abroad. 

After he has established the number and order of the divisive curtains he will discuss, 

Benjamin returns to the unifying concepts of Jewish peoplehood in terms of both the 
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American and international Jewish communities.  He emphasizes that “the survival and 

liberation of the Jewish community here and abroad” is the main goal for all Jewish 

people, black and white. In order to achieve this lofty goal, all Jews must work together 

to “achieve their common aims.” He underscores this sense of unifying peoplehood 

before he takes the time to draw more attention to his “difference” as a black man. 

 He reiterates this concept by repeating the word “unity” no less than four times, 

before he asks his audience to identify with him: 

As the Executive Director of Hatzaad Harishon, I have become an expert 

on the importance of unity among the Jewish people. Not just 

organizational unity, for we have paid our dues to that concept for many 

years. But unity in spirit, the kind of unity that can only come when a man 

is willing to say—I identify with this person, whom I have never met, 

whose language I do not understand, because, like me, he is a Jew.

(emphasis mine) 

He asks his audience to identify first in a general sense with anyone who is a Jew. He 

asks them to move beyond the fact that this “other Jew” is a stranger who does not share 

the same language, and then finally underscores their commonality—their shared 

Jewishness. Only after he asked them to make this general leap, does he then challenge 

them to make a bigger one:  

I may be the first black Jew you have ever met. Can you identify with me? 

Can you leap across the light years that separate us and feel, even for a 
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moment, the estrangement I have felt, the longing for acceptance among 

blacks as Jew and among Jews as a black?  

Unlike his appeals to the greater Israelite community where his blackness and race get 

prioritized, here Benjamin puts his “national” and religious identity as a Jew first. 

He challenges his audience to bridge the gap of American racial experience and feel, 

even momentarily, the double “estrangement” he has faced. His use of chiasmus in the 

last sentence calls attention to the seeming impossibility of his position.  

After asking his audience to imaginatively cross the color line, he returns to a 

collective voice, calling the new “we” of black and white Jews his words have created, 

into existence. He continues: 

We’re all gathered together here because we want the Soviet Union and 

above all the Soviet Jews to understand that we identify with them. If they 

are imprisoned, it is as though we are imprisoned. If they are denied their 

freedom to seek a Jewish life in Israel, it is although we are denied that 

right. If they flounder in loneliness, looking for their past and their culture 

and their community, well, we understand for we have floundered in 

loneliness. Suffering, segregation, denial of rights. These are our common 

heritage. But we share much more. We share the dream of Israel—that we 

Jews, both black and white, will be living examples a, light unto the 

world, of brotherhood in our everyday lives. (emphasis mine) 

His use of anthypophyra and the parallel structure  “if they, then we” allows him to use 

the Russian situation to reflect back upon the American one. After repeating the words 
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“we” and “our” no less than 10 times, he plays upon the differing degrees of “us/them” to 

unify American Jews, black and white, in their shared Jewish dreams—of an Israeli 

homeland, of “being a light unto the world.” He concludes by emphasizing the need for 

“brotherhood in our daily lives.” To this end, Benjamin skillfully employs the different 

social hierarchies to bring a new, united “we” of black and white Jews into existence.  He 

uses the recognized Jewish community’s familiarity with the problems that Russian 

Jewry faced to enlighten them about the struggles that Black Jews faced.  

This project began with a discussion of the less conscious ways that rhetoric can 

be used to influence others to invent new conceptions, ideas, and identities. In the 

example discussed above, Benjamin works within familiar hierarchies of American and 

Soviet Jewry to make space for the less familiar and less recognized identity of Black 

Jews. As Burke points out, “to say that hierarchy is inevitable is not to argue 

categorically against a new order on the grounds that it would replace under one label 

what had been removed under another” (RM 279).  And Benjamin’s undelivered speech 

shows how it is possible to create new orders on the basis of old ones. While I would like 

to conjecture that his speech would have been overwhelmingly successful, had he had the 

chance to deliver it, I cannot. Like many episodes I have analyzed in this project, 

circumstances beyond the texts themselves work against the principles the texts attempt 

to bring into reality. In fact, even though hierarchy is “a principle. . . grounded in the very 

nature of language, and reinforced by the resultant diversity of occupational classes,” it 

does not mean that better, more just hierarchies cannot be brought into existence, as 

Benjamin was clearly trying to do (Burke, RM 279). And yet, we will never know if his 
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attempts would have succeeded. Even if they had, it is unclear how long the new order he 

introduced would have remained in place—perhaps only as long as his audience listened 

to him, or perhaps only for hours, days, years. Burke also underscores that “however 

‘pure’ one’s motives may be actually, the impurities of identification luring about the 

edges of such situations introduce a typical Rhetorical wrangle of the sort that can never 

be settled once and for all, but belongs in the field of moral controversy where men 

properly seek to ‘prove opposites’” (RM 26). In the case of Black Jewish and Black 

Judaic identities in the early 1960s and 1970s, often the “recognized” Jewish 

communities and the Black Jewish and Black Judaic communities seemed to be trying to 

prove opposites. Since they were both making claims to legitimate Jewish identity on the 

basis of essence—of being born either “Jewish” as the recognized community termed it 

or Hebrew or Israelite as the Black Judaic communities termed it— they often “argued” 

about the assumptions they made about what “authentic” Jewish essence is and which 

claims to it are allowed to be accepted without contestation.  

Identification employed in the ways that Benjamin uses it above allow the Black 

Jewish identities to work within the existing framework and hierarchies of “recognized” 

Jewish identity as long as they are conforming to the criteria set forth by the recognized 

Jewish community. Unfortunately, because identification functions at an aconscious 

level, it provides little opportunity for both recognized and Black Judaic communities to 

openly discuss and argue about those authenticating criteria for Jewishness. Without such 

open discussion, conversation often devolves into the mere flipping of the hierarchies that 

gird the term and that each group privileges differently: race or religion. Burke notes that, 
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“The principle of identity, as carried out into the realm of discourse, always leads to a 

localizing in some terms which has potentialities of its own” (GM 414). For the term 

“Jewishness” these potentialities were based on either essence (race) or culture (religion). 

Burke continues, “For we may stress the element that two terms have in common or those 

respects wherein they are distinct. And if they are ancestral terms, different perspectives 

may be generated from such beginnings as a slight deflection at the centre may show as a 

vast one at the circumference” (GM  414). In the case of Black Jews, their racial 

difference shifted the visual centre around which American Jewish identity was 

constructed. Black Judaic communities’ attempts to claim Israelite, and by default Jewish 

standing, by making ancestral claims that pre-date Rabbinic definitions of Judaism were 

an attempt to “expand the circumference” of ancestral claims that counted in reocognized 

Jewish communities and also an attempt to expand the visual palette for Jewish rhetoric.  

Like the reflections from Cohen with which this project opened in Chapter One, 

however, Burke also recognizes that boundaries are of crucial importance: “one’s initial 

act in choosing ‘where to draw the line’ by choosing terms that merge or terms that 

divide has an anticipatory effect on one’s conclusions”(GM 415).  For each of the Jewish 

and  Judaic communities, the different parts of the Jewish hierarchy—either race or 

religion—functioned differently. For Black Jews and Black Judaic communities, race was 

the “unifying term” whereas for recognized Jewish communities, religion was the 

“unifying term.”  These “starting points” determined the groups’ conclusions about who 

they identified with more purely—those of their same race, or those of their same 

religion. But there is no way to resolve these quandaries, as Burke points out, since these 
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elements are “two halves of the same coin,” by asserting the rightness of either of these 

positions, the groups seek to “prove opposites” and exclude rather than include one 

another as Jews. Without providing a mechanism to deliberate about how or where the 

boundary is drawn, perhaps the best we can hope for is such stalemates. Perhaps we 

should take a page from the rabbinic sages themselves, perhaps the School of Hillel puts 

it best “These and these are the words of truth.”  
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